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Foreword 

xpressed by a census of Church membership or by an 
array of numbers. What counts is unquenchable per- 
;onal conviction, invincible faith, an unconquerable 
;pirit of adventure and demonstration. And here the 
are revealed in this man. 

In a great moment of experience which seemed 
reveal to him the heart of the universe, Walt Whitman 
mote, 

'And I know that the hand of God is the elder han 
of my own, 

And I know that the Spirit of God is the elder brother 
of my own, 

And that a kelson of the creatiam is Love." 

" Kelson " or " keelson" is a nautical word which means 
the solid binding keel which holds the entire ship 
together and makes i t  able to stand the fiem a w d t s  
of the seal Sa, the poet sees a mighty principle d 
love running through the whole cosmie frame of things, 
from husk to core, making it the revelation of heartr am3 
soul, and purpose, and not just d a n b g  me&ankm, 

This book 
up through 

expressa a faith like 
lower unmnseims 

mutual aid and the swrifiee of the self for the group, 
to the pyous, radiant, c m i m  &&c&n. of the per- 
sonal life far the sake of others, Wowehg at ib highski 
and holiest culmination ia the Great Galilean, 
whom God's ckitcter as w e  and love at h%t; staacbs 
revealed in its full glory.. 

RUFUS M. JQNES 
Haverford, PenmyEvaah 
Ij+i 



Toyohiko Kagawa 

TOYOHIKO KAGAWA 

ELEANOR M. HINDER AND HELEN F. TOPPING 
Toyohiko Kagawa was born in Japan on July tenth 

in the year 1888. He was the son of a well-to-do family, 
and though his father died when he was young, he was 
brought up under the care of a wealthy uncle, so that 
during his school years he had every educational ad- 
vantage. At the age of nine he was sent to a Buddhist 
temple to study Confucian classics. Later he went to 
a middle school (approximately equivalent to a junior 
high and first two years of a high school in the United 
States), and while there joined the English Bible class of 
a missionary, in order to improve his grasp of the for- 
eign language. It was during this period of his teens 
that his family faced extremely difficult times, due to a 
moral lapse on the part of his elder brother which led to 
financial ruin for the family. These happenings burned 
themselves into his experience and challenged him early 
to a consideration of the necessity for a philosophy of 
life which should have moral power. 

Realizing the boy's distress of soul, his English Bible 
teacher, Dr. Harry Myers of Kobe, then in Tokushima, 
invited the young Kagawa out into the quiet of the 
sunset glow for a conversation. He brought home to 
the lonely, orphaned youth the power of Christianity 
as a personal religion. "I discovered," says Kagawa, 
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"my Father in Heaven, who was also in myself! " and 
verses memorized from the Sermon on the Mount were 
the vehicle of the transforming realization. Nature, 
hitherto a fearful abode of demons to the lad, became 
kind to him, when considered as the place where grew 
the lilies cared for by the Heavenly Father. His whole 
subsequent life has been one straightforward progress 
from that sunset moment. 

When i t  became time to graduate from the middle 
school, his uncle wanted him to go to the Imperial 
University and prepare for a diplomatic career. But 
Kagawa refused, and was completely disinherited, al- 
though previously the uncle, the richest man in the 
province of Awa, had intended making the brilliant 
nephew his heir. Instead, Kagawa became a penniless 
student at  the Southern Presbyterian Theological Semi- 
nary a t  Kobe, where he studied Christian theology, and 
where Dr. Myers befriended him in many ways. 

At this time his health was poor and gave con- 
siderable anxiety to his friends and the seminary author- 
ities. He spent one year in a fishing village, in an effort 
to regain his strength, and there saw something of the 
grinding life of poverty. Anxiety was increased when 
on his return to college it was discovered that he was 
frequenting Shinkawa, one of the worst slum districts 
in Kobe, where he was preaching to groups of people on 
the streets. "It was one of the worst slums conceivable, 
a district where some eleven thousand people were living 
in eleven blocks, as many as nine people sleeping in a 
room six feet square." Kagawa saw that something 
more than preaching was needed in such a neighbor- 
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hood, and when he was twenty-two years of age, not 
yet thoroughly recovered from tuberculosis, he went 

I to live in Shinkawa. Here he began the work of love 
and service that crystallized his life philosophy and 
made him so completely identified in sympathy and 
understanding with the problems of poverty and moral 
lapse that he has become a world figure, a symbol of 
Christ-living in the twentieth century. 

After four years and a half of life in the slums, Kagawa 
went to the United States. Here he attended classes a t  
Princeton, though i t  can never be said that Kagawa 
received his theology from any source other than his 
own honest facing of problems, his "meditation," and 
his personal searching for an answer which would fit 
the situation. 

Upon his return to Japan, he astonished his friends 
by insisting upon returning to the slum districts to live, 
even on the first night spent in his own country. Here 
he began a t  once the pursuit of his former purpose of 
reclaiming men to self-respect and fuller life-a purpose 
from which no opportunity for worldly advantage or 
honor has been able to tempt him. This purpose has 
been carried out daily, constantly, for nineteen years, 
finding its expression in large social movements as well 
as in gospel preaching. The recital of the manifold 
ways in which he has given himself to social service, as 
outlined in the following pages, constitutes in effect the 
complete story of his life. 

In 1910, Kagawa married a woman whose given name 
is Haru, meaning "spring." She had worked, before 
her marriage, in a bookbindery, and came into Ka- 



gawa's life as a volunteer helper in his church. He was 
first attracted to her because of her own respect for the 
people amongst whom he was working. She exhibited 
no trace of superiority, even to the most depraved. 
She joined him in living in the slums, helping in his 
work and sharing in his hardships. They remained 
there for some years, until in 1923 their first child was 
born. Then, in fairness to the child, they moved away, 
though the "upper room7' was retained, and many a 
night was spent by Kagawa in the district. During her 
residence in the Shinkawa slums Mrs. Kagawa became 
president of a society of working women known as 
Awakened Women, and published a monthly journal, 
which flourished until she and her husband were called 
to earthquake relief work in Tokyo, when i t  lapsed. 
She has written two very interesting books, Mg me as 
a Haidservant and as a Factorg Girl and Stories from the 
Slums, recording some of her actual experiences and 
portraying characters she knew in Shinkawa. 

Kagawa is short of stature and dresses simply, in 
Western clothes, and these the ordinary uniform of a 
working man. For years his eyes have been exceedingly 
weak and painful, owing to his having contracted tra- 
choma from a man with whom he shared his bed, and 
at  intervals he has suffered complete loss of sight. Yet 
he cannot spare the time necessary for the long-drawn- 
out treatment which might bring relief. He carries in 
his pocket a small lens which he places to his eye if he 
attempts to read. Considered in relation to the ex- 
tremely heavy literary work which he accomplishes, 
upon which he depends for the support of the many 



be regarded as tragic, and in the life of a lesser man 
it would be an insuperable obstacle to effective work. 

Kagawa lives out utterly the life of love, which he 
conceives to have been the essence of Christ's teaching. 
F O ~  years, during his slum work, he had but one suit of 
clothes and but meager covering for his bed. If he was 
given superfluous clothing, he gave i t  away to the 
needy. He refuses to concede that i t  is necessary to 
use violence for the improvement of conditions of life 
in Japan, and he has withdrawn himself from group 
after group which has desired to use the methods of 
violence. His only weapon is that of love. 

His teaching is of the most &id kind. When he 
speaks in English, i t  appears to the onlooker that his 

, use of this medium makes his message the more telling. 
* 

He seems to conjure up before himself a picture, and 
then, in rapidly uttered sentences, to share it with his 
audience. He uses a blackboard continuously as he 
speaks, portraying by diagram and ingenious drawing 
the spiritual truths which lesser teachers would regard 
as, being capable of presentation in words only. His 
memory for figures is prodigious, and in his master hand 
figures become a most telling instrument for the 
illustration of the point he wishes to make. 

His own vivid, personal faith is completely con- 
tagious. The fact that he is a Christian is the first 
thing that emerges, joyously, from him when one meets 
him. He does not hesitate to say that he is a Christian, 
Yet in his efforts to appeal to the larger group he has not 
always used the appellation. "I never spoke of Chris. 



tianity when I began my work as a leader of the Social 
Movement. I served as a Good Samaritan, but they 
knew that I was a Christian. Many of my friends 
found the nature of Christianity through this service." 

Kagawa is a mystic in that his life is frankly built on 
communion with God. He has always been an early 
riser, using the early morning hours for his devotions. 
When a member of the China Conference on Chris- 
tianizing Economic Relations in 1927, he conducted 
services at  six o'clock each morning for a week, four 
miles from the conference grounds. He draws his inex- 
haustible resources from these times of communion with 
God. 

He is genial, quick of wit, and kindly at  all times, 
living out in every human relationship his law of love. 
As hi formula for social work is simply, "I love them, 
that is all," so it may be said that his formula stands 
him in stead for every occasion that life brings to him. 

The privilege of coming into intimate contact with a 
man of his caliber is an experience which few who have 
had it will forget. The challenge of his personality 
persists. 

* % 

Kagawa's life and character can be revealed fully 
only by a study of his work. In fact, the man is his 
work. The bulk of this sketch, therefore, as contained 
in the following pages, will outline his contact with the 
religious, social, economic, and political movements of 
Japan. From the list of his activities, and a considera- 
tion of the part his personal power plays in them, there 
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k y Toyohiko Kagawa 
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1 shines forth the personality of a man incredible in the 
1 of his interests and the commanding sweep 
t of influence. 

Pregminent among Kagawa's many interests is that 
in his work as a Christian pastor. At the present time 
(1929) he is in charge of three churches, one in each of 
his settlements in Tokyo, Osaka, and Kobe. The latter, 
of only eighty members in the slums of Kobe, is the 
pivotal point from which all the rest of his social activi- 
ties radiate. Of this church a foreign member says, 
"For one who experienced the six o'clock Sunday morn- 
ing service, there was no stopping. No heat nor weari- 
ness of summer could rival the dynamic pull of that 
fellowship. The place was mean, the furniture of the 
simplest, but there was sumptuous furnishing for the 
spirit." 

In a speech before Shanghai Christian leaders in 
August, 1927, referring to his early pastoral duties, he 
said, "In connection with preaching in the slums I had 
to do these things: First, to help the needy, the physi- 
ally weak, and wounded. To this end I opened a free 
linic. Second, to educate the slum boys. I began, 
;herefore, to teach arithmetic and algebra for two hours 
in the morning beginning a t  five o'clock, and again 
from seven to eight in the evening. Third, to preach. 

.i At eight o'clock, after the evening classes, I would go 
' Out with the students for street preaching. For the 

first four years of my residence in the slums I never 
stopped preaching in the streets." 

7 
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Kagawa's preaching work has been the central activ- 
ity of his life ever since. Whatever form of social work 
he may be for the moment engaged in, he preaches the 
Gospel of Jesus Christ. In 1923, after the earthquake 
in Tokyo, he established a center from which he organ- 
ized all the phases of relief work known in other such 
centers, setting up a baby clinic, a station for milk dis- 
tribution, and temporary workshops for women. Night 
after night his hall would be crowded, and he would 
preach to those who came. Also he preached in all the 
churches still standing in Tokyo, converting in all some 
5,700 of his hearers to Christianity during the months 
following the earthquake. Recently, when the dedica- 
tion service of his Shikanjima Settlement was held in 
Osaka, " Kagawa preached for three nights, and gained 
145 converts, from every sort of industrial occupation. 
The regular services are crowded and enthusiastic." 

It is natural that so great and positive a personality 
should not escape without conflict with the established 
order even within the institutions which he strives most 
to help. The Christian churches did not a t  first accept 
his message and his methods without opposition, just 
as the Government a t  first feared his influence. Indeed, 
when the Church cooperates as well with Kagawa as do 
the Government and the social movements, there will 
come a great advance to it. "A prophet without honor 
in his own country" is Kagawa in the Church at  present, 
for his uncompromising fidelity to the truth as he sees 
i t  has forced him to speak out frankly in criticism of its 
defects. There are signs of a change, however. Even 
as the attitude of the Government went through a proc- 
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ess of evolution, from forcible repression by fines and 
imprisonment only seven years ago, to the acceptance 
of its erstwhile priso,ner as a peerless authority on labor 
questions, even so his brother ministers, and mission- 
mies, are beginning to understand the reality which 
Kagawa represents, and to lay hold upon it as the 
greatest need of the Church today. "One million souls 
for Christ in Japan!" is Kagawa's slogan, and he bor- 
rows the "million" from the French Huguenots, not with 
the motive of piling up numbers, but to set a standard 
that shall be big enough to challenge us to far-reaching 
action. The churches are small, and have spent all 
their energies in attaining economic self-support, a 
worthy but self-centered goal. They are middle-class 
churches, class limited, while about them are forty 
millions of proletarians, to mention only the families 
of the ten million new voters, neglected and unreached. 
As formerly he worked in the labor and other social 
movements, striving to get them into a condition in 
which they could stand alone, so now he is working, not 
only as pastor of three Settlement churches, in Kobe, 
Osaka, and Tokyo, but also in the Church Universal, 
praying and hoping for its coijrdination into a working 
unity strong and vital enough to meet the present 
situation. He is intending to go into every province of 
Japan, and spread Christianity and gain converts by 
his personal presence and preaching. 

I t  is Kagawa's principle never to accept the positions 
of leadership that are pressed upon him. So he has 
consistently refused to run for the Diet; so he has put 
his friends whose Christian principles he knew and 
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trusted, into positions of leadership in the Labor and 
Peasants' Movements. Thus, if they could only know 
it, rather than by accepting it for himself, he will give 
larger leadership to the church functionaries who are 
as yet so afraid of his influence. As he has been the 
inspiring force behind the scenes in the labor movement 
and the proletarian political movement, so he waits for 
the opportunity to act as a servant to the developing 
possibilities of the Christian movement, to help i t  
unify itself, to bring i t  into line with the neglected 
classes, in order to save them from the doctrines of 
Marxianism. 

This is the great strategic opportunity of the Japanese 
Church today-to rediscover the message of Christ the 
Carpenter to the common people, now or never-and the 
Japanese Church, if any, must reclothe herself in the 
original spirit of Christ the Workingman. With the 
United States gone almost as far to the right as has 
Russia to the left, with Europe decadent, and China and 
India still chaotic, Japan is a t  the focus of the world 
situation. It is here that progress must be made a t  the 
present moment. If the forces of religion can see and 
grasp their opportunity to help emancipate the common 
people, and make a synthesis of the values that are 
pushing their conflicting way into Japan from all direc- 
tions-can create values out of "menaces" and tri- 
umphantly transform evil into goodness-then it will 
be living up to the spirit of Kagawa, and indeed realizing 
the principles of the New Testament. "I am among 
you as one that serveth," said One who formed no 
organizations, refused kingship, and suppressed all 



sbtements of His M e s s b i p ,  until the disgruntled 
populace connived a t  Ris crucifixion. It is the spirit of 
the Crucified One which is now needed among His 

followers, "That they may dl be one; that 
the world m y  beline.'' 

Ragam has m5tten no f e r n  than five b k s  on the 
Christian religion, mdtu'cing his intqretrsa~m, from 
different asp8ctS, af the &gniGeanm of &%US. These 
are: T h  R~Eigiore 01 J w ,  ThR I a w  Uf' qf JHW, Ths 
Dailg Life of fww2 TIM Rg&& af N&r@ !Thropylk 

for AU lsrpa~kdd* In the 
laborm of the world are 

great w d ,  and out of their 
at am imp& in religion. , . . 

When the Labor Mwement becames dead in m e s t  
and the laboring classes are thorowhly ar0~eC.l~ ideal.. 
ism develops, and in the deptb of the life of each olte 
a great wave b ~ a b ,  the religion d tfte Great 
Builder Jesus stirs, and God is revealed, . . ." 

"Come anto Me, dl ye that labor and are heavy 
laden!" If the Church  doe^ make its m-ge elear 
enough to Labor, t he  qaotrtation in the previous para- 
graph suggests that Labor wil l  eontributd to it a new 
dynamic force; and it ~ F S  the pemmliey of fcagaiwa 
that now is the open sesame to this synthesis whieh all 
the world needs, and which can take place in J a m  far 
the sake of all Christendom and all the Orient. 

Kagawa is a mystic, whose proper hterprebtion 
needs to be based on study of the mystics of the 
church (see the book of that a-title by Evelyn UnderhU.) 
His m a t  popular novel, Crowinfir the Delsddz La'rae @ub- 
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lished in America under the title Before the Dawn), was 
so named from a mystical experience during extreme 
illness, when friends were gathered a t  his supposed 
deathbed, and a spiritual experience lifted him "across 
the death line" and back into active service for the poor 
and needy. The Shikanjima Settlement had its source 
in another such experience, and during Passion Week 
before Easter of 1928 he was wakened in the night and 
encouraged as was Paul a t  Corinth to push forward 
without discouragement and carry out his vision of the 1 
evangelization of all Japan by means of systematic 
travel over the entire country which a t  present is pre- 
vented by the problem of financing his local settlement 
work. Out of the Unseen he was reassured that needs 
would be met and prayers answered adequately. Such 
assurance was needed, for the economic depression has 
dected publishers and book buyers so severely as to 
cut down the usual sources of the literary income by 
which Kagawa supports his settlements in Tokyo, 
Osaka, and Kobe, and his rural work-each one an 
experiment in some feature of social reconstruction 
which, when demonstrated locally, will be repeated on 
a national scale, as was the Peasants' Union. Such 
enterprises are not merely "more social work" which 
could be dropped in favor of extensive campaigning; 
every one must be continued until it flowers and makes 
its essential contribution to the nation-wide reconstruc- 
tion that is imperative. And yet Kagawa is at  the 
same time called to wider service both by inner convio 
tion and outward experience of campaigns that are 
tremendously successful in various centers-in the Do- 
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had organized the Doshisha Labor Mis- 

July, 1928, dealing with the thought problems 
. Social movements and idealism, the fun- 
of social Christianity, Christian history 

cal economics, and the social aspect of the 
Jesus were some of the subjects, and the 

heard from Christian pastors that some 

eration between all the forces of spiritual ideal- 

Tokyo. There beside it is the spot where 
~ t h q u a k e  of 1923 Kagawa suggested to the 
charge that he put up a tent for the refugees. 
of people were sleeping in the temple grounds, 
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md $he &gbl;s were g&ting ~ 2 d .  The priest Cfid H& 
d~ w n g ,  and Kagawa's concern for the Mering 
pwgie led Mm next to government t;zuthdtities, who 

I 

I h1.d him tht  it wafi city land on which the temple was . 

; I  meted, and he might do what he pleased. So the next , 

I morning there stood a large tent beside the temple, with 
I the gign of the Cross on it. The prie& wax3 greatly 

mttmished and the people relieved; and Kagam a t  
a c e  offered to turn over the work to the priest, wha 1 

BOW wax eager to take it. Kagawa got the government 
I to make a grant of 40,000 yen ($20,000) to the pri& 

1' for 2t permanent building. Meanwhile he preached t;a 
) 

I '  him out of Buddhist scriptwer~, $hoowlng how in this , 

su&a and such and sueh a canon, mercy was taught; 

Mercy-yet all you are doing here is to worship ib1sF'' 
The priest said " Hai! Hcci!'knd took hold of tha ~ocial 
work vigorously, acquiring great fame for it, md on 
his death was given the name of " Salvator Primt" fw 
his charitiesl. 

Kagawak part in the recent T h e  Religions Congrm 

I was characteristic. Called on to speak as the reprwn- , 

stirring appeal to all religious sods to dirwt their ener- I 

-gies to practical social service, after the example of the ' 

Good Samaritan. " Russia says religion b an opiate," 
he cried, "and until we became less obaequiow to a p e  
f%d we cannot entirely refute that chwge against m1'" 
Enumerating such things as the eighbhour day m 
m m g  the minimum m-ial &ada& wM& religious 
w ~ r k m  should hist on for W i k v .  he re i twed  

54 
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that God is not interested in ritual but in mercy. The 
next day a Shinto priest opened a discussion by attack- 
ing this position. The discussion lasted an hour and a 
half, and was reverberated in most of the Japanese press 
all over the country. Osaka was buzzing with conver- 
sations about Kagawa's speech in Tokyo. It was evi- 
dent that the address had been epoch-making. While 
much adverse criticism was aroused, more expressions 
of gratitude and commendation have poured in from 
mans sources, and the sum total of the result seems to 
be that many have been stimulated to see the possibility 
of a new courage, virility, and effectiveness in religion. 

Kagawa's address on "Conscience in Religion" a t  
the mass meeting of the National Christian Conference, 
June, 1928, was one of its rare moments; and he at- 
tended the sessions throughout as an earnest of his 
prayer for the coordination of the Christian forces. In 
August he spoke three times a t  the Methodist Confer- 
ence called by the social welfare chairman of that 
church to draft a social program for it. Afterwards he 
had three days of evangelistic meetings a t  Utsunomiya. 
Still later, for four days in Karuizawa, and for two days 
in Nojiri, he shared with Dr. Henry T. Hodgkin the 
leadership of conferences on applied Christianity with 
the missionaries. Much of the time between such con- 
ferences he sits in his hot little study in Nishinomiya, 
speeding up the literary composition that cares for the 
settlements, or straining his poor eyes in arduous proof 
reading. 

One of the phases of his work as a Christian preacher 
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bracing 1,300 young people all over the country. 
gawa saw the. young people drifting away because 
churches did not afford sufficiently varied activitie 
culture to hold their interest. He organized this 
therefore, to keep the young people loyal to the ch 
They call themselves "Friends of Jesus." A confer 
is held yearly. Kagawa regards this as an extreme 
important phase of his work. He is leading the thinki 
of this group toward a program of Christian socialis 

Wherever he goes throughout the country, his coming 
is a signal for evangelistic activity. When on his way 
to China in 1927 he conducted a series of meetings for 
preachers in Nagasaki. In hi; evangelistic work his 
converts are his friends. "While preaching in the slums 14 
I made many friends. I do not like to call them con- $ 
verts, but friends. Some have been murderers. I have 1 been beaten by some of them, or threatened with swords d 
and pistols before they understood my words." For b i  

him, "To'give opportunities to the minority, to forgive 1 
4 

those who come against us-that is the ideal; and ib 
Christ did just that. The love of Christ stands out as ~i 
the greatest thing known to humanity." i. 

9 
LITERARY WORK I 

$ 

From 1910 until the present time, Kagawa has con- 
tinuously been engaged in literary work and in the pub- $' 

lication of books and periodicals for the furtherance of ' 

his work. "I thought that, unless I wrote, it wauld 
' 

be very difficult to reach the people en masse. Probably 
I write too much, but I have written about forty-five 
books, and am ready to publish more." 



~0 Koete (Crossing the Death Line, or, as i t  is 

years before, and which its author regarded as 
orbing but very youthful indiscretion of his 

d the little book was launched. It took the 
by storm; that is to say, more than 150,000 
were sold in a few weeks. Its unvarnished, 

city came a t  a time when the idea of reconstruc- 

t~ spiritual freedom appealed to millions of 
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novelists. He did not set up a literary coterie, nor did 
he seek a quiet but costly villa in the hills to prepare 
to improve his message. He put what revenue his book 
brought him into settlement work in Shinkawa; and 
he continued to wear the clothes of the working classes, 
to eat their food, to live in his single tiny room, and to 
work twelve hours a day a t  his clubs and classes. Yet 
the popular acclaim for his writings was such that when 
his next book neared completion the booksellers of 
Tokyo came to him and made an agreement that it 
would be put on sale simultaneously throughout Japan 
a t  half-past one on the afternoon of November 16. 

"This was the next year, 1921, and Kagawa had in 
the meantime so vigorously espoused the cause of the 
striking Kobe shipyard workers, many of whom lived 
in Shinkawa, that he was forced to join some of their 
other leaders in jail and wrote a good part of his third 
novel there. Yet when the day came, queues of people, 
in some cases two hundred long, waited a t  the book- 
stores for A Shooter at the Sun, the sequel to Crossing the 
Death Line (Before the Dawn), which carries on the tale 
of the slum work into many varied and colorful phases 
of activity. This second novel, which has also been 
translated into English, and the third, Listening to the 
Voice of the Prison Walls, so entitled because written 
in jail, both sold in large editions, and secured Kagawa's 
place as a national figure, a youthful Tolstoy protesting 
against the crushing materialism of contemporary 
Japan.'' 

Parts of these novels-the three forming a continued 
story of his own life and work in Shikawa-and plen- 
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anese. A tragic episode, a casual character study, a 
page or two of reflections on the consequences of sociai 
equality, a love affair, an old man's shame, the beauty 
of a touch of sunlight on a wretched roof-the material 
is all plain to see. Theperception ip of an inner beauty."l 
His writing is done with extreme care. His manuscripts 
often remain in his desk for months after one would 
suppose them completed, to be thought over and prayed 
over and perfected, until they achieve an exacting 
standard remarkable in comparison with the abun- 
dance of his literary production. And still the publishers 
clamor for his work. It would be very much easier for 
Kagawa to send all of his books to one publisher. Who- 
ever could secure a monoply on his writings would pay 
well for it. But Kagawa has refused tempting offers 
of this kind, and a t  the risk of his own royalties sends 
his books to publishers struggling to get on their feet 
again after the earthquake, in which so many lost 
everything. 

During the year 1928 Kagawa completed three new 
novels-NampG ni KisouMono (Facing the South Wind), 
a novel for middle school boys; a political novel against 
the " G. 0. P. of Japan," called Katamukeru Taichi (The 
Earth Which Inclines); and another problem novel 
written to help the great national movement for the 
abolition of the licensed quarters, called %xii wo Siihai 
Suru Tokoro (Where the Idols Reign). Two more books, 
of a religious character, were published during 1928. 
The first is called Jinrui e no Sengen (A Declaration to 
Mankind), and is a most careful exposition of the 

1 From G. L. Harding's article, quoted on page 17. 
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and the plates as well, were burned in the Tokyo con- 
flagration. Friends are now searching in second-hand 
bookstores in Osaka and Kobe for these rare volumes, 
and as fast as they are found they are being reprinted 
in cheap editions to sell a t  20,30, or 35 sen (about 10, 
15, or 17% cents), so that the poor can afford to buy 
them. One of Kagawa's newest religious books, 
Emancipation with God, in such a cheap edition, had 
sold 45,000 copies by the end of 1927, and is still selling 
widely. 

Kagawa has also concerned himself with the publica- 
tion of translations of important books published in 
other languages. One such, upon the translation of 
which he and a helper have been engaged almost a year, 
is The Food Resources of the World, by Professor J. 
Russell Smith of Columbia University. Another is the 
two volumes of the late Herbert Stead of London, 
called The Story of Social Christianity. The works of 
Dr. Albert Schweitzer, the great German philosopher 
who gave up a brilliant career to become a medical 
missionary in darkest Africa, are being translated into 
Japanese by Kagawa and his colleague, the headworker 
of the Shikanjima Settlement, Rev. Genjiro Yoshida. 1 

After having finished and published Dr. Schweitzer's 
Secret of the Kingdom of God and his Christianitg a d  
World Religions, Mr. Yoshida is now a t  work on his 
Philosophy of Civilization. 

"Kagawa fascinates people with his extremes. A 
Christian faith so simple as to be almost childlike 
flowers into a social philosophy staggering in its em- 
brace." Upon one occasion when his time to speak a t  a 
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from prison in Kobe after the great dockyard strike. 
It was then that I thought it necessary to organize the 
peasants, so I invited seventy-two friends of mine from 
all over Japan to spend two nights in Shinkawa with 
me, and to organize in the Kobe Y. M. C. A. I am 
not a farmer, so I asked my friend Mr. Sugiyama to be 
the president of the Peasants' Union." 

Motojir6 Sugiyama is, like Kagawa, an ordained 
minister, who, after his graduation from theological 
seminary, felt so keenly the significance of rural work 
that he took a country pastorate at  a salary of one yen 
(about 50 cents) a month, earning his expenses by farm- 
ing. He taught a school for the farmers on weekdays 
in the church building, and made his difficult parish an 
outstanding success, until he was forced to resign by 
those who opposed the principle of an institutional 
church and thundered, "The church is for worship 
only!" Then for nine years Sugiyama sold sweet pota- 
toes in order to be able to continue his evangelistic work 
in the country. Okino, the famous writer, once said 
that his l i e  ambition would be realized when he should 
succeed in bringing Sugiyarna and Kagawa into a work- 
ing cooperation such as they have maintained for the 
past six years since the organization of the Peasantd' 
Union. And in 1927, when the two were a t  Karuizawa, 
they took a special trip over to Kutsukake to visit Okino 
in commemoration of his achievement. Sugiyama is the 
central personality, not only in the Peasants' Union, 
which, though once disrupted by Russian communistic 
influence, has recently been reunited, but also in the 
political party as outlined on later pages. 
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The extent to  which the cooperatives organized by 
Kagawa depend on personal character and spiritual 
quality is illustrated by an anecdote connected with 
their financial crisis. It was during Kagawa's absence 
on his world trip in 1925 that they were almost sub- 
merged economically; and on his return their manager 
sent an urgent message to Kagawa urging him to do 
something substantial for them. His reply was a 
picture!-a sketch (he is a natural artist of marked 
ability) of Moses crossing the Red Sea, with Pharaoh's 
horses disappearing beneath the waves, and a verse of 
a hymn in the Sambika (Union Hymnal), which may 
be translated as follows: 

God will do His gracious will; 
He opens a path through the raging sea, 
And sends down manna in the sandy wastes. 

The discouraged manager, instead of being more dis- 
couraged by this apparently impractical response to his 
plea, experienced a rebirth of the faith Kagawa intended 
to inspire in him by the message, and a t  once invented a 
new line of goods which have made the cooperatives 
abundantly successful in a financial as well as educa- 
tional sense. Every month the Osaka cooperatives 
make several thousands of yen profits, all of which i"s 
put into education about the cooperative movement. 
A monthly magazine is published and distributed freely 
all over the Empire, from the Osaka cooperatives. 

In Tokyo, Kagawa has organized the cooperative 
movement among university students as well as among 
laborers. Since the first organization in Waseda two 
years ago, a number of other student cooperatives have 
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manhood suffrage. But it was not until the labor 
movement began to back i t  that i t  acquired momentum. 
Enlisting Yukio Ozaki, the famous Liberal, in 1919, 
just after the organization of the Federation of Labor, 
Kagawa conducted a whirlwind two weeks' campaign, 
beginning a t  Kyoto, Kobe, and Osaka, and finishing in 
Tokyo, which so aroused the country about manhood 
suffrage that the measure looked extremely likely to 
pass the Diet during the following session. When i t  
did finally pass in 1925, Kagawa was ready to organize 
the first Farmer-Labor Party of Japan. In this, in 
order to achieve a unified movement, he attempted to 
cooperate with more radical elements. His problem is 
indicated in a statement of his about the labor move- 
ment: "At first I thought we could get along nicely 
with the Soviet movement. I allowed the general 
strike, boycotting, the use of the union label, and 
sabotage, but without violence. . . . We do not like 
dictatorship of the Russian type; we must give the 
minority a chance." 

Kagawa made a very thorough preparation for the 
organization of the proletarian political party. "I 
thought also that i t  was necessary to investigate the 
labor parties of Great Britain, Germany, Holland, and. 
Europe; so when I was invited to lecture to the stu- 
dents of the Pacific Coast I went farther and studied 
these political movements in various countries, and I 
had the pleasure of meeting the Labor Ministers in 
Great Britain. Immediately afterward I helped organ- 
ize the first Labor Party of Japan, and they asked me to  
be a member of the executive. But yhile I had been 
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from the point of view of life, labor, and personality, 
and thus to adjust such difficulties as those arising from 
mechanization of labor. I 

As Kagawa moves about Japan or about the world, 
he travels with huge charts, which he uses in the inter- 
pretation of his points. He has genius to know whieh 
economic facts his audience needs to understand, and 
equal genius to know how to portray them. Chalk in 
hand, before a blackboard, or more commonly, fudh 
(writing brush) in hand, before a large sheet of white 
paper, or many of them, he constructs his own charts 
and diagrams from figures which his mind retains with 
remarkable accuracy. He is a teacher with the com- 
pletest grip of the best educational methods. 

Kagawa's scientific approach to problems of poverty 
and social need have earned him a unique position in 
the eyes of the government of his country. Many 
years ago his insistent work toward the creation of a 
labor movement brought him into conflict with author- 
ity, and, as has been recorded, in 1921, under Article 17 
of the police regulations, he was sent to jail for the part 
he played in the great Kobe dockyard strike. He 
employed his time there in writing. He was released 
on parole, subject to police surveillance; police were 
present a t  every meeting he addressed. Yet, in spite 
of this, his courage, integrity, and ability were recog- 
nized by the government which had constrained him, 
to such an extent that, when the great earthquake 
,occurred in Tokyo, he was invited by that Government 
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It has been seen that his early impetus toward Chris-, 
tianity was an effort to obtain a purposeful motive forcq 
in his life toward right living. The implications of 
Christianity in personal and social living he deduced f?r 
himself, and wherever he saw clearly, there his life livdd 
out the vision. "When I became a Christian in Tokh 
shima, the people did not likeChristianity, but I thought 
'It is the Way, the Truth, and the Life."'. . . "I read 
the lives of George Fox, John Wesley, and others, and 
thought that if we are to have real Christianity in Japan 
we must have fire in our hearts. We must be full of 
Jesus Christ. I am trying to live up to my predecessors." 

What of personal sacrifice this philosophy meant to 
him he gladly gave. His dedication to a life of simple 
habits and meager living was complete and joyful. 
What of social implications his conception of the love of 
God brought him, he faced equally frankly. "I realized 
we must get a t  the slums through their causes, not 
merely by religious work." 'Wnless we preach to the 
laboring class, we can never save the slums." "From the 
beginning I was a socialist, not in a materialistic sense, 
but in a spiritual sense. I am a Christian socialist." 

Kagawa does not believe in violence. He has there- 
fore steadily set his face against Marxian theories and 
their expressions in radical action among labor groups 
in Japan, though his own life lives out the economic 
principles of communism. "I like the word 'commun- 
ism,' and I am sorry the Marxians have monopolized 
it. . . . We must consider the sharing of material things 
as only one side of Christian living. We must go far- 
ther. If we practice Christ's Sermon on the Mount 
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There was a time when we Japanese thought that i ' 

Japan, love must be regnant. 
Love is the supreme sovereign. Love alone can 

subdue the world. All those men who dreamed of 
world empire have failed: the first Emperor of China, 
Alexander the Great, Hannibal, Julius Casar, Napo- 
leon, the Kaiser-all have vanished like a dream.. 
Conquest by the sword is but for the moment; it 
has no validity whatever. 

Love binds society together from within. It is both 
linchpin and girdle; and Love can never be annihilated. 

Japan does not believe this, and hence cannot sub- 
due the world. Would-be world conquerors can subdue 
merely the surface of a globe 7,900 miles in diameter; 
but the conqueror of men's spirits subjugates the very 
core of the cosmos. 

Where can I walk in Tokyo and find love? Every- 
one's face is expressionless. The young girls, the 
newsboys, the street-car conductors, the ministers of 
state-all the people that I saw as I walked from 
the Premier's official residence down to the rusty- 
roofed hovels in the slums of Fukagawa seemed to 
have lost the light of Love from their faces. In 
theaters, concerts, banquets, parks, I discovered only 
the empty shells of souls. I saw a singing girl wear- 
ing a gorgeous embroidered obi of silver thread over 
a long-sleeved kimono of purple silk crepe. How lovely 
she was! But i t  was all display, with nothing below 
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$ were to be seen diving into the water reeking 
,$?he dead bodies in order to salvage the bottles of 
,hundreds of which were lying at  the bottom of 
tfeam. They piled them up on the bank and 
diving for more, when along came a gang of 
er sake-thieves who ran away with the whole 

,But think! What are wars and economic con- 
' but large-scale imitations of this sordid 

, do not rehearse to me the horrors of the Euro- 
a .  My heart is sick with them. They were 

e doings of humankind: they were rather the 
of nationals-of Germans, Frenchmen, English- 

of human beings. Those men had become 
hines. They were beasts without souls. 

;beasts do have souls, but they!-they had sold 
.,souls for passion, for gold, and had bound the 
$of men in front of the mouths of cannon. The 
, recalling of it all makes me swoon. Why did 
in order to purchase destruction, poverty, and 
Pry, murder eight million souls and wound twenty- 
hilion people? 
Y? It was retribution. It was the vengeance 
 en. Thus did the loveless recompense them- 
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are felled, the springs of water fail; and when lov 
had dried up, the very next day the Great Wa 

I stand against all learning, all institutions, all 
ernments, all arts, all religions, which reject 

rely on force and know nothing about Love. If I 
e to be arrested for saying this, let me be hand- 
ed, for I had rather die quickly by the sword than 

e of thirst in a loveless desert. 
Never talk to me of any doctrine of communism 
a t  is based on hate, for I wish to love. Show me 

Is not communism that is maintained by the sword 
mere tyranny? Revolution may break out in a day. 
Czar Nicholas was frightened by the booming of 
cannon on the Kronstadt; Kerensky fled without 
fighting; and the fall of Kiel made the crown topple 
from the head of Kaiser Wilhelm the Second. 

But Love cannot be born in a day. Therekre 
the mob chooses the easy way of the sword. Thus 
humanity is forever being forced to walk on the naked 
edges of drawn swords, while those who fail to get 
across are forthwith cut to pieces. Come, you con- 
jurors, you sorcerers, you magicians! See if you can 
calculate how many battalions can pass abreast on 



9, then, in place of the sw~rd ghall we substitute 
,rand try to buy men's souls therewith? What 
ze see in rnoder~ cities? Prostitutes, purveyors of 

remedies, alley delinquents, and the police and 
bmerie who control them! If these be the st& 
,"the modern state is made of, then it is a state 

next door to hell. 
for me, this famine of love makes me faint and 

, 
rok at  the faces of those United States senatars, 
r eloquent sound BoraVs "Justice" and 
~qon's "Patriotism"! When men live next door 

b11, it is true, I suppose, that hate and disdain do 
d like justice and patriotism. 
hns mistreat one another; races slaughter oae 
her. Where they live close by the door 4a hell 

eyes are scorched and blinded by the flames of 

Q I 
;'which are blown out. Americans are blinded in 

soul, whither wilt thou flee, and find an oasis 
[this parched, loveless waste? Where wilt thou 

a fountain of love? 
hild, search not for springs of love in the daep 
ws, nor yet in the basom of another being. The 
IG of love, ah, it must well up in thine own h&. 

r!!h wmng when I. tried to queneh my tbirst with 
from another. I should hwe sought for the 

spring of love in my own breast. 
*$  
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I ask, wha will love thow who fag ta love ~ thers?  
When will they be m~ulded into pamaEiCies, if they ' 

do not mould thems6lves5 Ah, poor soulz grasp a 
handful of clay and shape therewith a nose, Then, 
the eyes, the mouth, and last the ears-and you have 
a man! Love is a sculpture: it is a carving chiseled . h  

upon the soul of a man. 
Therefore, I do not lose hope, nor do I fear when I 

see this drought in the land. I shall dig down deeper, 
still deeper, into my own soul, and there, in my hea t  
of hearts, shall I find the spring of love which can 
never be found on the surface. I shall dig down to 
God who is within me. Then, if I strike the under- 
ground stream that murmurs softly in the depths of 
my heart, I will tenderly cherish this oasis of the soul I 
-so rarely found-and to it will I lead a few thirsting 
comrades. 

Away, day of mourning! Begone, you sword and 
gun jugglers! For I must work with God to set 1 
up the Kingdom of Love in the earth, where not a 
single sinner shall be molested, nor a single beggar be 

Ah, dreamer, think you that the Kingdom of Heaven 
will come easily and soon? Your Utopian phantasies 
will be rudely jolted ! 

But, my child, never fear. The Kingdom of Love 
has begun in my own soul; and little by little it is 
growing. Yet I do not expect it to grow' without 
sacrifice. A cross awaits me on before. Then, let. 
the cross, and death, too, come! If it be for the sake 
of Love, I will gladly die. 











pp: 
gith many large divisions of the animal kingdom 

kal aid is the rule. Mutual aid is found even, m 
kt the lowest animals, and we must be prepared 

some day, from the students of microscopical 
life, facts of unconscious mutual support, even 

5 the l ie  of nlicro6rganisms. Of course, our knowl- 
i of the life of the invertebrates, save the termites, 
knk7 and the bees, is extremely limited; and yet, 

as regards the lower animals, we may glean a 
:$acts of well ascertained cooperation. The nature 
-6 associations of locusts, vanesss, cicadds, cicads, 
bo on, has never been thoroughly studied; but the 
%\ fact of their existence indicates that they must 
aomposed on about the same principles as the 
iorary associations of ants or bees for purposes of 

t i o n .  As to the beetles, we have quite well- 
#wed facts of mutual help amidst the buryihg 
Be6 (genus Neerophorus). They must have some 
Mng organic matter to lay their eggs in, and thus 

wvide their l a m  with food; but that matter 
are wont to 

krin the ground the corpses of all kinds of small 
$wls which they occasionally find in their rambles. 
hi mle, they live k~ isolated life, but when one of 
6:bis discovered the corpse of a mouse or a bird, ' 

s it could hardly manage to bury itself, it  calls 
!blF, or ten other beetles to perform the operatjon 
inited efforts; if necessary, they transport the 

n suitable soft ground; and they bury it in 
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a very considerate way, without quarreling as to which 
of them will enjoy the privilege of laying its eggs in 
the buried corpse."l 

MUTUAL AID IN THE ANT WORLD 
"If we take an ants' nest, we see not only that 

every description of work-rearing of progeny, for- 
aging, building, rearing of aphids, and so on-is per- 
formed according to the principles of voluntary mutual 
aid; we must also recognize, with F'orel, that the 
chief, the fundamental feature of the life of many 
species of ants is the fact and the obligation for every 
ant of sharing its food, already swallowed and partly 
digested, with every member of the community which 
may apply for it. Two ants belonging to two dif- 
ferent species or to two hostile nests, when they occa- 
sionally meet together, will avoid each other. But 
two ants belonging to the same nest or to the same 
colony of nests will approach each other, exchange a 
few movements with the an t enn~ ,  and if one of them 
is hungry or thirsty, and especially if the other has its 
crop full . . . i t  immediately asks for food. The 
individual thus requested never refuses; i t  sets apart 
its mandibles, takes a proper position, and regurgitaks 
a drop of transparent fluid which is licked up by the 
hungry ant. Regurgitating food for other ants is so 
prominent a feature in the life of ants (at liberty), 
and it so constantly recurs both for feeding hungry 
comrades and for feeding larvz, that Fore1 considers 
the digestive tube of the ants as consisting of two 

1 P .  Kropotkin: Mutual Aid, a Factor of Evolution, p. 17 (Pop. Edn.). 
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different parts, one of which, the posterior, is for the 
special use of the individual, and the other, the anterior 
part, is chiefly for the use of the community. If an 
ant which has its crop full, has been selfish enough to 

"The same is true as regards the bees. These small 
insects, which might easily become the prey of so 
many birds, and whose honey has so many admirers 
in all classes of animals from the beetle to the bear, 
also have none of the protective features derived from 
mimicry or otherwise, without which an isolatedly 
living insect hardly could escape wholesale destruc- 
tion; and yet, owing to the mutual aid they practice, 
they obtain the wide extension which we know and 
the intelligence we admire. By working in common 
they multiply their individual forces; by resorting to 
a temporary division of labor combined with the 
capacity of each bee to perform every kind of work 
when required, they attain such a degree of well-being 
and safety as no isolated animal can ever expect to 
achieve, however strong or well armed i t  may be."2 

Besides these cases Kropotkin describes the mutual 
aid practiced by flocks of cranes, which always place 
sentries on watch while they are seeking food; by 
house sparrows, which invariably share any food that 
they find; by marmots of a certain species, which visit 

Ibid., p. 19. 
Ibid., p. 21. 



In other words, mutual aid is practiced 

It might be objected that this feeling is 

LOVE GOES BEYOND UNREASONED IMFUWE 

love which defies checking. There is 
strength incomparably greater than 

course that love must pursue: 



cannot be conten 

to create a world by democratic doctrine 

be regarded as having reached human per- 
. Mutual aid may be very advantageous for 

cipating in it, but as viewed by those out- 
group it is too selfish. Moreover, such a 

r whose conduct has been perverse, or who 

ork may not eat" ; but how will ,the Bol- 

e mutual aid for their common convenience 
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hence not allowed to have food are automatically 
barred from the sphere of mutual aid. Then what 
is to be done for the maintenance of individuals who 
cannot earn their living? How provide for the found- 
ling picked up on the street corner? In such cases a 
new starting point for love, superior to mutual aid, is 
demanded. Here must emerge the new love which 
strengthens its possessor and moves him to help the 

'Pin a word, love is the new force which amends the 
cosmos, the new design for amelioration where mutual 
aid cannot avail. Love is creation and expression. 
As in Romans 5:8,  "God proves his love for us by 
this, that Christ died for us when we were still sin- 
ners," love is the expression of God, and this love is 

d at the same time creation. Love is the activity which 
,$ creates in the human soul something which the mate- 

";t+ 
@; rial world does not possess. Yet there is nothing that 
pi, suffers so much as love, nothing that has to bear so 

8 %f@:$. 
p i t i  many crosses. Love! Has i t  not moved a man to  
$llFg> give his own flesh to one incapacitated for working; 
&,:.A : p;i another sympathetically to nurse an invalid wife b r  
g*iap twenty years; others to care for orphans, to pity the 
.I, i 

aged, to save p~ople, even total strangers, who have 
- <  .*, 

t i  ) <  fallen by the way in the struggle for existence? Such +;*q $ ., 
;@f;ic acts of love as these are utterly beyond the power of 
f$f$;i mutual aid to accomplish. 

b{L:'tth' ' Genesis is the story of 
!k$'&ul, in which i t  is related that God made the Crarrlpn 
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of Eden in preparation for the creation of man; and 
formed a world in order to beget two human souls. 
God provided so grand an environment and completed 
all these arrangements simply in order to create human 
life. Our love for men, then, must be a love which 
embraces their life itself. Our appreciation of the 
positive contribution (omitting the negative side) of 
Marx and of Proudhon, too, must be for the sake 
of life. In order to discover new l i e  in humanity, 
we must revolutionize the universe and create it 

The transformation of environment, or social revolu- 
tion, is really no more than the first premise to the 
creation of the human soul; but Marx, by emphasizing 
the premise unduly, forgets the souls of men. 
0 Marxists, cease placing the emphasis on the premise, 
and attack the heart of the matter! Then, a t  the 
center of your environment, you will discover your 
recreated souls. 

Lave is the feeling which passes between husband 
and wife between parent and child. The thing that 
I woda to express to you, that is the creation of 
love. For love is the new soul-activity which dis- 
c o ~ ~  the spirit of God not only in my own heart, 
but also in my neighbors, in the aged, the sick, the 





.,,? , , 
lihe history of love is one of comparatively re~e$~&;$ 

time. There is no record of love in primitive times. j,ljL, 
It is only nineteen hundred years since the Way of 
Love had its inception. Long before this, there was 
in China, the Kingly Way, as opposed to what i 
termed Machiavellianism, but the ethics of genuin 
love w&'not taught. In Greece and Rome there wa 
the same state of affairs-to such a limited degre 
had man developed. Genuine love was bestowed onlr 
when man began to develop from withi 

LOVE AS NEW CREATIVE Ac 
"Christ's salvation from sin," as Ni 

"is not a feeble thing." Only a spirit of great strengt' 
can forgive sin. Jesus said, "Which is the easier thinl; 
to say, 'Your sins are forgiven,' or to  say, 'Rise an1 
walk'?" And he purposely took the more difficul 
course. Such an attitude toward sin could not hav 
been taken in a less advanced society, and no one but 
a highly developed spirit could speak of saving anyona, 
In the history of creations the movement to save from 
sin is without doubt a very recent stage of creative 
activity. Prior to the time of Christ this type of 
activity did not exist. Buddhism does not affirm 
any new creative activity, nor does Mohammedanism* 
The teaching of Jesus alone clearly declares a conscioub 
creative activity. ~ ~ ~ y ; ~ f i t ~ i ; ; g g ~ ; ~ ~ ~ p ~ ~ ~ ; ~ g ~ ~ j ~ ; ! : ,  

,d!; :\,,; ; ~ ~ ~ ! z ~ t > , , ; ~ j ? ' ; ( ; > . & ~ ~ ~ , ; ~ & ~ ~ ~ ? ! ) \ , : h < ~ >  ~ , ~ ~ ~ , f i ; $ \ , h $ $ ~ h . ! ~ d ~ $ i j : < ; ~ ~  ' , 
THE CONDITIONS FOR CREATING A NEW COSMOS 
The declaration of Jesus, "I give you a new con 

mand-to love one another-as I have loved you, yo 
are to love one another," was indeed a new cornmanc 



the earth, animal life has undergone tremendous 

more than 300,000 species of insects. Certain species, 
however, have vanished since human l i e  came into 
existence, when, for example, men have cut down the 
jungles i f  the tropics or burned over the beautiful 
prairies. Then, too, the animals from fear of man 
have retreated farther and farther into the mountain 
wilds. Even certain plants, such as the fly-catching 
violet, are now found only far back in the mountains. 
If man had only given them more protection, they 

Jesus' new command is that man should not li 
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Love is effort. Even physical love requires effort. 
physical love is expressed when ants and bees fly in 
the air. The one who loves must needs strive. The 
love of a husband toward his wife is his expression of 
himself to his wife: his love reaches out to her. As 
it is said, "Not that we loved God,,but that he first 
loved us," so God's creation is made complete in me. 
The love inspired merely by the beauty of a woman 
is not genuine love. Love is a creation which rises a 
degree higher; i t  is the lover expressing his personality 
to his beloved. Jesus said, "As I love you, so ye must 
love one another." Love is active; i t  has initiative; 
it is creative. Unless we advance to creative love, we 

, lj fail to know what true love is. 
$; i:, 

*, i ' ? h  
Here emerges forgiveness of sin. Forgiving love is 

God's creation; and when God's creative power which 
1' formed heaven and earth comes into me, there is born b 8 
in my heart the love that forgives the sinner. 

This, then, is the origin of the new love. It was for 
this end that Jesus gave his new commandment. 
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has, to him shall more be given, while as for him 
who has not, from him shall be taken even what h 
thinks he has."l But Jesus, while recognizing the 
fact of the struggle for existence, did not simply pass 
over it in silence. Rather, he pointed out that for the 
sake of those who had nothing and were likely to lose 
even the little they had, for their sake it was necessary 
for some to make sacrifices. But if Jesus on the one 
hand recognized the fact of struggle for existence and 

d taught that it was necessary for 
g to sacrifice themselves for the weak, was 
elf-contradictory? And, further, what is 

I think about the struggle for existence 
t the matter of food, I feel that it is 

entirely wrong for men to kill and eat animals, or even 
to eat plants. I agree with the principle of mercy in 
Buddhism which absolutely forbids the killing of a 
single living creature. So I am trying to escape from 
appetite. But here you are teaching daily that God 
h merciful. I ask, how can a man who believes that 

indulge in meat eating?" Thus we 
in serious doubt. To teach that God 

is lovy and a t  the same time insist upon the fact of 
struggle for existence, is undoubtedly a philosophical 
inconsistency. As a matter of fact, however, Jesus 
himself had no philosophy of love. Yet is it not quite 
as much a matter of fact that love requires no phi- 
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losophy? Love is rather actual practice, and therein 
is its strength. Jesus loved men without fmnulating 
any theory of love. 

T m  DEVELOPMENT OF THE THEORY OF LOVE n 
MODERN TIMES ,, ,, , , 

ln  modern times the study of love has mkde adv 
in his The World as Will and Idea e 

as physical love is aft 
universe awake 
aware of love 

t off and free myse 
that in spite of 

is due to a Uni 

passion to surge within me. Thus 
lindness of physical love. Sch 

WE DO NOT LOVE 

er's contention that 
e self loving, but rather the Universa 

g one to love, agrees completely with John 
ation that "Love lies in this, not in our love 
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him but in his love for us . . . and love for him is 
complete in us."l It cannot be maintained that we 
have discovered a special instinct of love. Love is 
the upsurge of a certain power from the depths of our 
being. Even in the sphere of action motivated by 
love, we must recognize that there is this Power above 
us which awakens within us physical and psychic love. 

Furthermore, even in instances of love above the 
physical, in which we enter deeply into the life of 
conscience and love those who have no relation to us, 
we may imagine that this feeling is originated within 
us; but this is by no means the case: i t  is the love for 
others that is inherent in the very system of the cosmos, 
which with its tremendously urgent call leads us on to 
love. As an illustration take the evolution of mother 
love. 

THE EVOLUTION OF MOTHER LOVE IN THE 
HIGHER ANIMALS 

When Darwin insisted that the struggle for existence 
alone controlled the cosmos, there was one scholar, 
Henry Drummond, who opposed him. Drummond, 
like Darwin, was a naturalist who made explorations 
in East Africa and discovered that the evolution of 
animals does not necessarily follow solely upon the 
struggle for existence, but that besides this there is 
the factor of protecting love which operates uncon- 
sciously. Drummond believed that in the evolution 
of motherhood, the longer the period of expression of 
mother love the more highly the species developed, 
' I John 4 : 10,12. 
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and finally entered the class of the so-called higher 
animals. Studying the termites, Drummond found 
that the females of one species remained in their nests 
for ten years and gave their whole strength to the 
rearing of young, finally dying for their sakes. They 
lived thus solely in order to sacrifice themselves. With 
human motherhood the same holds true. Mothers 
endure the pain of pregnancy and childbirth, and then 
for a further period of about twenty years give their 
unceasing care to their children. It is recognized that 

made by the moth 
mal's development. 

DEPTH OF THE THEORY OF MU'EUAL 
It is the view of Kropotkin that in this c 

careful thinking is required. As briefly 
Chapter I, he does not deny the struggle for existence; 
rather he says that just because this struggle exists, 
there is a need for love. But Kropotkin's "love" is 
no more than an unconscious, instinctive mutual aid. 
He says that no animal evolves which does not show 
an instinctive mutual aid cultivated among its social 
instincts; and not only so, but in the very struggle for 
existence, where the spirit of mutual aid is lacking, 
superior individuals are not developable. The prog- 
ress of man from the lower forms and of primitive man 
to the man of the present has inevitably been along the 
path of mutual aid. However, Kropotkin's "mutual 
aid" is the help necessary for struggle with enemies. 
As for the "love" of Drummond, he was content with 



*et arrived a t  genuine love. For to have true love, 

science of biology there have been discovered in the 
structures of organisms various extremely delicate 
devices, among which are some that science cannot ; *  

yet fully account for. We cannot overlook the fact 
that in physidlogical life there are, in addition to the 
factor of struggle for existence, the principles of uncon- 
scious love and protection. For instance, anyone who 
has made a study of embryology will recall the fact of the 
great suffering experienced by the reproductive cells on 
account of the germs in process of birth (zona radiata.). 

The struggle for existence must not be stressed 
unduly. Schopenhauer says, as I have already 
remarked, that in the cosmic will the preparation for 
physical love has been made, and for the preservation 
~f life there has been prepared an immeasurable love 

and protection. The more one investigates, the more 
one discovers this preparation for deep love and exqui- 
ite care. To cite a simple illustration, in studying 
he course of development of the placenta of mammals 

one finds that no individual consciously develops a 
9Iacenta. The kangaroo is fetiferous, but has no 
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placenta. From the wild boar, the cat, or the rati up 
to the higher animals resembling man the evolution of 
the placenta becomes correspondingly higher; but the 
animal itself is not conscious of the fact. When we 
learn how great a degree of love and care are thus 
bestowed upon a practically unconscious part, we ca 
affirm definitely that beyond the struggle for existenc 
there exists the factor of love 

THE BURIED ROOTS 
There is' not only 

enormous number of sa 
For example, for the preservation of one ovum issuin 
from the reproductive 
ber of cells are sacrifi 
in the fact of such sacrifices a great inspiration. 
I Love is confined in 
moves in invisible realms; an 
tects, cherishes, and tenderly rears the young. 
discovering the marvelous fact of an elaborate cos 
design, we cannot but feel th 
the universe great beyond 
Whether this Being should 
do not know. Schopenhauer denied conscious 
but we in attempting to deny it discover in the cos 
the existence of a wonderful design. We cannot 
be grateful when we consider that even for the s 
of humble, dumb animals 
and sacrifices have been made. There lies buried 
the cosmos a love which does not rise to the level 
human consciousness, like the root buried unde 
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the stem. The love which we know as the love of 
humanity is only a small fraction of the totality of 
love. May i t  not be that the love which Jesus enjoined 
when he said " Love your enemies " and "Love sinners," 
is love springing up from the roots long buried as pro- 
found cosmic will? 

GREAT IMPULSES FROM THE UNSEEN COSMOS 
If this be true, then in what unnoticed part has been 

rooted this love which would embrace both sinner and 
enemy? Love makes the flowers bloom on the earth, 
and love was born in response to the great cosmic will. 
Only with such a vast background was i t  possible for 
love to awaken in men's hearts. In just the same 
fashion must we reach toward the thought that love 
for one's enemies7"has a direct relation to some great 
impulse from an unseen part of the cosmos. If so, 
wherein is the relation to be found? This question 
demands our study. 

According to Jesus, loving enemies and sinners is 
not to be separated from the love of God. In Matthew 
5:48 Jesus says unhesitatingly, "You must be perfect 
as your heavenly Father is perfect." That is to say, 
all love for enemies and for sinners is love which pro- 
ceeds forth from God. Just as physical love awakens 
as i t  courses through the deep arteries of life, so the 
cosmic will in its unsearchable progress issues in the 
love that says, "Love the sinner." The love of Christ 
is neither physical nor psychic: i t  is love on a higher 
plane. We must mount up f chic 
love to this th 



has some of the elemen 

Love of these kinds cannot be regard 
eveloped love. It is love on a low plan 
the love of modern times. 

such relations as those between the leaders and 
g6s in the story-tellers' books of chivalry, their 

chivalrous spirit appears on fist  inspection to 
of noble love; but when we analyze it, we find 
e an extremely childish physical love. In 

Just because the retainer received his lord's 

e? Furthermore, when the samurai molested the 
ownspeople, and strong men among the latter resisted 

the samzcrai chivalrously, their love also was physical. 
The so-called sacrificial spirit among gamblers is in 

, the same sense only physical love. Thinking in this 
fashion, we are compelled to say that modern s~cialistic 
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hies, too, is all within the sphere of physical lo1 
w if the formation of the group is due to economic I 

I pressure and men join for the purpose of securing their 
food, then such socialistic movements are nothing more 
than physical mutual aid. d f ) , q  , 1 ",i"yt' 

&8y#$a,.$v , fi 'Pi t GI$& \+ 

THE LEAP UPWARD TO PSYCHIC Lorn " ' 
The existence within man of such a spirit of m u ~ m l  

th; inner-life i t  cannot be called a highly refined, 
abounding life. It is mechanical and superficial. We 
must rise from this level up to the level of psychic 

we,,m 

love. Take, for example, sexual love. Nothing is 
more easily awakened than sexual desire. Yet, woman 
is subject to menstruation, conception, weakness, ill- 

s ness, and other uncombatable conditions, a t  which 
' times she is unable to satisfy the sexual desire of man. 

But when, in spite of these obstacles a husband feels 
bound to love his wife, it is because a psychic love 
constrains him. Where a husband, apart from sexual 
desire, loves his wife and respects her personality, he 
exhibits a love which is higher than the mere physical. , 

Kuriyagawa Hakuson has said, "A love surpassing 
sexual desire comes into being. It may be called 
passionate love." This passion is not sexual love, for 
unless desire becomes stronger and more psychic, true 
passionate love does not arise. I agree with Hakuson's 
view of passionate love. We must all rise from physical 
to psychic love. If the Japanese people could awaken 
to psychic love, they would quickly abolish the system 

, of licensed prostitution. This system will not be 
mi 
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destroyed merely by campaigns to remove licensed 
quarters, by free retirement, or by laws for the pro= 
tection of prostitutes. More basic than such super- 
ficial movements is the fundamental necessity of refin- 
ing men's love, of awakening them to advance from 
physical to psychic love. Choosing a wife only for 
the purpose of satisfying the physical passion is not 
true love. The wife thus chosen is no more than a 
prostitute; and the man is not a husband. In such 
a union th'ere is nothing wholesome. In the same 
way, a woman who enters into a union which does not 
depend on psychic love, is only selling her body. 

We must rise, then, from the lower to the higher 
love. Unless we mount up from the plane of the 
physical to the higher plane of the psychic, we cannot 
attain to true love. But in speaking thus, I do not 
mean to say that psychic love is the highest kind of 
love: it is not. It is the first step up toward the 
love which is based upon freedom of conscience. 
Psychic love leads us thither. 

ALLING FROM THE P 

1 psychic love, of course, is not passionate love. 
There is the love that is based on tastes and on learn 
ing, and there is also the love between individuals i 
groups which are drawn together by community o 
interests in social amusements and the arts. Thes 
are forms of psychic love, but they can be enjoye 
only in cases where there is harmony with the soci 
nature of the group. Individuals who are undul 
retarded, as well as those who are too advanced, are 
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:not tolerated in this plane of psychic love: if one i 

call is made in a certain manner, and a mental p 
in which the telephone is made the center, is 

advanced or :for moral laggards, can hardly be c 
sidered a well developed love. Here, then, we 
rise to the third level, to the love that is third in 
of emergence. 
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b u e  the Law of Life 

THE EVOLUTION OF LOVE 

(B) LOVE BASED UPON CONSCIENCE 

LOVE BASED UPON FREEDOM OF CONSCIENCE 
The third plane of love is that of love based upon 

conscience. 
When the great cosmic will begins to stir in our 

souls-that will which leads us to train those who are 
too retarded and repress those who are too advanced 
for the unificative system; to shun neither of these 
groups, but seek to have each individual do his best 
to keep step with the others and advance together, 
even though there be cases when we find it very diffi- 
cult to love-there arises spontaneously the resolve to 
forget personal regard and go on loving the fallen to 
the utmost. I may be walking on a highway with 
an enemy on my right and a sinner on my left, but if 
I have the abounding spirit that will make me walk 
along with them without accusing them, and even, if 
necessary, stop my own advance and freely exed 
myself on behalf of sinner and enemy, then I may 
be said to have mounted up from psychic to consci- 

* :S.i.i$<$&"fqJ$!~ entious love. , a ~,:iil&fb&, 

A person witnessing such expression of conscientious 
love may ask, "Is that not futile? Can limited human 
strength maintain such love?" Quite true: if I 
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whole body, is a small thing; but when we remember 
that the continued bleeding of the little finger would 
eventually exhaust all the blood, we cannot view 
lightly the blood of the little finger. However, when 
we are wounded, the red corpuscles of the blooa 
spontaneously sacrifice themselves, stanch the flow, 
and prevent the loss of all the blood. We need to 
learn a lesson from the sacrifice of the red corpuscles. 

God's energy is expended upon very insignificant 
sinners, and humanity wearies itself on behalf of its 
defectives. In both are to be seen the principle of the 
red corpuscles of the blood. 

Human beings have no power to develop at  will. 
Those who would 'advance are held back by the sins 
of their forbears. A crime perpetrated by an indi- 
vidual in some far-away comer of the globe affects 

iver joins with the waters of the Pacific, so the 
efects, the sufferings, of every individual become the 
efects and the agonies of the whole world of men. 

arouses in men the spirit of sacrifice. 

ACRIFICE ACCOMPLISHES A GREAT WOR 
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GOD CREATES NOTHING USELESS 

Jesus' love for mankind had its inception in thi 
broad point of view; and unless men advance 
this point, the perfecting of human love cannot b 
expected. If we loved only those related to us b 
flesh and blood, we should be quite willing to kill o 
do as we please with those not related to us. Further 
more, if love is merely of psychic origin, then th 
who can labor will oppress those who cannot; t 
well-to-do will despise the beggars; and men will ill 
treat women and children. 

But there is a significance in the existence of 
being in the world. God never creates 
beless. A baby, though a t  present a burden, will, 
few decades hence, render some great service; 
the man now old and dependent has done a great 
in the past. Thinking thus, we see that there can be 
no justification for taking a person's lie, be he crippled 
or disabled or whatever he be. There is no reason 
why we should love those who bestow gifts upon 
us and kill those who do not. That in the 
battle for existence only the strong should win and 
their victory be acknowledged, is, for men who are 
striving to bring God's work upon earth to its per- 
fection, absolutely unthinkable. F'rom such con- 
siderations as the foregoing arises the necessity for 
our effort to lift up, to restore, to make atonement 
for, men who live by low moral standards and 
even those regarded commonly as most insignificant 
and worthless. This effort is, indeed, creative 
love. 
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HE ESSENCE OF THE HIGHEST HUMAN ART- , , 441 i .$ 
> $) !$?g 

The effort to become famous does not entail ' 1;. 

reat exertion, but the task of lifting fallen folk , 

@,: ip to a plane higher than one's own, demands 
ntold exertion; and therein is the power of creative 

,; the art above all arts, the device that infuses new B ' .,,? light and l i e  into marred souls and creates them 
fresh. Can there be in the world such a potent 
?generative activity? It is easy to model a beautiful 
)rm in clay, but how difficult to take a woman, 
efouled with sins, scorned by the world, ignored, and 



emerge as re-created souls. This is rebi 
it is creation; it is religion. 

GION IS NOT WEAK SELF-SATISFACTION 

us people who take selfish satisfaction merely in 
resslng up in their best clothes and going to worshi 

a t  church on Sunday have no genuine religion. 

else as weak as Christianity. 
True religion, true Christianity, is nothing else than 

sinful souls. If it be not courageous, sturdy, and b 

fated even to bear a cross. 
Jesus said, "He who will no 

follow after me is not worthy of me." Without th 
determination to bear suffering, it is impossible 

ter into the new creation. The sculptor, thou 

a world in which there is no stain or blemish, no cl 
of classes, no oppression, but all participating in 
organic relation, like flower, stem, and root, with n 
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LOVE IS STRONGER THAN DEATH 

, In .,,der to produce life, death has to be fact,. 
, Nay, death is but the dividing line which marks the 

advance up the stairway of life. Death does not really 
exist: it is just a step upward toward life. For this 
reason Jesus gladly died on the cross, crying, "Fath 
1 trust my spirit to thy hands." k h4,#ii ih t i  -I ; . 

Love is stronger than death: this the cross teaches. 
Death did not conquer love, but love conquered death. 
The mother, for love of her child, has no fear of death. 
"Love knows no death." This is the meaning of 
the cross. 

Death is not victory. "0  Death, where is your 
victory? 0 Death, where is your sting? The victory 
is ours, thank God! He makes it ours by our Lord 
Jesus Christ." In this powerful art of life, then, the 
possession of the assurance of victory is what we term 
religion. Religion is not a scheme of death for men 

rho have to die; it is the art of life for living men. It 
p,;;!~ the way of creation, the way by which man lives. 
'.j"{'Beligion is, moreover, the stratagem of love, in which 
L,~;; 
f. . man may glory. Weak, cowardly beings should try 

some other way. Men who are treading the pathway 
' 3  God and to life should have Jesus sculpture F- 



CHAPTER IV 

LOVE AND SEXUAL DESIRE 

THE TENDENCY TO TREAT SEXUAL DESIRE FROM 
THE RELIGIOUS STANDPOINT fl 

In laborer-peasant Russia in the May Day Pro- 
cession, it is said that one group marched with a crown 
and a Bible bound to a gun-carriage. In their view, 
materialists as they are, all social conditions and eco- 
nomic life are immediately to be reformed by revolu- 
tion, and therefore there is no need to give thought 
to such things as religion, morality, or conscience. 
Christianity, in particular, which teaches revolution 
by change of the inner life, they regard as too tepid, 
and hence injurious and unprofitable. 

Thus one school of socialists ignores religion and 
proclaims a new morality, while on the other hand 
another school stoutly insists that religion is not to 
be ignored. The latter school gives us greater sur- 
prise, for they comprise a group of students of sex 
who might naturally be imagined materialistic, Sir 
Francis Galton, nephew of Darwin, in his Study of 
Human Capacities, taught that love and sex morality 
must be religiously motivated; and Karl Pearson, the 
biological statistician, who succeeded Galton, has 
pointed out the impossibility of reforming sexual 
morality except by the power oft religion. 
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loch, who made encyclopedic researches in sex prob- 
dern Sexual Life observes in his scholarly 

ex l ie  must depend upon religion. Ellen 
of feminist problems, explains that the 

lution of sex love lies in religion. Havelock Ellis, 
of sex psychology, in his Scheme of Social 

giene declares that humanity cannot progress unless 
purified by religion; and, according to 
a1 desire can be controlled by religion: 

sex life." Such a tendency, even apart 
point of completed religious systems 

stianity and Buddhism, is a matter for 
&Borough study. The fact that religion, which, from 

ew of the materialistic ethics, should be 
on the contrary welcomed, or rather 

:invited, by authorities in sex problems, is indeed a 
ternarkable phenomenon. The reason for it we shall 

, + I  bnsider primarily from the standpoint of Christianity, 
' which allows the sexual life. p ~ ~ & j & g ~ ~ ~ ; .  : 

h ,  

JESUS AND THE PROBLEM OF SEXUAL DESIRE 
esus was not a student of sex problems. Yet 
, two thousand years ago, states just as clearly 

do the sex scholars of today, that the sex life must 
religious matter. Let us first consider Jesus' 
ngs relating to sex problems. When we read 
w Testament, we find that Jesus in the "Sermon 
Mount" gave a new interpretation of sexual 

morality, basing it upon his own experience. "Ye 
a have heard that it was said by them of old time, 

t not commit adultery. But I say unto 
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you, That whosoever looketh on a woman to lust after 
her hath committed adultery with her already in his 
heart."l Thus in the Authorized Version; but in the 
Revised Japanese Version, the latter part reads: "Any- 
one cherishing lustful desire when looking at  a woman 
has already committed adultery with her in his heart." 
That is to say, the older translation appeared to be a 
caution against arousing lustful thoughts by looking 
a t  a woman, but in the new translation Jesus' words 
are a warning against cherishing lustful feeling when , 

looking at  a woman, that is, a warning against har- 
boring lustful feelings in one's motives. However, in 
any case, Jesus made the ancient admonition against .! v 

adultery more comprehensive, teaching that adultery 
may even be secretly committed within a man's heart. 

Furthermore, in the same connection Jesus spoke 
regarding marital life. He by no means negated s 
as do the "Holy Men" of India. "It used to be s 

8; Whoever divorces his wife must give her a divorce 
certificate. But I tell you, anyone who divorces his 
wife for any reason except unchastity makes her an 
adulteress; and whoever marries a divorced woman 

: ; ,,,; commits adultery."2 Whereas, under the ancient law 
(Deuteronomy, chap. 24) a man could, whenever h 
so desired, write a divorce certificate and send his 
wife away even for the mere reason that he didYnot 
like her, Jesus taught that a man who divorced his 
wife for any cause except illicit intercourse made her an 
adulteress and anyone who married her an adulterer. 
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isus, who thus gave new commands against lust and 
in regard to marriage, also taught a new morality o f ~ l r ~ ~  
love: "But from the beginning, when God created the?l'!l$; 
world, 'Male and female, He created them: hencelqi7#&$ a sg:t+i+~ 
man shall leave his father and mother, and the pair,Jl,cx 
shall be one flesh.' So they are no longer two but 'one,: 5% 
flesh. What God has joined, then, man must not!<&) 

" ,it ,$a, 
: 2*;Ttkd Men are generally liable to confuse the three 
k t \  bbl't y h  

sexual desire, love, and marriage. But they differ and!$$;! 
must be clearly distinguished. Sexual desire is instin~-"%'~$$; 

Y; *t4<*t$ 
tive, impulsive. In love there is an added p~ychical~~!.+i; ".?$b& 
element, or, in other words, love has a more personalq+jr,y 
quality. Marriage is the incorporation of these twodi;$$ . l J 7$bq 

things, giving them their proper setting in the social$;%&?" r k *  r i 

r,4 )4 system. &*J,?jkJ 
When Jesus said, "Anyune cherishing lustful desire+;*:$# 

when looking a t  a woman has already committed~~:il[$ 
adultery with her in his heart," he implied that when:;!&$& 
a man looked a t  a woman with lustful feelings, com-&?$ 

Jaf4$r f 
pletely disregarding her inner l i e  of the spirit, evene#$I 
though he had no intercourse with her, he was already,;+:+~x$a 

, ,  :'"\$$$ 
in his heart an adulterer. In other words, the man!:";$$$ 
who regards a woman as if she were soulless, bereft o f  ;;&{ 

s,ry& 
personality, commits the sin of adultery. Sexual de~irey>:$~~+ -,. 914 
as it is bought and sold in the streets can exist 

With '%&''' from the personalities and souls of the partners. ML t 4 -  
,.*-I k4 

'his sexual desire alone neither true love nor marriage. $h t4  
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is possible. Sexual desire and love must be clearly 
differentiated. Behold the prostitutes of Japan! Do 
they not frequently exclaim, "We may sell o k  flesh, 
but we don't sell our souls"? Even women such as 
they clearly make the distinction between soul and 
sexual desire, and they know that love is not lust. 
True, indeed, love is not lust. When one loves, one 
does not look with lustful eyes a t  one of the opposite 
sex: one rises above base passion. 

Love is new life. In primitive times, when humanity 
had not entered upon its consciously personal life, 
there was no love: it was for the most part only . 
sexual desire, and women were bought and sold for 
gold. This ancient practice still persists in certain 
uncivilized communities. Among the lower classes of 
Chinese in Formosa the man who wishes to marry a 
girl must pay money to her parents over a long period 
to meet the expenses of the girl's rearing. There were 
times when plunder marriage was practiced: men made 
sudden attacks, seized the girls they wanted, and car- 

, ried them off. In such cases there could be no love; 
there was merely sexual desire, for the purpose of 
perpetuating the family line. 

It is believed by certain people that, as in the ancient 
periods of communal life love also was communal, so 
in the future when a communistic society is established, ' 
love will again be communal; but such thinking is 
seriously in error. In so-called communal societies 
people lived in groups, and in order to prevent the 
extirpation of the group sundry irregular practices 
were resorted to. There were even instances of the 
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)agatlon of a group by intercourse between father 
daughters.' Practices of this nature were dic- 

d by sexual desire as well as for the purpose of 
ntaining the group. Pure love could not develop 

lnder such conditions. Love was not communal, for 
$I e .:.4 ) T; i l {  \f'.* w, ,t,,.: .-, ., 

ove did not exist! i#$j~t~?i @ . . t.%% ,'? ..rG , , 

' ' With the passing of the ages, however, and the 
emergence of the life of conscience, there began choice, 
mlection, between the sexes; and love was born on the 
earth. In these days of capitalism men can, if they 

II 
wish, satisfy their sexual cravings with money in the 

' segregated districts. There is no necessity of choice 
.of a mate there: selfish satisfaction of lust is the sole 
aim. But there is no love in such places. Love comes 
only when men advance to the point of seeking better 
mates. Love is born when the sexual l i e  is refined 
and made personal. In love there must be the selec- 
tion of a mate. If by love is meant that searching of 
the matured soul for a mate whose spirit harmonizes 
most intimately with it, then love m& be conceded to 
be the most recent event in human evolution. This 
holy love was not achieved prior to the coming of 
Christ's moral standard upon the earth. 

Jesus said, "What God hath joined together, let 
not man separate." That is to say, love is devotion 
to one alone. Before Jesus came, but few marriages 
were monogamous. Polygamy and gregarious mar- 
riages prevailed. The principle of monogamy was first 

E.g., Genesis, chap. 19. 
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established by Jesus. Investigating the history of sex, 
we find that marital unions have been of many varieties. 
Every imaginable form of marriage has been practiced; 
and most of these forms have become obsolete in recent 
times. With the growth of the human soul one form, 
marriage by selection, has survived, and this is the 
modern evolution of love. Hence, we must regard 
love as the outcome of the last two thousand years 
of human development. During the Middle Ages 
especially, Christian love developed the code of chiv- 
alry, and woman was elevated to a place next to 
Deity. Respect was paid to her to a degree unknown 
in any other age. 

We are to regard love not as something gross, but as 
the selection of personality. Marriage is the system 
socially and legally recognized for the purpose of per- 
petuating this love. In other words, marriage is the 
compact of love which society accepts. Jesus said 
that a man was not to divorce his wife except for 
unchastity, meaning that divorce was to be resorted 
to solely in cases of illegal union. Yet if men made a 
closer study and gained a clearer understanding of the 
thought of Jesus, there would actually be no occurrence 
of divorce. For, if men followed the idea of Jesus, mar- 
riage would be established upon a basis of personality 
and character-in other words, upon love. If, on the ( 

contrary, marriage comes about from sexual desire alone, 
it lacks the element of choice and hence, quite as a mat- 
ter of course, selection will be made after the marriage. 

Monogamy must not be thought of as a relation of 
rigid restraint. The way of true choice is one: if two I 
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&its are ardent, they are no longer two, but one. 
8,$he r )  more thoroughly . - quickened conscience becomes, 

purer grows the love, and the two hearts unite as 
, It is an interesting fact that the conclusions of 

: the quickened eonseience and the decisions dictated by 
,sex tend to coincide the one with the other. 

The more we consider it, the more marvelous becomes 
the emergence of sex. The existence of the two crea- 
tures, man and woman, is full of mystery: while their 
hearts and blood vessels are the same, their sex organs 

! alone differ. How inscrutable it all is! Who can say 
that he fathoms the depths of this mystery? 

THE PROBLEM OF PLANT SEX 
Until I studied the evolution of sex in plants, I had 

never thought a t  all in regard to this point. Think, 
for instance, of the stamens and pistils of plants. 
Would any person looking a t  them entertain foul 
thoughts? In plants of low orders reproduction takes 
place only by fission of cells: there is no distinction of 

( ,  
i sex. In a willow branch there is no differentiation of 

if i t  is thrust into the earth, i t  grows into another 
ree. The lily grows from a red lobe a t  the bottom of 
he leaf. But in the case of the maidenhair tree 
gingko biloba) the process is changed: the sex dif- 
erentiation is made and the pollen is carried from 

e male to the female by the agency of the wind. 
is t d y  marvelous. Among the gymnosperms there 
e no beautiful blossoms, but when the plants reach 

the flowering stage, sex-differentiation is created and 
marvelous func 



cases in which these functions operate within a single 
plant, and also those in which the operation is through 
two or more plants. At any rate, we cannot but think 
of the mvsterious hand of God which created this dif- 

utilized to carry pollen between plants of the same 
species, has come about because with pollination lim- 
ited to flowers on the same stalk there is no satis- 
factory evolution. Plants evolve best where the life 
is gregarious. The morning glory and the chrysan- 
themum have stamens and pistil in a single flower. 
So in order to make them produce beautiful flowers, it 
is necessary to have them grow gregariously. 

Considering the evolution of plants, we learn that 
the more beautiful the flowers, the stronger the plant. 
For such a plant blooms in any environment. Plants 
which, like moss, do not flower, are weak. There are 
some plants which have their roots directly under the 
flowers; and others which after pollination have only 
their roots left. There are also plants which flower 
on the sea bottom, and among these are plants which 
rapidly send up a portion which floats and blooms 
above the surface of the water. 

According to Scott, the evolution of flowering plants 
is of many forms. The lovely cactus flower blooms in ' 
the deserts. This flower is really a metamorphosed 
leaf which blooms at  the tips of the large cactus lobes. 
There is also a plant which flowers only once in fifty 
years-the dragon flower, which blooms, drops its 
seeds, withers, and does not bloom again for Bty years. 



; and the reason is, that there is selection among 

e and cannot become sturdy. In order to grow 
g, old traditions and customs must be abandoned, 
selection adopted. Applying this principle to 
nd, it means that man must enter upon the life 

nee of sex, though opposed to Christianity itself, 

* ,  , 
, MARRIED L I ~  AND ECONOMIC PRESSURE '' 
If a marriage results in the birth of children, a home 
formed. In ancient times there were families, but 
3 real homes. Jesus said, "A man shall leave his 
aents and the two shall be one flesh"; but leaving 

+'s parents is not a practice applicable to our coun- ps 
&. As parents usually adopt the young man whd 

wries their daughter, or secure a wife for their son, 
Bb young couple become one without leaving the 

mnts. This is the family system, which quite dif- 
48 from the institution of home. 

~ ~ ~ & $ ~ ~ ~ f t : ~  

m a t  we need to notice especially is the fact that 
gives way before economic and other external 

kditions. Sexual desire inclines toward the place 
B lowest resistance, and there are occasions when 
'"'ness and sexual desire are confused. But sexual 
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desire is not food, or kindness, or sympathy. The 
declaration of socialists that the married life of today 1 
suffers under the pressure of the food problem, and $ 
their demand that society be emanci~ated from this b r  

-3 --- Jq$c "conomic pressure, are truly reasonable. The condi- 
tion of many women is no better than that of geisha $hi+? 

ta+< or ~rostitutes: these women are, in effect. long-term - 
men, like the dolls that are set 

, the Doll Festival. To fly out, in 
fi,rc, h 

gls;;? spirit, from such a doll's house is home indeed. 
,J, 

tzgitd:. Tolstoy declared that a husband could commit add-* 
$%$. tery even against his wife, if he failed to love her soul 

and loved only herlsex. Therefore, in order to escape 
such a fearful poisoning of the life of conscience, every- 
one must place his life under the sway of conscience, 
and thus refine sexual love and marriage. At the 
same time, as I have already remarked, it is important 

jd 

, 

to avoid confusing sympathy and kindness with sexual 

$4 love. 
V * 
$13 , 
h ' ~  THE MEANING AND THE METHOD OF THE LIFE 

OF STOICISM 
X'gl*f+l %+v4"" 
;;~:~,lf,l+; Let us observe that while on the one hand there 

1" are those who freely indulge their sexual desires, there $p: &!.rk; are many who practice the ascetic life. Origen, the 
the early Christian Church, con- 
life sinful, emasculated himself. 

$ I) , 
Members of the Zuboa sect, whom Tolstoy respected, 

& also resorted to this means of control. The priests 

[${ of the Greek Orthodox Church and of the Roman 
Catholic Church live celibate lives. Thomas More 
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As vexed by a growing sexual urge and restrained it 
by wearing a garment woven of horsehair. But such 
foms of stoicism control only the flesh: they are of no 

for controlling the spirit; and are therefore wrong. 
It is said that English and American 

who have received higher education exhib 
bhanges in their sex life. Women univer 
in America are said to be subject to vari 
dangers as the result of their ascetic life. 
virtue of lactation, differ from men, and according 
ktatistics in America, women receiving higher educati 
'and leading perfectly ascetic lives till the age of tw 
$our or twenty-five, thereafter frequently en 
:some profession, while only forty per cent 
'graduates marry. The number of children 
the latter averages only two each. Hence, 
'the cry that in America the superior stocks 
appearing. According to an investigation 
+'Harvard University, male students also as a rule lead 
'continent lives. In general, when men are progressing 
hz the development of character, the control of sexual 
,passion is not particularly difficult. By active par- 
Gcipation in sports and by hard study a 
-conquer sexual desire. When I was working in the 
,Kobe slums, devoting myself as a friend to the poor, 
'1 was able absolutely to repress sexual desire. Mencius 

I klls of the strong self-control of Ryii-ka-kei, who slept 
'Onder the same mosquito net with a beautiful girl but 

qq'y? 'Ip :" .y&$ : did not feel the slightest sexual desire ki&> a , +,$, % 
5-1( a 

Jesus had many women friends. There were k h y  
of Magdala, Mary and Martha of Bethany, Johanna, 
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Suzmna, and Salome. But never bas a sex scandal 
involwing Jesus been suggested. 

By emasculation alone a sin of the heart cannot be 
cleansed; nor can atonement be made by cutting off 
one's finger. Tme emasculation is that of the soul. 

When the Olympic games flourished in Greece, 
youths and maidens raced together in almost com- 
plete nudity. When man leads a natural lie, he 
does not degenerate easily. When engaged in active, 
beautiful movements, sensual feelings do not arise. + 

Davy, the inventor of the miner's safety lamp, set 
the date for his wedding, but he was so engrossed in 
his work that he forgot the matter of the wedding 
entirely. His fiancee's wrath was aroused, the engage- 
ment was broken, and Davy remained a bachelor all 
his life. When a person works diligently at  invention 
or research, he can overcome all degenerate impulses. 

Jesus lived a single man not because he felt com- 
pelled to remain single, but because he freely chose 
that plan. Paul, disciple of Christ, advocated celibacy 
because of his idea of the approaching end of the 
world. He thought that in a time of distress it might 
be better to be single; but in my view this matter 
must be left entirely to the discretion of each individual. 
Those who marry do not do wrong. The only question 
is, are they refining 
seien 



movement known as the New Feminism, 
sed to the principle of monogamy, has 
many quarters. In what is knowh as 

ere may be economic as well as psychic 

nists appear to have adopted the daring 

pprove of it. Ellen Key's theory, from 
of race-betterment, may be admirable; 

in the light of the psychic requirements of 



impotent; conscious impulse breaks down artifici 

ality. For example, there appear in the Old Testam 
such cases as those of Lot who had children by 

with due consideration of the environment of 

s absolute, I cannot deny that her theory has, in vie 
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absolute, and will be sanctioned only in a morality 
allowed in special circumstances in biologic evolution. 
In situations where the numbers of males and females 
are practically equal, where there is no economic 
restraint, but full freedom for them to fall in love 
with each other, then I am unable to say whether or 
not that will be a period when the possibility of 
monogamy can be admitted. 

I consider rather, in that situation, that monogamy 
supplies the foundation for a true social system. If 
we regard only the matter of sexual passion, both 
polygamy and polyandry have ample logical founda- 
tions; but just proportional to the advance of civiliza- 
tion is the urgency, not alone for the so-called pres- 
ervation of the race, but for the perfecting of the 
individual. The development of monogamy in Chris- 
tianity is entirely the result of the consciousness of 
individuality. Hence, where men think only of the 
preservation of the race and lack this consciousness of 
complete individuality, there is in their view, nothing 
more stupid than the institution of monogamy. May 
i t  not be that Ellen Key's adventurous theory of love 
places somewhat too great an emphasis upon the 
matter of race? 

THE EVOLUTION OF MARRIAGE SINCE THE BEGINNING 
OF THE MEIJI ERA @$#ij$;? ' 

The romantic love of the Middle Ages developed, of 
course, from extreme individualism, from the idea that 
love could exist apart from body and that bodily con- 
tact was degrading. It was even thought that love 
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and celibacy could exist side by side. Love such as 
that between Francis of Assisi and Clara was, in its 
mystical nature, the model of the Middle Ages. But 
it must be said that their relation was quite out of the 
ordinary. Hence, when to our concern for preserving 
the species we add the ideal of the perfecting of the 
individual, we are inevitably led to adopt the plan of 
monogamy. 

This becomes very clear when we study the evolution 
af marriage in Jafian during and since the Meiji Era. 
The people, being partial to the family system and 
placing emphasis Qpon blood lineage, used to approve 
the system of concubinage. But along with the self- 
awakening of the individual, there came the develop- 
ment of woman's education, and the self-awakening 
of woman eventually accomplished the complete over- 
throw of polygamy. Toward this result ethical influ- 
ences from Europe and America doubtless contributed, 
but the fundamental fact was not the influence of an 
imported morality. Rather, I wish to affirm that i t  
was the compelling power of woman's self-awakening. 
In the twentieth year of Meiji (1888) there were 
forty divorces to every hundred marriages, but a t  
present the rate is only one-fourth as large, namely, 
ten per cent. For this phenomenon we can assign 
absolutely no other reason than the self-awakening 
of woman. Of course, Japan is still notorious for 
its high divorce rate; yet, in my view, when Jap- 
anese women develop to the point of choosing their 
husbands, the divorce rate will be still further 
reduced. 
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Tm EXTRAORDINARY INCREASE OF DIVORCES IN 
THE UNITED STATES 

In contrast to the decrease of divorces in Japan 
there is the phenomenon of the rising rate of divorcc 
in the United States. In recent years the rate has 
increased enormously, a fact which shows that mo- 
nogamy is really difficult of practice throughout a 
whole lifetime. Then why has the divorce rate in thc 
United States increased so greatly? In attempting t c  
analyze the causes, one may surmise first that sincc 
the women of the United States have such great free- 
dom, they enter into wedlock too lightly, often driven 
by vanity or the ardor of some passing emotion and 
failing to anticipate any of the difficulties of home. 
making or the birth of children. That is to say, the rise 
of the divorce rate in America may be ascribed to senti- 
mental love-a love that is too scanty, too selfish, failing 
to admit the responsibility that love bears toward all hu- 
mankind, and caring absolutely nothing for the continu- 
ation of the family line. These people marry because it is 
interesting, and when the interest wanes, they separate. 

In short, love which proceeds with no aim of per- 
fecting the individual characters has no prospect what- 
ever of becoming perfected as a monogamous union. 
In mch situations, even though the law forbids irregular 
intimacies, it  will not be obeyed. wp;p g#&w@$;F<l,j 

&&NOGAMY AND THE PERFECTING OF INDIVIDUAL 
C-CTER /l''yfb j! '"!!:;&$, !\ , 

1 monogamy, then, an erroneous principle? By 
means. Apparent failures of monogamy rather 
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k" 
serve as proof that the individuals concerned were not 
advancing toward perfection and were unable to accept 
the principle of monogamy. In fine, the principle of 
monogamy arises neither from physiologic racialism 
nor from sentimental individualism. Monogamy is 
possible only when love has progressed to an intensity 
wherein the two natures are aflame through and through 
and it is impossible for them to harbor any impure 
thing whatsoever. Wherefore, the principle of mo- 
nogamy is a perpetually fresh ethic, and when the 
self-consciousness of the individual is extinguished, i t  
breaks down forthwith. Those who in part seek for 
beauty and in part flounder in selfish desires are per- 
petually the enemies of monogamy. The fact that 
among advocates of free love may be found some who 
practice strict monogamy is the result of these ind 

that polygamy and polyandry we psychically imp0 
ble. Therefore, the principle of monogamy has n 

individual character. If character be destroyed, 

monogamy was impossible; but since the coming 
Christ completed personality has been presented 
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d q yt, Quite recently, in many parts of Japan, lovers, find- 

b g  this whole-souled love unattainable, have sacrificed 
' themselves; and there are certain thinkers who dispute 
the eternal validity of the principle of monogamy, 

T%,<$$?[4 :' regarding these cases as disproof of it. v&%:, 
However, I think quite otherwise, for in situations 

b ,  where lovers attain control over their environment, 
mastery of their passions, and consciousness of true 

i human nature, their character union will, in any period 
whatever, be recognized necessarily as valid, and 
therein a perfect monogamy is realized. I therefore 

ot say, add one and one, and arrive a t  unity, 
rather, that that which is essentially one can- 

.. not be divided into two. The two souls aflame 
,,I will be perennially ardent. This is what I term 
;. monogamy. 

W~ONOGAMY IS ETERNALLY TRUE 

In ancient Greece, in order to secure children of 
ique, women of superior stock, even though 

married, were as a matter of course considered to be 
free to do as they pleased. From the standpoint of 
race improvement, such a practice was highly com- 

endable, that is, in an age so remote, when per- 

I ality was undeveloped. In the present day of 
i er approach to perfection of personality, the prac- 

$:.tice absolutely cannot be tolerated. 
Responsibility toward the race and perfection of 

'1 personality are interdependent, and those whose 
1" natures have burned together in a synthesis of souls 
;: are the truly monogamou for persons 
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who have experienced the aelfcawahlaing of consci- 
ence, there is no other way to choosa than that of 
monogamy. , It is not confined to Christian morality, 
but throughout the ages it is perforce an enduring 



SEXUAL DESIRE MAY BE PROPERLY DIRECTED 

&e, and marriage. 
Sexual desire appears instinctively; and while it 

may be controlled, it cannot be obliterated. I t  is a 
most sacred instinct, for by it the races of mankind 
are maintained and humanity perpetuated. But sexual 
desire does not necessarily carry with it selection. 
Sexual desire to which selection is added is love. With- 
out romantic love sexual desire cannot be purified. 
In the strength of sexual desire inheres the potency of 
passionate love. The more intensely this love is prac- 
ticed, the more possible becomes the ascent of man. 
Marriage is the means by which the social adjustment 
of passionate love is effected. It is the name given to 
the institution through which physical love, ever tend- 
ing to be selfish and willful, is recognized, controlled, and 
accorded economic security and position by society. 

Dqmin, in his Descent of Man, says that mamiage is 
the method properly adopted by man for the perpetua- 
tion of the race; and he cites illustrations of the 
lengthening of life by madage. Darwin appears, 
moreover, to have 'opposed the theory of celibacy. 
In lrry view, it is most closely in accord with Nature, 
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in order to maintain the quality of the race, for man 
a t  the proper time to refine the sex-impulse. This 
impulse is not a moral lapse or anything of the kind. 
Tolstoy proclaimed an extreme individualism, over- 
looking the existence in man of a racial will, and 
absolutely denying that social instinct works through 
the medium of sexual desire. For my part, I believe 
he seriously erred. In the sexual act there is assured 
a certain kind of pleasure, and through this pleasurable 
experience is effected the preservation of the race, a 
result of the greatest importance. For if the sexual 
act were unpleasant, the perpetuation of the race might 
be quite impossible. Nature has given a flavor to 
sexual desire, and in it has created a garden of pleasure. 
But man's psychology is such that he is disposed to be 
one-sided: he forgets the preservation of the race and 
falls into the awful error of seeking his own enjoyment 
exclusively. It is for this reason that today sexual 
desire is separated from love and from marriage, and 
there have appeared the exploiters of commercialized 
lust. Tfg$#f$>*$:*y % * +t;4ft4 ' 

MAN'S DEGENERACY AND ADULTEROUS MARRIAGES 
When desire is separated from love and from mar- 

riage, it becomes that divisive love which is real lust, 
that which draws men's lives down to the horrible 
bottom of hell.\ For example, a man who upon marry- 
ing makes lust his sole aim, no matter who his mate 
may be, descends along the way of least resistance, so 
long as he can satisfy his own lust. He cares not a 
whit e character of his mate may be or !how 
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chanical instincts. Marriage to such a man is a 

nate love there is that which accompanies the 
ct; but once passionate love has developed, 

ma1 desire. Therefore, i t  is imperative that 
love be emphasized-a spiritual, sacred love 

ther'e is absolutely no admixture of the sexual. 
e of St. Francis of Assisi and St. Clara is an 

Without any sexual relation they were 



wrote never a line about his wife, but made Beatrice, 
the friend of his youth, the object of his affection and 
raised her to a position above that of an angel. The 
possibility of such sacred love as that of the medieval 
type arises from the fact that love is superior to sexual 
desire. It is the purest device for refining mankind. 
It calls to man to abandon the unlovely and cling to 
the pure. Thus it is that such relationships as tho 
just cited are rendered possible. 

Such must be the nature of the new order whic 
will be set up by men awakened to completely conscious 
individuality, who advance to the task with the creative 
spirit. Into this order nothing impure can enter. Foul 
impulses cannot create the universe of love. In the 
realm of this sublime new order the quest of mere 
pleasure cannot be countenanced; and since there is 
to be creation, there must also be the bearing of suffer- 
ing. In men who are rising to participate in this new 
world creation every vestige of mere impulse must 
vanish. 

In animaI society love is an impressive phenomenon. 
When the males of the lower orders have once accom- 
plished their duty, the majority of them die without 
appearing to realize that they still have seed left. 
Indeed, among certain species the males are even killed 
and devoured by the females. The tarantula is an 
example, and numbers of other insects show the same 
tendency. In other words, the male which has once 
undertaken his part in the preservation of the species 
loses the qualification for repeating the act. In the 
animal world, then, passionate love is treated in this 



, , ,. 
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of Providence, make selfish satisfaction the 
, and abandon the creative attitude. 

DISCOVERY OF " YOU "l--THE OTHER PERSON- 
AND MARRIAGE AS CREATION 

'kve, one cannot lightly surrender oneself to another. 
The defect ia many marriages has been that they were 

considered strange; for folk fail to comprehend 
ereative feeling of passionate love. I venture to 

that love must be sacrificed to morality, but 
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fore, when one considers the various psychic relations, 
has regard to social relations as well, and settles one's 
own personal attitude, then in the ardor that flames 



J $, Love and Marriage 
4 

dindedness, and the power which maintains this pure- 
i$bindedness is simply one's strength of will. 
;$ Marriage is a social relation achieved by the unifica. 
1; 
; L \  tive effort of matured personalities. In marriage lovt 
\ is first accorded its social recognition; upon it is 

hestowed the great guarantee of social approval 

!", social, society desires to recognize marriage. Of course, 
,', since society today is in a transition period, many 

j, who, awakened ethically to a holy love, are forced to 
!, contravene certain restrictions. There are certain 
' forms of marriage which experience extraordinary dif- 
3 ficulty in gaining social recognition. But that is only 
' because this is a ~eriod of transition. In an ethical 

?,$ tially, love signifies the creation of personality. 

THE UNIFICATIVE EFFORT TOWARD A HIGHER 
PERFECTION 

1 

"he new creation of personality includes also the 
q potential children of the union. We have heard the 

mying, "Children are the links which bind parents 
" is" 1 $her," but only when we actually have children 

,born to us do we realize poignantly that the love of 
husband and wife is something above sexual desire. 

m\iy 
%, In my own experience, before our children were born 

I knew well that the love of husband and wife is 
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sacred; yet after the birth of our children I realized 
this more keenly, and I came to consider that to the 
fact of the superiority of love over sexual desire must 
be further added the personalities of the children. 
I think that the stronger my love for my children 
becomes, the more I must love the mother of my 
children. It is no mere question of sexual desire. 
There is here a truly mysterious design; and as I view 
the unfolding of the new order, I am amazed a t  its 
grandeur. The love revealed through marriage is a 
triune existence, not a twofold one; it is truly the 
creation of a new order rooted in love. 

There are men who frequently praise their wives 
extravagantly, love their children, and appear to be 
satisfied. Yet they become infatuated with some 
strange woman, and abruptly abandon wife and chil- 
Iren. I am unable to understand the feelings of 
such men. They are utter bankrupts in personality; 
they have no unity of self. Their love is consequently 
bankrupt. In cases of the separation of couples who 

' i :  have children, I do not necessarily oppose the divorce; f:,, ;$ " but I maintain that for one to abandon the wife or A!, . 
4 .*" 

husband with whom one has been satisfied, whom one $7; . 
has loved, is a disgrace against oneself. How is it ;; 
possible for one who disgraces oneself to have a sacred & ;, 
affection? Such a one lies to oneself. Of course, 1- &? 
do not mean to include here those who have been com- 
pelled to be parties to a match, or who have been 
coerced into marriage. Yet even in cases of marriage 
by coercion, where in the married life love has grown 
up between the two and a fusion of personalities has 
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pretends that the marriage was not based 
1 romantic love and tears to pieces the love 

s developed, disregards the children and deserts 
e, then I count that one also to have disgraced 

on love, but love afterward developed, and 
ew cold, I cannot necessarily approve of such 

ow marvelous it is that men and women who do 
not possess beauty of features do have various other 
points of excellence. If love depended upon mere 
beauty, there would be but few in the world who 
could attain to sacred love. There are but few 
really handsome people in the world. If it be granted, 
however, that love is a new order which creates per- 
sonalities, then beauty must be one of the elements. 
Yet there are many other elements which may be 
regarded as superior to beauty, whence arises the 
difliculty we experience in discovering perfect love 
unions. In many unions each recognizes defects in 
his or her own life. But where these defects are 
mutually forgiven and love for each other prevails, 
there may be discerned the functioning of God's power- 
ful efforts. One perfect individual choosing another 
perfect one could not be called love; but in the effort 
of the imperfect to rise toward perfection inheres the 
weative spirit of love. 





The Ethics of Love 

LOVE VIEWED IN THE HISTORY OF THE GROWTH 
OF CONSCIENCE P,". f x':!'"~~'. bkdi J I ,,';.,$, < A BLUSH-PROVOKING AFFAIRL ?~:&I%'.U,% 

have asserted that the dawning of love was a com- 
atively recent event in human history. Just as the - 

=aiden of sixteen awakens to love, and the mischievous, 
inuffling shop boy one day suddenly finds he has fallen 
n love, so humanity in its adolescence experienced a 
iew awakening. To egoistic, wilful humanity i t  was a 
narvelous discovery. The youth coming for the first 
;ime to the consciousness of being in love feeIs a sense 
)f embarrassment, though afterward, in retrospect, the 
#air seems of small moment. So, humanity, when 
nade conscious of the ethic of love by Jesus, experienced 
;his poignant consciousness of shame. 

But impudent, rude youths are frequently insolent 
n their attitude toward love. So, in the view of indi- 
vidualistic humanitythe concept of sacrificial lovewhich 
Jesus brought to its consciousness very likely appeared 
;o be utterly degenerate behavior. Even today it is so 
warded by certain thinkers. But to have entered into 
the consciousness of love was, for humanity, an event 
lf profound significance. As I frequently repeat, phys- 
ical love resembles the unwinding of the mainspring 
which has been previously wound up. I t  was so for 
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mankind when the emergence of the consciousness of 
love took place, when men began to realize that a new 
social order was to be built up through love, even though 
the final goal was but dimly envisioned. Just as phys- 
ical love is charged with the mission of perpetuating the 
race, so the sacrificial love which was first presented to 
humanity's consciousness by Jesus may be regarded as 
the inner link necessary for binding together all human- 
kind. : F@.$-fir r:$P@ 

!;~,,d/<~~@&f;t d?,yrj \ t jv $:J. 
There are some pdo$e to whom sacrificial love seems 

the acme of stupidity, just as there are certain people 
who regard physical love as degeneracy of the flesh. 
Even though sacrificial love may not be conscious 
of an absolute end, it nevertheless takes a great step I 
toward the attainment of such cqfe+&wnms 

(4, !/j *& $ 
HE ETHICS OF LOVE RIDICULED 
hinkers have to the present day 1 

the ethic of love. They have considere 
in its social aspects, and not as personal love with 
inclusive teleology. To them love has 
altruism, which to their way of thinking i 
meaningless to the modern man, charged as he is with 
the responsibility of self-realization. Thus Mr. Takero 
Arishima, the novelist, appears to harbor the vague 
idea current among these modernists when he uses iroq 
ically the expression, "Love robs unregrettingly." FOI 
they place self-satisfaction first, then self-realization, 
and concentrating all their powers upon self, they 
appear to regard their procedure as highly triumphant. 



X r  
"anism which abandons the supernatural, eliminates k ism, and concentrates every energy upon the ego. 
hether they call their theory "hedonism," "perfeo 

tionism," or "evolutionism," they all mean simply 
;wperfecting the individual " ; and they expound their 
4heories as if they were utterly unaware of the perfect- 
>"@g of anything more than the individual. 

Even the great Tolstoy, who appears to have had a 
).I 

kdatively thorough understanding of the individual, was 

i 
Imiddle of the nineteenth, occurred the phenomenal rise 
;& individualism. The development of the conscious- 
i~es s  1 1 ,  of the ego proceeded even to extremes, a develop- 
:Bent which blinded men to the fact that study could 
''BB made of powers that issue from, but are higher than, 
b e  individual. Men became almost incapable of com- 
wehending the nature of a society formed by the group- 
!kg of two or more individuals. In Christianity, too, 
%his influence operated, and in the latter part of the 
I eighteenth century and through the nineteenth, Chris- 
f$&nity was the most individualistic religion that it was 
ipmsible to find. I t  possessed this consciousness of the 
, j @ ~  so thoroughly that it became quite unable to reflect 

I 
@on such problems as the supra-egoistic elements of 

(@r&aaism. "There is no more dreadful superstition," 
v l  . y:, 
11. i 116 
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he declared, "than the doctrine of the Social Organism. 
We do not want to 

individualism it is impossible to understand either the 
physiological organism of parent and child or the doc- 
trine which we hold today of the psychical organism of 
the social instincts. Naturally, I would not form judg- 
ments regarding a society formed of two or more indi- 
viduals merely on the basis of numbers. On this basis 
merely, the civilization of Central Africa is superior tb 
that of Denmark or Holland. What I do wish to say is, 
that society is greater than the total number of indi- 
viduals composing it. It is, in this respect, quite com- 
parable to the augmentation of electrical energy, which 
is directly proportional to the square of the diameter of 
the generator. And I wish further to repeat that a 
society of one thousand persons is not merely ten times 

tively. Witness the difference that exis 
agricultural and an industrial civilization 

formed. Only when compound cells are developed is , r  



and social functions begin to be operative. 
with Tolstoy's doctrine of individualism alone, 

possible to arrive a t  really fundamental ideas of 

,\ Love is the social cohe 
'bind society together from within. That is, love is not 
bwnanly originated, but may be regardedas thedynam- 
: b and explosive force experienced within the re-created 

6 tjpirit. Hence, in the ethics of love we think not merely 

:'Bod, perennially creative; and we discern the form of 

But some ethical theorists advocate human perf ec- 
tionism, some humanistic hedonism, and others ma- 
terialistic utilitarianism. There are theories without 
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that when a certain degree of perfection is not to be 
expected, perfectionism cannot come into existence. 
Therefore, between the perfectionism which makes man 
the standard and utilitarianism there is no distinguislh- 

, ';"J ;,ph ' t I< ?:,At '... . . , .,: % able difference. , . , , , , : ; ' , . . . . 
THE ERRORS OF THE ETHICAL THEORIES 

Regardless of the specific ethical theory we select, 
whether the perfectionism of Green, or the ethics of 
American pragmatism which takes a stand opposed to 
the former, or the utilitarian ethics which clamors for 
the greatest happiness of the greatest number, or the 
hedonism of Walter Pater, which makes pleasure the 
foundation of life-so long as humanity is made the 
norm of the system-I do not hesitate to declare that, 
in content, each system shows practical similarity to 
the others. ~ $ ~ $ ~ f ~ & ~ ~ @ ~ ~ ~ $ # ~ $ ~ ~ ~ f ~ # @ , @ ~ ~ t ~ ~ , ~ ~ $ \ ~ ' i  

PtGt !L,"""Y , ,.i!k% : !<$:!&>.% \t,c,,, * 4, 1d&hb,,d?ihj: i,!?%:!~<bdB>$~~i:$;~<& >,2 ; 

If perfection according to the human standard is 
actually realized, there may result a certain kind of 
pleasure; but singularly enough, human beings do not 
strongly desire a perfection which entails for them any 
unpleasantness. It is evident from this fact alone that 
perfection after the human standard cannot be a re- 
markable perfection after all. 

In regard to political theories also, the situation is 
similar. One party preaches socialism, while another 
advocates nationalism. If, however, the theories fail 
to build upon the belief in a Life above that of human- 
ity-the superhuman Absolute, the God over man- 
kind-that is, so long as humanity is the standard, 
there are no great fundamental differences between the 
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tion, religion, thought systems, art, 
rment,  and all law, the present errone- 
order must' be overthrown before a true 

e realized. In the matter of religion 
the moneyed class as viewed from the 

at the solutions of all problem may be 
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iety of the present, and are in consequence merely 

In the life of society there are cases when an ethics 

of sex are unsolvable. And these problems look abso- 
lutely in vain for solution to the socialistic ethics. 
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@lure. It is not, of course, t h ~  Marxian materialism 
C ' k  f;,, 
, b#one that causes the failure. Capitalism and power as 
I xlqell, when systematized by the simple equation method, 
. piL 
,I , both collapse. Power to rise up to a new level, ideals, 

the inner wisdom of selection-all defy solution by 
mi' h p l e  equations. Within them, in these changing 

$iSlations, there is latent a changeless vitality, which 
; life and love. 

;, Social morality has undergone marked changes in 

p i  
:&odern times. Wherefore, multitudes are now doubt- 
:chg the existence of any standard of morality. As long I 

social institutions were relatively fixed, this question 
never arose; but as a result of the mechanical changes 
551 modem life the old fixed moral standards have gotten 
k t  of gear. Hence the vast number of people who 
,think that there is no standard of morality. There are 

ll,even those who believe that force can supply the final 

s"$ 
&cision in morality, that there is no other standard 
than might. One type of imperialists and one class of I 
Yiolent socialists resemble each other in that each looks 

might to make them possessors of the final power of 
n. < 

true 
31"t ' 
I'4 Y 

horality is no such blind thing. Life is 
8 &ever developing; it must always possess this power 

change. I t  ceaselessly grows. Hence it is that those 
who grow most are looked up to as the greatest. In 
ather words, those who have much are regarded greater 
&an those who have nothing. This is true when 
plectivity toward the purpose of life is not taken into 





modiw seem& ta be practically discarded; but those 
i 

whol i&ink deeply about the essence of life hold no 
doum wlr;atever regarding it. 

"3at the World War, in which whole nations were 
~u&ered, could take place in the face of the teaching 
a g a b t  murder, was of course a flagrant paradox. But 
them has not yet arisen a morality which approves of 
the annihilation of all life. Although the lives of indi- 
vidu8J;s or even the lives of other races may be sacri- 
ficdrin order to maintain a superior national life, no 
mongt;;lW has yet considered it right to sacrifice the 

s o m ~  insist that unlicensed marriage and divorces are 
pen$gsible. Yet no one regards it right to make the 
sel&on of life carelessly, or to seek satisfaction from 
choieless illicit intercourse. The higher a people as- 
cen4% the more rigid must be the standard of selection, 
in order that superiority of race be maintained. 

S&a;Iing is a wastage of life, and coveting impedes the 
devdl~pment of life. Lying transgresses the laws of 
life. I ,  Thus, in order that life may attain its ultimate 
end,,@ enfolds within the varying milieu an unchanging 
nucl&s. When we think superficially, we mistake 
com@etely the ultimate aim of absolute life. To help 
us r h h  this goal the germination of love takes plaee. 

LOVE IS THE M O T ~  POWER OF LIFE 
an who loves does not kill. The loving one 
steal. The lover is not lewd. Love lies not, 



$"~;JW? .in;tlz.#~t7<~y "C 4 t : " 
Love unfailingly chooses the right part&,:G%t!~$ji!&~f%bn 
Love has in itself selectivity, power to grow, to vary. 

physical life. 
Love is the moti of life. Love is the on " 

morality that possesses life. 
Love is the absolute, the unchanging, the life-bearing 

Love has, in its power of growth, a changeless essence 
hich springs up as sacrifice. It has, in its power of 

'ation, a unifying force. And in its selective facultv. 





the body were all eye, where would hearing be? If the body 
were all ear, where would smell be? As it is, God has set the 
members in the body, each as it pleased hi .  If they all 
made up one member, what would become of the body? 
As it is, there are many members and one body. The eye 
cannot say to the hand, "I have no need of you," nor again 
the head to the feet, "I have no need of you.? Quite the 
contrary. We cannot do without those very members of the 
body which are considered rather delicate, just as the parts 
we consider rather dishonourable are the very parts we invest 
with special honour; our indecorous parts get a special care 
and attention which does not need to be paid to our more 
decorous parts. Yes, God has tempered the body together, 

ave a common concern for one another. Thus if one 
suffers, all the members share its suffering; if one 
is honoured, all the members share its honour. Now 
Christ's Body, and severally members of it. 

Paul derived this material from an ancient Roman 

set up between the proletariat and the property owning 
class, the proletariat retreated from the city. There- 
upon a wise man went to them and used this parable 
to show how impossible it was for the .people to split 
into two factions. Paul here alludes to the incident, 
quoting this parable. We who hear this parable will 
also fall if we do not leave off stupidly biting each other, 
and work for unity vf@fTHmR4$,3; ;: ;. ,Ji; i:ip$*:b?' "i'.. , 

<;x,f*y,~l;, ;,;>, ,x~:'.t~?"+~,"(;;;?;: :;" , , (  

,<$.*-J & .  L w ~ ~ : ~ 6 ~ . ~ ~ 6 ; l ~ : , , . , ~ ~ , , i . t t ~  , , 

IN LOVE THERE IS UNFAILING EFFICA~Y 
Love d m  not originate by our merely rsolvirg to 



~jected previously, and this slowly rises as an 
a l s  from within. That is, it is thinkable that be- 

to by the man who has no belief in God; but to the man 
who believes and lives by love this word is not a t  all 
mysterious. The unbelieving man, like the lover whose 
love is unrequited, does not believe he will receive if 
he asks. He accordingly does eot love others, and this 
in turn becomes the reason why he does not receive. 
But to the man who believes in God and endeavors 
to live by love-since he himself sets about loving 
others fist-comes an efficacious response. Nay, i t  
is not the ego which loves others; love is rather the 
motion resulting from the prior winding up of the 

@~::fy$y?k~?~~+#f~/fq~~J~$$~;;$g$;j; mainspring* &bJ$&ji ?$:$,@d JiAhbj: -)t3Qd;,<: #),q l,$;:,: 
There 'is always a response b love. Through the 

belief that there is intallibly a response to love, the l i e  
of love acquires a new directivity and convertibility in 
any direction. When a boy reaches adolescence, for 
some mysterious reason he begins to notice that in the 
society by which he is surrounded there are many of the 
other sex. In other words, when the impulse of love 
appears, already, in other directions are found realities 
which act upon i t  inductively, forming what Schopen- 
hauer termed "the mysterious realm of life."l At the 
s tar t i~g point, then, of blind love there is this previous 
preparation in a separate sphere, and to a certain degree 

'"The evolution of sex is nothing but the unconscious Will of the 
Universe developing sexual consciousness and growing into a new 
atmosphere."-T. Kagawa. 
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the provision for satisfying this love is completed. If 
this be no mystery, w 

LOVE IS THE F 

The realization just described is a spatial relation; 
but there is also a similar temporal relation. While we 
make the effort to grow, we actually become larger. 
When we have the desire to sleep, we are able to sleep. 
If we wish even to die, we can accomplish that also. 
The desire to love is similar. If we start out to love, to 
a certain degree we can love. That is because love is, 
as Paul says, the action of an organic system. Yet let 
me offer the caution here that the word "organic" does 
not signify anything mechanical: it  is, rather, a living 
system bound by an inner purpose, advancing 
consciousness of its aim. 

When folk set out definitely to love, howev 
frequently become too reserved, for they are concerne 
about the feelings of others. A Christian is one who i 
boldest in this endeavor. Paul wrote to the believers 
in the church at  Corinth, "My heart is wide open for 
you. 'Restraint'?-that lies with you, not me. . . . 
And for your souls I will gladly spend my all and be 
spent myself."l 

Paul had experienced this kind of love. He believed 
that when love worked in human society there was the 
previous design by God which assured the fulfilment 
of love. With this faith it was possible for him to 
conclude that he would ask, assured that he would 



P 
,, . 2 IS the fuel of the social system. It is love that 

Lwarms the world's heart. Will the earth actually be- 
come hotter if I cast coals into its interior? In other 

I 
words, will the world become better or not through my 
love? Many people thus question the efficacy of love 
but if we may take Paul's word for it, though time may 
be required, love will infallibly come to a successfu- 
issue. The time eventually comes when the matc 

I 

answers to the wooing of love. Let us, then, anchor 
our hope within love. myth, t . . #>%tl, 

I ; 7 1  \4 

ELOQUENCE, RHETORI~L , IND LOVE%@ hi' 
We do not have so strong a love as Paul 1,,,, hencc 

we may not have the power to analyze love. The mort 
we consider Paul's love, the more surpassingly great i' _ appears, After he expounded, in I Corinthians 12, thc 
social process of love, employing the parable of thc 
body, he taught in the following chapter that learning 
faith, and even charitable works, all are meaningles, 
without love: 

I may speak with the tongues of men and of angels, but i 
I have no love, I am a noisy gong or a clanging cymbal; I ma: 
prophesy, fathom all mysteries and secret lore, I may hav 
such absolute faith that I can move hills from their place, bu 
if I have no love, I count for nothing; I may distribute all 
possess in charity, I may give up my body to  be 
if I have no love, I make nothing of it. 

What boldness of utterance! Paul refers to speaking 
in different languages because in the primitive church 
it was believed that under the leading of the Holy 
Spirit men could speak foreign languages without mak- 
ing any study of them, that in a state of heightenec- 





,to people concretely what course they should take. 

:,]rFgyptians, and the Greeks, and the secret rites of the 
ii~aostic sect (which began to flourish in the second 
@entmy before Christ). Though one be versed in 

,love; and he indicates that the essence of love is ad- 
herence to reality, and progress through suffering. 

superficial wisdom. And furthermore, Paul declares 

'sfzvted out with this mighty faith, but i t  lost its power 

') there was no love. It was a gospel of force, not of love 
a gospel not of resurrection, but of death. Mountain- 
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Brahmanism appears to be similar: multitudes of 
devotees looking forward to their next existence drown 

om LOVE 

Paul proceeds to speak of works of charity. In the 

ishing eleemosynary work of the time. Certain men, 
understanding that the people in the city of Rome were 

stone in order to bring a supply of water from a dis- 
nce of scores of miles. Others, not to be outdone, 

reminders also of the Roman period. For example, 
Tiberias was formerly a lonely cemetery, but Antipas 
cleared it off and built a city. C~sarea Philippi was 
a town reconstructed for the emperor into a beautiful 

ertakings in city planning were highly advanced. 



le received largess of the emperor. Therefore the 
people in the provinces gave up their farming and 

aratively well-to-do, while in the upper stories ' $ 

rity of cases from the forced labor of slaves. 



however splendid the benefaction may be, ,of what 
worth is it? Work done with money is easy, but work 
done by the heart is difficult. 

LOVELESS MARTYRDOM IS UNAVAILING EFFORT 

"I may give up my body to be burnt," says Paul- 
one may be crucified, but if the martyrdom be without 
love, it iq vain. Some may say that where there ie no 
love there will be no martyrdom, but that is a mistake. 
The majority of religions issue not from love but from 
fear. Human sacrifices, for example, are martyrdoms, 
but the motive is not necessarily love; it is often fear. 
When Jutar6 Iwami drove away the baboons, he saved 
a young girl who was being offered as a sacrifice because 
the people were so distraught by fear. The girl was 
offered, not beeause of the promptings of love, but be- 
cause the baboons were so dreadful. 

The religions of India, with the exception of the 
Brahma Samaj of Rpm Mohan Roy and Tagore, are in 
great part religions of fear and cruelty. In them there 
is conflict, but no love. The Hindus worship Kali. 
This goddess is represented by an idol with black hair, 
and mouth reaching from ear to ear. She wears a 
necklace of skulls, and human heads dangle from her 
hands. The idol stands upon the body of the demon 
Siva. The Hindu people worship Kali not from love 
but from fear, especially from dread of smallpox and 
cholera. After the British government assumed the 
rule of India, the people were for many years not per- 
mitted to build any factories; for each year the deaths 
from famine and plague averaged over 30 per thousand 
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the population, and it is said that during the past ''7:aX, 
years nearly 2,500,000 have died of starvation. ' ~ ~ ~ $ 1  a the deaths from infectious diseases were still more ;:g, 

?&merous, cholea alone having caused the deaths of i3 

!kern b of thousands. There was not alone this seeming 
i:mercilessness of Nature, but the different states of 

&&a, 180 in number, were forever fighting among ,. 1" 

~@emselves. That the people of India should thus look ' ' :' 

@bn their gods as merciless beings was all too natural; \ 

tnd that they should bow down before this goddess of 
mr and beseech her to relax her cruel scourge iust a 

THE MOST BARBAROUS OF HUMAN SACRIFICES 
The most cruel human sacrifices are those of suttee: 

&e living widow was sacrificed by being bound to a pole 
~qd left to burn on the pyre. This human sacrifice was 

chought it too cruel to burn them in the plain, they 
Wficed them on a mountain, beating drums to drown 
;he wails of the infants. It is said that in excavations 
pl Ashkelon there have been found the skulls of 
&ants who were offered as living sacrifices in order 
bt the people might be forgiven. This practice 
@is not unknown even among the ancient Hebrews. 
$braham's attempted sacrifice of Isaac is an in- 
kbnce. Though it w a  prompted by strong faith, it 
bes without saving that the motive for it was not 
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We may offer our bodies in sacrifice for the sake of 
our religious faith, bixt if love is not the starting point, 
nothing good results. We may do all kinds of religious 
work, engage in benevolent enterprises, or even suffer 
martyrdom, but if the motive of love be lacking, nothing 

L? %<,47<%-  avails. t~;:pF~,#i d+y+$$.t 

Love is the heart of life. In the pulsation of that 
heart must be heard the rhythm of God's motive 



w$8+- $1,- 
1 DRTJMMOND'S ANALYSIS OF LOVE &lgkpi, 
Henry Drummond, the naturalist, who declared that 

in the evolution of mother love is to be seen the upward 
progress of the human species, in his address entitled 
The Greatest Thing in the World, attempted an analysis 
of the thirteenth chapter of Paul's First Letter to the 
Corinthians. 

If we follow Drurnmond's division of the chapter we 
have : 

(I) The Introduction of Love, verses 1 to 3 (the 
portion which I have already endeavored 
to explain) ; Y"" G 

(2) The Analysis of Love, verses 4 to 8; 4 t@!frd ,* ti Vld 

(3) The Conclusion of Love, verses 9 to 13. Rkjbith- 
I do not necessarily follow Drummond's division, but 
I FPi& to treat the portion from verse 3 to verse 7, fol- 
lowhg his explanation in part, in an attempt to analyze 
love* I prefer to consider this portion rather as The 
Nucleus of Love and The Structure of Love. The 

,W7B ,?p W'F3 '*&?& 4 p ~ ~ ~ g ~ @ J ' ,  ortion reads as follows : ~ & & ~ : f i & $ ~ $ & ~ ~ & d ~ ~ 6  ;~ J: :; 
Love is very patient, very kind. Love knows no jealousy; 

Ive makes no parade, gives itself no airs, is never rude, never 
~~, never irritated, never resentful; love is never glad when 
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others go wrong; love is gladdened by goodness, always slow 
to expose, always eager to believe the best, always hopeful, 
always patient. 
In reference to these words let us consider-- 

LOVE AND TOLERANCE 
Love embraces all things and perpetually sustains 

all. This must be the starting point of love. At first 
glance, love and tolerance seem unrelated, but love 
always accompanies tolerance. What the world knows 
as magnanimity is after all nothing else than the 
product of love's great embracing power. Tolerance 
is not the peculiar possession of the people of the 
romantic period: we of the new age too must have 
tolerance. 

In ancient times men regarded those who spoke 
strange languages as enemies, or else glared a t  them 
jealously. The French quarreled with the English, and 
the German-speaking people wrangled with those who 
spoke French. This was for no other reason than that 
each man respected the language of his own country, 
and stood sturdily for independence. But in the present 
day differences of language do not cause jealousy and 
glaring looks, for we know that we must break away 
from distinctions and barriers of language, and love one 
another. Love is always tolerant. 

THE NARROW SPIRIT AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS 
Again, in ancient times religion quarreled with relig- 

ion. Even in Christendom Protestants fought with 
Catholics, actually a t  times resorting to arms. Did not 

I 

Luther himself say, " Kill the peasants!"-a hundred 
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w d  d them? And did not Calvin ordm that 
k who sang songs should forthwith be exiled? 

kburthermore, to the Arminians, who affirmed that  

v7 ,n in this present existence might be perfectly 
&gmsed, the Calvinists replied that while in the present 
bpld a man's sins might be forgiven, he could not be 
knctified. Thus they frequently fought together, and 
:* 

America Calvinists actually put to death believers 
other communions. The former violent controver- 
8 of the Methodists with other sects are well known 

fg. all. Thus in the religious world of the past men's 
rromess prompted them to fight over articles of 
th, but we must discard these narrow views and in 
; spirit of tolerance spread our religion of love. 

R'roday in the sphere of socialistic movements, an- 
hists and bolshevists dispute with each other, one 
e approving tyranny and centralized authority, 
lile the other side demands free combinations. But 
social movements as well as in spiritual, Paul's 

olerant, compassionate love" must be the basal 
dive. I deplore men taking such narrow positions, 
ildiig citadels, as it were, in their own small bosoms. 

r not be more tolerant? It is because they 
) , a r t  , # + 4  ;& b *  '%$+"": #pbJffFfpki$p$ :&& t':br'~g,F;d+t * *,+ < 

~~$fia.~~&$f~& ' 1 :&a f i  & .hl$$l$i$j J ":k . .  
Fove is an emanation; it is like the rays of the sun. 
/we acts not from feelings of pity, but like the radia- 
w from the sun, issues forth from within as lkht and 

yy%; &$gp4 ."'-*'I> l ,$ j( ,Vq '#::rF+qh2 q,, '{i'fj,, $ ;(@$yX , .:$?eJ'~ " '+'pyl'; ,: "g;gO&, & J#&;ggp$d'r$lC)$$;;;;:': " P  "" 

' 

$$,!;c.,~. :.: 
& social progress there is of necessity % kkparative 
@@le at work. Without it society would become 
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monotonous. But it is inevitable 

In religion jealousy is the forbidden 

stipulation of love. Not only are men jealous of other 

extreme examples being found among women and 

ow terrible jealousy is! It is an obstruction to love. 

LOVE, PRIDE, AND COURTESY 

great failing in the youth of the present day is loss of 
courtesy. The forms of politeness may change with the 
age, but courtesy itself exists eternally. Courtesy is, 
in brief, humanity's art of conduct. If we would live 

a world of beauty, we must first cultivate courtesy. 
will not do to leave off bowing because i t  seems an 



t[;""; y!, i 
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b e d  strokes of gracefulness? We must possess our- 
$ves of a fresh courtesy. The courtesy which springs 
-om the impulse of love will endure perennially. In 
pve there must inevitably be courtesy. And a t  the 
%me time there must be no pride, no boasting, but 
2ways humility. m%?;$;$ 
These are the nuclei of love which are concerned with 

xterior relations; but we must further dissect the 
iner cells. giag R"~'.': ,&?F?J$ 

THE DISSECTION OF THE CELLS OF LOVE 
Never selfish, never irritated, never resentful. 
Love is born as an organism. The cells within a 

ody do not think of self-interest, they do not get 
ldignant with one another. The nails and hair, which 
re cut for the sake of the growth of the other parts, 
ever get angry. So it is the way o 

egotism nor to become incensed. 
Furthermore, love does not take pleasure in evil, but 

I gladdened by goodness. In certain instances, how- 
ver, love somehow seems to accompany evil, for from 
rrcess of love, people lean toward evil, though quite 
ware that i t  is evil. In such instances, they speak of 
we as if i t  transcended evil. But if this be not mis- 
 ken interpretation, i t  is self-deception. True love is 
ver righteous, always for the good. Gandhi's strong 
oint lies in his making true love to consist in "grasp 
I truth." We must constantly pre righteous- 
ess and grasp of truth. 

~ ~ f i y p  " 
THE FOURFOLD SYSTEM OF  LOVE^{@ 'i 
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I , 

Love is an organism. In the system of love there are 
four general divisions: the first is the muscular; the 
second, the circulatory; the th es ; and 
the fourth, the skeletal frame. 

"Slow to expose." The power to endure comes from 
this bearing of ill treatment. This is the muscular 
exercise-love develops from the muscular exercise of 
enduring; and love must a t  the same time be the 
motive force of production. 

"Eager to believe the best." Love quite naturally 
grows into confidence in personality. What we call 
faith is nothing else than believing that God is love and 
trusting in Him. This is the very inception of faith. 
By faith we are conscious of the love of God, and just as 
the red blood becomes the nourisher of life, so faith 
through love becomes the food of the spirit life. That 
is, love is the red blood, the circulatory system. If we 
are to attain to a living faith, a faith which cannot be 
held back, wd must make love our starting point. If 
only we love God, our faith will never be restrained. 
When a church organization comes to an impasse, i t  is 
because the course of love is clogged up. Our faith's 
first step must begin from love. 

"Always hopeful." Love ever grows. Therefore, in 
love we can possess hope. Love works miracles. 
Through folk who love, the new order is ever being 
created. Love is irresistible. The love of the lover is 
sweet, because it intimates the creation of new human- 
kind. j ; 4,+\: ~~<~~J(;f~$$yl&~##$~& 1 + <{ 

+# 7 ,@, V$,$$,b 3 +&, $,- 
Love is ever new. It knows the device 

metabolism. Love is always fired with 



, 
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b? 
pard the order of beauty is due alone to love. We 
(st not forget that Darwin taught not only the doc- 
be of selection in the struggle for existence, but also 
It of selection due to the love of male and female. 

J ~ i v e  breathes in God. Love is the respiratory organ 
of life. Love exhales the old, and inhaIes new strength 

:, from God. 3 qqt, y;, . ?&$,!!,i \ 5 ',Iba : "Always patient." Love is patiericel&Yhg from 
b '  deep roots. Do not parents practice this patience for 
t '  two or three decades for the sake of the growth of the 

beloved child? The wife of Professor Warfield of 
11 Princeton Theological Seminary was injured by a run- 
I 
g away horse on the return from their wedding, and was 
4' permanently crippled. But Professor Warfield, far 
!' from deserting her, used always to place her in an !J invalid's chair in his study and lovingly care for her. 
5:' The reason for his not abandoning his wife in her 

misfortune was just because his love was enduring 
' and patient. ;;tp#fk; 
$ Love always endiir"es. It is love that upholds the 
$ world. Love is, then, the skeletal frame. We must 
/ possess the power of endurance which love supplies, 
15 

love which is able to endure all hardships patiently. 
;' Jesus said, "Love to the end." We also must attain a 
? I  greater, more powerfully enduring love. 

THE ETERNALIW OF LOVE 
Paul, after citing the fourfold love system, writes of 

b: the eternalitv of love: 
_ .g, it will be super- 

se: as for knowledge, it 
Love never disappears. As for prophesyin 

seded; as for "tongues," they will cea . 
will be superseded. For we only know bit by bit, a d  we 
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only prophesy bit by bit; but when the perfect comes, the 
imperfect will be superseded. When I was a child, I talked 
like a child, I thought like a child, I argued like a child; now 
that I am a man, I am done with childish ways. 

At present we only see the baffling reflections in a mirror, 
but then it will be face to face; at present I am learning bit 
by bit, but then I shall understand, as all along I have myself 
been understood. 

And Paul conclud 
Thus "faith and ho 

greatest of all is love. 

Ah, how true! Love is the greatest thing in the6;$; 
universe. \ .;'ti . , ., b3 

rl:';:t 

The pyramids are mysterious remains of the faith of:".. % ', i;$v 
an ancient people. Mummies are reminders of a belief$' gad, 

on the part of the ancients that far in the future the 
would be a day of resurrection of the dead. But 
these days are mummies anything more than corpses 

Nothing that surpasses love can come into bei 
This love was f i s t  made known among mankind. Th 
is no living force to move society beside love. Love 

husband and wife banish the old order. If Adam 

new revolution. 

thousands of degrees. Love is t 



holy will of God. Further, there are thinkers whq, 
regard law as a form of covenant made by social conk 
tract. Then there are those who think of law as the 
natural and necessary physiological functions of an or&$ 
ganism. Furthermore, there are those who, like Oppen- 
heimer, consider law to be nothing more than the 

ression of the conqueror's will. 

human s d e t y  there are comprised various elements, 

re there is no society. 
It is the function of law to prescribe the scope of a 

e's activities for the purpose of organizing a so- 
. If in an organization of two or more people the 
of action of each is not defined, there may arise 
conflict in space kind disorder in time. Hence, 

at is called law is made with the aim of securing the 
est functioning of the social processes. 
Some deride law as a superfluity, because they think 

f it as the yoke which the conqueror compels the con- 



I 

quered to wear. Others preach an extreme anarchism, 
claiming that as humanity is brought onward toward 
perfection, law becomes unnecessary. Indeed, to a per- 

these are denominated law. 

to unite, and the other, the cohesive force which 
tains a united society. As applied to a race, the two 
poles are (1) the force which unites the race and (2) the 
power which keeps i t  victorious as a race in the struggl 
for existence. Without this power of combination, 
tory in the struggle for existence is impossible. But 

power and forced upon the people, or even believed 
be another name for tyranny. Moreover, since t 



e is the representative of Divine authority, and the 
which he promulgates has come to be con~idered 

s 2 f l b i l y + 6 ? r  :;;I$:; ,y t&;; ;> I,& ; > ,;; S(t$ 
word of God. ,, \J ?,Z ;&t:;y!, &,bJ, ,<,,,, ,'$I, # 1, , , r c  <$,/+.<\$$ 

t is permissible to state that the history of the wurld 
eals a long struggle between these two forces, the 
ce of social affinity and the force of social authoriw. 
time of war society is bound together under the social 

ority, is unified by those who bear the military 
wer, and fights for the society's common aim, that 
gaining victory in the struggle. Herein we discover 

eason why, from very ancient times when tribal 
were rife, down to the present time of international 

flicts, military governments-whatever may have 
the form assumed-have always prevailed. For 
ple, in that the Czarist and the Soviet r6gimes 
military governments, no real distinction can be 

e between them. To state their only difference, it 
the difference in the affinities which form the back- 
ound of the two authorities. The Czar was an im- 
ted authority; the Soviet government is the author- 

ity representing the combination of producers. 

TOWARD A SOCIETY OF PSYCHICAL AFFINITY 
t In the ages when society had not evolved to the com- 
exity of today, social affinity depended solely upon 

affinity. Hence, the earliest authoritywas that 
arch or matriarch. As mankind increased in 

mbers and humanity gradually developed, in addition 
the physical, there was evolved a psychical affinity* 
onomic affinity is of the nature of a mediation be 
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tween physical and psychical affinity, but it posse 

ich can freely make covenants. Even the law has 
e form of a covenant, and the idea of law as a cove- 

psychical affinity social contracts cannot be exe- 

cal society fighting degenerated to a kind of 
In periods of peace and in situations where the 

e for existence is slight, and psychical affinity 
es, the military and the constabulary become 

most unpopular occupations and are filled by 

s of England and of America before the 

N TOWARD THE WORLD OF MO 

chical elements, moral affinity makes its appearance. 



nterests in conflict with the group are ex 
ite race excludes those who are colored. 

ew ethical society love, which is affinity of 
superior to psychical affinity, 

es. As a result a new feeling to 

ntal principles of criminal law? What are its 
elements? Some regard confinement in prison 

nishment; but does punishment signify revenge 

put them in shackles or segregate them by 
method, or are we to adopt still another 
leading and educating them? These are 

it is right and proper for men as representa- 
od to mete out punishment to criminals. The 

Does the Minister of Justice punish with 
in mind, or does he merely adopt the usage 
unishment without any such idea? I cko 
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not know; but he does a t  any rate inflict punishment 
without hesitation according to the criminal law. How- 
ever, what does Jesus say in regard to this practice? 
According to the most advanced thought among the 
Jews of Christ's time, one guilty of an offense should be 
forgiven up to seven times; but Jesus commanded them 
to forgive "seventy times seven." The meaning is not 
literal but signifies "forgive absolutely" or "forgive 
boundlessly." We do not understand this to mean that 
men are simply to forgive each other indefinitely. 
Rather, we must expand this principle in its social 
implication and consider to what degree we are to 

' 8  k7$ .. 
18 5dFp" 6 ? 41'?11:;7'f;e;#!tRf$p yjfpi%2k5"' $MI ;t+Q..*g , , 

)+I $ :'i&&;~&;~$~$,!&,~&~hk~~~ : !i jl:+i&&#~&$* @)*!/)< i $$ fp 
ARE - PRISONS REAZILY NECESSARY?~ l"k'A;:l *' 

Tolstoy, who did not admit the need of prisons, said, 
"Absolutely do not judge; do not judge men." Of 
course, all Christians must determine their standpoint 
with this spirit as the basis. Jesus teaches this, taking 
a parable from the retainer who was forgiven by his 
lord but did not forgive the man who owed him money. 
Herein exists a dual relation: if we do not forgive 
others, neither will God forgive us. If we with the 
consciousness of having advanced to a certain stage - 
condemn those who are unable to advance as we do, as 
being on a lower plane, then God who is infinitely above 
us must as a matter of course condemn us who are far 
below Him. The parable as given in Matthew 18:21-35 
is extremely interesting: 

Then Peter came up and said to him, "Lord, how often is 
my brother to sin against me and be forgiven? Up to seven 
times?" Jesus said to him, "Seven times? I say, seventy 



is a new way of viewing the matter. At present, 
standpoint of evolutianary theory crime is 

rer con~mits a crime became the relation 

the maintenance of a pure strain, o b s ~ c t s  
ose of selection, and contracts an unrighteous, 

hypocrisy, greed-in short, evaything 
in a purely social dir&on is a 
ly punishing these for the-ma~ 
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f$ reason that they are eases of retardation will never cure 
@$them. We must, instead, put forth a greater effort to 
r-:hi, lift them to a higher  lane. Here must emerge the 

""2"' w&q$,!T,;& ;";;, g$xtr,<d:.i,21. . $:* :I: ' I' 
We who cannot punish will do enough if w~~&@i~dtd ' '~~~~' '  

not be ameliorated except by sacrificial 
effort. Punishing is in the end a power which only God 

Since punishing implies exclusion, the one 
cts the life of society has his life taken. 
inflicting the death penalty is the present 

punishment; but such freedom is God's alone, 
man to stand as God's representative and as- 

His prerogative is insolence. When men realize 
duty to save, then begins the true life of endurance 

ain. In other words, in a society of quickened 
! conscience there must be the effort to go forth to save. 
Jesus himself chose the l i e  of conscience which takes 
redemption as its sole standard. In this life which can 
never forget the duty of saving men, punishing is in 
tself inconsistent. Socialistic penology of the present 

is advancing in this direction with astonishing 

minals. We do not approve of removing them by the 
eath penalty. We confine them until they are able to 
hare with us our common responsibilities. The crim- 

day all prison authorities have awakened to the reali- 
on that the prison is a kind of hospital. A criminal, 

the social standpoint, is either insane, weak- 



> 

,$nded, or an idiot. Therefore he is not to be punished 
:but relieved. This principle is not merely individual 
y f n  its application: things which are socially abnormal, 

i;..: e. g., capitalism, need to be newly reconstructed by our 

In the world today there is in truth much that must 
' be salvaged and reconstructed, both individually and 

,'socially. Since from the standpoint of eugenics the 
majority of criminals are either idiots or feeble-minded, 
it is strongly urged that they be either castrated or 
'forbidden to marry. It is interesting that this accords 
'with the practice adopted in very ancient times. In 
'the Ten Commandments it is stated that those who do 
$not worship God will be punished to the fourth genera- 
tion, but beyond this no punishment extends. Possibly 
it was thought that however evil or inhuman a man 

, 'might be, by the fourth generation the evil of his nature 
' ;would be so reduced that i t  would not be necessary to 
;destroy all in order to remove the small remaining par- 
'tion of evil. From this consideration also the death 
penalty should be abolished. Movements to abolish 
the death penalty are arising throughout the world. In 
Bertain states of the United States of America the death 
penalty has already been abolished by constitutional 
'amendment, and certain of the smaller states of Europe 
also have taken the same s t e ~ .  In France too the new - 

was for a time in practice. y:$ fy~&y ):Y , i7 
*i:tqL,:tt; 1 . 

event, it is impossible that we shou~h ourselves 
$ b e  God's power, and punish our brethren. It is 
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sufficient if we by sQme system segregate them without 
punishing them. We must reject the evil and create the 
good. The criminal by being confined in a prison for 
three or four years is a t  least somewhat educated, and is 
urged to serious reflection; and he must always be seg- 
regated sufficiently to prevent his having an injurious 
effect upon social life. The treatment must be one 
marked by abounding sympathy with the spiritual life 
of each individual. With such ideas in mind there have 
been developed special institutions, such as the Juvenile 
Courts of Japan and the Women's Courts in America. 
Crimes themselves cannot be judged by summing up 
minute distinctions. In contrast to the practices of 
ancient times, we have in this matter awakened both 
individually and socially. The spirit of Jesus, who 
said, "Make your seven seventy times seven," is grad- 
ually being realized; and the new education and the 
new hospitals for criminals are attempting the way of 
perfect forgiveness, and are genuinely protecting the 
social life of all people. $8 ; , , 

9 4 , *$I) :tjipfbb g#lN;k $;::;L>;t kjyk ,i,\&+ f : , ' 
LAWS FOR INCREASING SOCIAL EFFICIENCY ,? 

However, though new hospitals for criminals are 
built, laws do not therefore disappear. Laws remain 
as long as society exists. Laws inflicting penalties will 
vanish, while more and more laws will be developed, as 
records of the social principles best adapted for increas- 
ing social efficiency. Wherefore, 
exist in perpetuity. 

We must note, however, that th 
will endure will not be of the forms which now obtair 

154 ' 1 
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military form, which was, as I have stated, imposed 
I upon them by the struggle for existence. These forms 

i 
1 will persist as long as wars continue. The power which 
t 

I ,  organizes the military system may be called king, or 
I 

r 
t ences between them. Hence there always remain cer- 
L 

I thus simply in order to explain the occurrence of such 

1 

ganizations possess an extraordinary affinity, and they 
b readily take the form of war-time socialism. Yet when 
' the war is ended, it is difficult for them in this form to 

continue to unify societies which ever tend to divide. 
But in times of peace also, where preparation fo 

INTERNATIONAL ABOLITION OF ARMAMENT 
As society in its development passes from the physical 

to the psychical, it  abandons the primitive stage of 

antee to itself a life set free from the material. And, 
mncurrently, among civilized people the necessity for 

h through an inner power everyone in society would 
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probably, as was the case in feudal times, go about 
-:&!fully armed. Since war is not an inner discovery, but 

F?! ban irruption from the outside, universal armaments are 
&$$still maintained. Civilized people which have abol- 
'f8ished the carrying of weapons by the citizenry still arm 
!kr;ftl 
k$;&themselves against foreign powers, for the reason that 
$$'$they do not as races trust each other to have the inner 
$Q4$ - 
lu 7F $Y $+$power* * jx ' T f q i  

I .2&%q&$. Society is always sl8wef o awake than individuals. 
herefore, though disarming domestically, as nations 
ey still retain armaments. However, if the awaken- 

of nations proceeds with anything like the speed 
with which individuals are today awakening, we may 

icipate international disarmament. But I am not 
bsolute optimist: if the inner awakening is arrested, 

then there is no hope a t  all. The hope is directly pro- 
> , P a  ortional to the inner awakening. @w@g#&iizf :, 

ON TOWARD THE FREE SOCIETY OF MORAL AFFINITY 
I am unable here to follow the Marxian interpretation. 

k of the authority to be created when all the 
orers of the world unite; but I doubt if real power 

be expected from a union of laborers of the present- 
economics-mad, money-making variety. A union 
d upon profit will dissolve as soon as the profit 
s. A genuine union must be humanitariaq,, L W e Q  d'" bb"*$:$,,b:. 

an inner, rather than an outer, power. \<#k$$$d& .%A: 
en it is said that capitalism will colla~se and a 

Q#') 0 44 Jabor-production principle arise, the meaning is that , f $3" 4 

$ anything external will inevitably come to an impasse, 
#:i4)ihhile k+,d~',~; an inner labor power will emerge. External capi- 
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assemblies_ will, in other words, become conferences 
governed by genuine love. 

The laws once promulgated will not be enforced by 
the militaristic politicians who delight in playing with ., 



LOVE AND VIOLENCE 

THE PESSIMISM OF PRINCE ARJUNA 
On reading the Bhagavad Gita, the ancient sacred 

poem of India, I was moved to tears by the solemn soul- 
awakening revealed in the distressed appeals of Prince 
Arjuna, in agony at  the futility of war. I was both 
elated and depressed upon learning that in ancient India 
that reeked with blood there was such a spirit as Arjuna, 
stirred to such holy anguish. 

I The awakened soul is always saa. Soldiers who fol- 
low a general blindly and fight composedly cannot 
agonize. I t  was so at  first with Prince Arjuna. But 

, man awakens to the inconsistencies of his acts and dis- 

I am utterly unable to endure this m 
it international or internecine strife. 

Toward Krishna's reply in the 



- 
The end of birth is death; the end of death 

1 l\\l Is  birth: this is ordained! and mournest tho 
Chief of the stalwart arm! for what befalls 

Hides beyond harm; scorn thou to suffer then 
For that which cannot suffer. Do th 
Be mindful of thy name, and tremble 
Naught better can betide a martial so 
Than lawful warl,;$ , 

#@@g&&qgd 

1 

I oppose this rash discourse of Krishna. Every ap- 
peal against war has been objected to in similar fashion 

;his day. Some argue thus: "Nature gives man life, 
and Nature brings death. Nothing is so cruel as Nature. 
However much in earnest men may be, Nature goes on 

r killing off men regardlessly. When plagues occur, men 

i drop dead by the hundred thousands. But war never 
$ I  kills so many! Quit worrying about trifles, and learn 
I 

that, whe;l i t  is for the right, killing without hesitation 
is the thing to do!" 

Others cite the argument of the s 
after the evolutionary doctrine of Darwin, to support 
the necessity for war. "Through the continual strife 
of living things,', they argue, "the bad are eliminated 
and the good remain. Thus development proceeds, and 
war is therefore absolutely necessary for the promotion 
of biological evolution. The principle applies to human 
society, and both international war and class struggle 

1 The Mafpbkrata: The Song Celestial; 01- Bhagavad Gita, Chapter 
11, Translation by Sir Edwin Arnold. 
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Ire indispensable in social evolution." That arguments 
~uch as the foregoing, enunciated by General Bernhardi 
~t the time of the Europearl War, are senseless, I have 
lemonstrated in some detail in my Philosophy of the 
3truggle for Existence. Hence I will not repeat the 
roof here; but in thinking of the various reasons 
idvanced for the necessity of war I have been corn- 
3elled to consider how imperfectly humanity has 
leveloped #@@@p* 

INSANITY AND WAR $ .& k $ ~ n ~ , ~ a j ~  ~ h, 

Often I wonder if humanity is not insanif.:'. 
thoughts like this drag me down into the very abyss of 
sorrow. Just as certain men develop homicidal mania, 
so mankind is afflicted with racial and social insanity, 
Attacks of this kind are the major causes of war. When 
war fills men's minds, they have no room to consider all 
phases of a situation; and that is proof of their insanity. 
h nothing is there unity. In hospitals for the insane 
we are told that lack of unity is a characteristic of thc 
insane. 

My own belief is that the man who thinks that war 
is necessary is mildly subnormal, and that he who does 
not abhor death is a spirit so poor and mean that ht 
will, not be lamented if he does die. 

In war there is no intelligence-only reckless waste 
War destroys the best manhood. It wastes the wholc 
inner life. 

Pray do not ask me to deal with this subject in detail 
For me it would be a task too depressing. Babylon, 
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A society that offers any scope for conflict is not organ- 
ized. The same fact applies to international conflicts. 
Wars break out in rapid succession because there is as 
yet no strong international organization. If men could 

rfect an organization for growth, i. e., for economy, 
ey would realize the wastefulness of war, its detri- 
nt to growth and evolution, and would forthwith 
lish it. But today we are in the age of cap- 

italistic national economy, and i t  appears still 
impossible for us to establish close international eco- 
nomic relations. This condition is responsible for 

ost of our wars. 
However, though the world has gradually awakened 

to the folly of international war, i t  has not yet awakened 

of the principle of growth, one of the three factors of lie, 
i. e., variation, growth, and selection. Now the life of 

I -onscience is based upon selection, but the principle of 



- 

fore, ethical life and economic life have in modern times 
become widely separated. For economics implies that 
force which makes one thing grow to be one hundred, or, 
in other words, the human activity which results from 
the desire to make one hundred dollars grow to  one 
hundred eight dollars in one year; and in the capitalism 
of modern times this element has developed astound- 
ingly. That is, modern capitalism has developed upon 
the basis of mass production by machinery. If there 
were no such mass production there would be no capi- 
talism. But between mass production and the life of 
conscience based upon selection there is no direct rela- 

has become sadly dulled. 

which rushes madly for mere "simple equational aug- 
1" 

mentation" and increase, declared that all culture is 

evident that war is detrimental to growth and never a * 

modern mechan 
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GROWTH IS ETERNAL; WAR IS TEMPORARY 
trife is useful for demolishing, but it contrib- 

attempt to effect economic organization solely thro 
class struggle will undoubtedly end in colo 

If it be admitted that there are situations where cl 
struggle is effective, these must be cases where for the 

I cannot think that struggle is a permanent conditi 
in economic life. 

Growth is eternal; struggle is temporary. Gro 
an inner process, while struggle is extraneous. Fol- 
wing the inner urge, humanity takes the way of self- 

determination. Pursuing the extraneous will perforce 
mean yielding to chance, for the good is not necessarily 
preserved by fighting. 

"Thou shalt surely destroy a country." King Clodiu 
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THE EFFORT TO REPLACE VIOLENCE BY LOVE 
There is, then, in struggle this sad fact. If the good 

side invariably conquered, war would mean joyful vie 
tory. But there is always the anxiety that war will 
destroy the finer strains. Wherefore, though races do 
not perish, countries are forever being destroyed. For 
to this day nations are established as agencies of war. 
The word national state signifies an organized military 
power. For this reason a separation occasionally takes 
place between society and the nation. Society en- 
deavors to escape from warfare and give time to dis- 
covery. Our problem is this: we are so to effect our 
inner evolution that we shall render this organized mili- 
tary force unnecessary. But while misunderstandings, 
insanity, and greed exist, struggle will prevail; organ- 
ized military power will accordingly be regarded as 
indispensable; and the so-called national states will con- 
tinue. In a free society, however, these pheg9mena 
will be unknown. Love will replace violence. &'l,ik(. 

T! vg: VALUE 
"4 &,j41;,# 

It is asserted bj;""kkfie that violence has educational 
efficacy. "Violence," they claim, "has no deep signifi- 
cation. It is a species of 'will manifestation.'" And 
"The violence of the laboring classes is their way of 
speaking. Since their spoken words are awkward, they 
express themselves by violence." If so, then we may 
ask them to what degree is violence a will manifestation? 
To the extent of wounding men, or of killing them? 
Probably they would reply that it should not proceed 
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of speaking," but a negation of reality. In my opinion, 
' violence used as an educational measure is the very 

acme of awkwardness. j qp8 f ,  $ ,  $ ,  cytr6 Fyqp:t + ~ ~ # & ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ # & ~ ~ # * ~ $ d ~ j f ~ J ; ;  * 

I IN A GENUINE SOCIETY VIOLENCE AND DESTRUCTION 

There are many who ridicule the Christian principle 
of non-resistance. To those who do not know God or 

a the meaning of salvation there is no ethic so stupid as 
the principle of non-resistance; but to those who know 
God and salvation resistance by violence is absurd, and 

I they have no inclination to employ it. 
The ethics of Jesus is an absolute ethics. Existence 

?z itself negates violence. Destruction does not guarantee 
, reality. But love and harmony do assure the reality of 

society. To all who consider existence to be something 
' good, the belief in love and harmony is the only possible 

course. For the reality of childhood parental love is 
I necessary; for the reality of the child's intelligence the 

love of the teacher is required; and for the parents of 

' Love is creation, evolution, reality. 
The ethics of Jesus, I repeat, proceeds from a world of 
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sible in a genuine society. Jesus' principle of non- 
resistance is founded upon the standard of ethical life 
in this ideal society. 

JESUS' TEACHING OF NON-RESISTANCE 

Jesus' teaching of non-resistance is incompre 
to men who fail to know God and his redemption. The 
man who does not strike back when attacked possibly 
appears to be a spiritless being, a coward. But as for 
Jesus, he was charged with the mission of redeeming his 
attackers, just as God does. Even though men should 
put him to death, he believed that God was able to save. 
Hence, it was in the belief that for the possessor of 
truth death has no significance, that the principle of - 
non-resistance had its origin. 

Had we not the mission of saving men placed upon 
us, i t  would be unprofitable to do things in moderation. 
But we who are to redeem men must not fight. For 
we know that the power to redeem is a superhuman 
power. Jesus' teaching of non-resistance was born of 
this sublime faith. 

Among modern men such surpassing faith is in very 
poor repute, and this is the reason why non-resistance 
is not generally accepted. But men who do have this 
surpassing faith are compelled to accept the ethic of 
non-resistance. "Vengeance is mine," God declares; 
judgment and punishment are God's work. It is meet 
for men to draw from the fountain of love within. If 



. Our faith is a redemptive faith. 

VIOLENCE IS ITS OWN DESTRUCTION 
Non-resistance does not mean cowardice. Some mis- 

understand the meaning of non-resistance and take it 
to signify non-rejection of evil. But that is a gross 
error. For since i t  fundamentally rejects evil, it tells 
men to cease their petty interference. 

Love evolves perennially, never grudging sacrifice. 

Love is basic for the birth of a true society, while 
olence has in it the essence of anti-sociality. 
Love is positive; violence is negative. 
Love injures none, is eternal. Violence is degen- 
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LOVE AND ECONOMICS 

(A) THE FOUNDATIONS OF VALUE 

THE PERIOD OF THE c ' P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "  ECONOMICS ' . 
How hard it is to understand!-the people of this 

age all think that economics is a matter of goods and 
gold. All think so--capitalists, laborers, merchants, 
officials, soldiers, shop boys, housewives-every one, 
even the economic experts! And those heroes called 
socialists, who have become aware of the power of 
labor, have not yet awakened from this same vagary. 

What is needed is a "Copernican revolution,'Yor 
the world still believes in a "Ptolemaic" theory of 
economics. I would thus characterize a society which 
puts its faith in goods and specie. These people are 
still ignorant of the fact that the earth rotates! 

Goods do not constitute wealth. Wealth arises 
where men absorb things. Value does not reside in 
materials. Wealth comes into being where the energy 
latent in matter is transformed into the strength of 
men. Wealth is born in human life. Apart from life 
and energy wealth is non-existent. 

HAT IS MONEY? 
But no one believes what I say. T 

society of the present does not believe that anything 



ue which cannot be exchanged. And men o 
"q$4'l ' ' lynt 

t k  evaluating all things with g01d#~@~~@$;~~@~ 
ing with gold, however, does not der 

\greatly from measwing the electric current with a 
;meter. In the beginnings of trade value attached to 
money because with it exchange was facilitated. Ex- 
change is the alternating current of social energy. 
Without this alternating current of exchange money 

\ 
has no value whatever. In brief, money does no 
,more than to indicate the strength, speed, and breadth 
'bf the current. 
,, No value, then, resides in money. It is in the 
alternating current of life that value resides. Yet, 
$bough I make thise statements, no one gives credence 

my economic theory. 

SOCIAL CAPITAL AND SOCIAL ENE 

The world is too deeply under the sp 
emaic system" of economics. Hence men store grwt 
crops of rice and wheat, while other men hard by are 
~tarving to death. Endeavoring to live by economics, 
men perish by economics. 

Marxians declare that economics is the basis of all 
culture. But do they really grasp the true meaning 
d the word economics? It is likely that they do not- 
these men who have the materialistic view of life, who 
adopt the simple equational mode of thought which 
consideri economics to mean merely material prduc- 
Uon. Marx makes frequent use of the term, "social 
apital." I wish that he had thoroughly comprehended 
i t s  meaning, (7; ,,;pXJ t:..~(.i.;:!; $:(i 

\ q , ,'y(>.,?:,-%:9if , N< ,;:, @,: .:&, :: ;., , 4, ,I, ,<  ;.! 

; y h&:i&&bhb&&~$fi&&8 151C~&ig~J:i$.i:f##:;, j &j) 
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Love is the supreme economics! Love produces, 
creates. Love brings forth value, and by consump- 
tion is converted into fresh worth. Love, for the sake 
of growth, never grudges sacrificial investment. Love 
fertilizes and cultivates. 

But the economic exp 
ignorant of the Copernican world rotation in economics, 
are still the slaves of money and materials. Hence i t  
is necessary for me to show to men the Copernican 
theory by analyzing the true essence of economic 
action. I have already published my views in a 
rather incomplete work entitled Principles of Sub- 
jective Economics; but since then I have become 
more and more firmly convinced of the correctness of 
my economic theory. Unfortunately, I have not yet 
had the time to write it out systematically, but I am 
confident that the opportunity will come for me to 
perfect what I term Vital Economics. Then, the love 
and the soul economics of which I am now writing will 
be well understood by the people. But I must not 
wait till that time: it may be a subject somewhat 
difficult to comprehend, yet I would have society know 
the intent of my "subjective economics." 

Can it be that economics is so far away from ethics? 
And what is the nature of its relation to religion? The 
love that I am discussing, what place does it have in 
economic action? There is need for me to explain 
these matters briefly a t  this point. For, in my view, 
economic science has been too superficial, too mechani- 
cal, and has completely failed to notice the solid and 
the psychical aspects of the essence of economic value. 
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1: 

I feel it  necessary, therefore, even at  the risk of tedious- 
I 

ness, to enter into the subject of psychological NO- 

nomics, but to treat it  only in a very general way. 

WHEREIN ARE THE FOUNDATIONS OF ECONOMICS? 
In  our consideration of economics the fist question 

b: "What, in reality, is economics?" 
Croce, the Italian philosopher, places extraordinary 

emphasis upon value, but in doing so he opposes 
economics to the true, the good, and the beautiful. 
In this really legitimate? What, in fact, is the essence 
of value? German philosophers, from the viewpoint 
of epistemology and with much noisy theory, define 
value as such and such a thing, but the result is only a 

, f , k$xq42G\[dk fl#PY$I y4 +A# $#$'?([ dt\l, +',+~*f~&p fruitless discwion. ik$&\fgbii 14i+ltfi$kih+k2$Aadg4t, G 4:<hg%4 
In my view, value mses from the efkort ok man to' 

gain free self-existence,' or independent existence. The 
one ideally free is God. In brief, then, value may be 
defined to be the effort of man to become like God. 

Man is, however, placed in a world of relativity, 
in a conditioned order. Hence, without absolute 
existence, there is no starting point for man to become 
as God, even though he desires to do so. Wherefore, 
the possession of real existence becomes one of the 
great conditions of value. Thus it is that some declare 
that securing possession of the things necessary in the 

1 :?qj struggle for existence constitutes value. ~ ~ { ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :  jdc:;:Lbstk 
If you ask, then, "Does mere existence consiif,uie 

value?" I reply that it alone does not. Mere exist- 
1 " p e e  self-existence" is a phrase of much importance to 

Kagawa, and in most of the later places where "freedom" occurs 
this is the correct translation of the original. 
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ence would make human life dry and flavorless- 
waking, sleeping, eating, bearing children; and the 
children in their turn waking, sleeping, eating, and 
bearing children-such existence does not necessarily 

.4$t * )yA 1 :\,$$" ifX* I' 
.$ *b$$t, %#;>itii!# 

l i e  must m every part be 
interesting. It must be intrinsically purposeful, mean- 
ingful, complete. It follows, then, that life, down to 
its smallest parts, must be beautiful, true, and good. 
In order that life, even to its extremely limited por- 
tions, be in full harmony with the ego, two possibilities 
are presented: there is the case where both are from 
the beginning exactly accordant, fitting precisely, like 
the two parts of a clam shell; and there is the situation 
where this harmony does not exist, but where it is 
possible-whether the individual seeks for this har- 
mony or not-to develop the self up to the point of 

""4 

j$ However, the parts which are in conformity from 
4f %c,lbkkhe beginning are those over which man has no power. ge-t * 

$FGfWhether he be awake or asleep, a superior Power sup- 
$ plies them, and the conformity is unconsciously reached. 

In other words, the factors which may be consciously 

$ supplied are those of the second case mentioned above. 

#.? 
Man either seeks externally for that which conforms 

AhEWith his nature, or develops from within in order to , $%>. . 
&fi @;~;Jw+,-~ 'ie O nform to hi environment. Herein is the emergence 
~~23,-  , bf desire. FgwIi'4: - g;; 

b-, % , - 
, Desire having come into play, the individual seeks 
&;?<'mong limitless changes for the thing which conforms 



use him to stop in his course and lose time. 

ly incomplete. Man must, in order to achieve h 
purpose, tax his powers variously to leap over the 
obstacles encountered. Since man must put forth the 

nd prior to attaining his true aim-stop and pursue 
some subsidiary aim. Take, for example, the case of 
the poor student who earns money by peddling natto 
(steamed beans), but becomes such a good peddler 
that he finds he can make more in this way than by 
studying and becoming a salaried man, and so remains 
a natto peddler for life. [@%1$4$;4 

" <"<;&"u ,,,' . .2l 

Creature comforts are not the aim of man's life. 
Man is absorbed in gaining entrance into the free self- 
'existence of the true, the good, and the beautiful. 
But, as I have said, in order to enter this life of free- 
dom, man must have food and clothing and a home to 
live in. Yet before atta;ining the ideal, he runs into a 



bring truth; and truth, goodness, and beauty would, 
accordingly, be reality. For there would exist no 
reality which was not true, good, and beautiful. 

For the rise of value in a relative order three elements 
are necessary, namely, variation, selection, and growth. 
In my view, the meaning of existence is arrived a t  if 

fore, the desire to possess value as the content of life 
arises from the primal wish to fulfd one's aim as far as 
possible by one's own strength. If such effort within 
the ego is not posited, then all thought of economic 
life, ethical life, or religious life is meaningless. But 

able to gain freedom like 
ashed down to a lower plane. 



k * '  & '  
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b h i c h  the ego is to rise; and boldly Press toward it. 
&r example, if five variations are assumed, then the 

possesse~s five possibilities of change. And con- - - 

comitantly with these external variations the ego pos- 
esses internally five possibilities of variation. When 

one of these variations is adopted, selection arises. 
I term this inner selection. In the relative world in 
which we live variation is the sine qua non for mount- 
ing the steps of evolution, for evolution advances only 
through the process of selection. Thus it proceeds 
from one variation on up the steps of five variations. 
This evolution based upon variation is to be seen in 
many living forms. It is shown by the curved line of 
variation. Evolution is by selection. Where, through 
selection, the crests in the curved line of variation 
mount gradually higher, the operation of selection is 
shown. This progression by wave motion exhibits 
the necessity of variation in universal substance. In 
other words, without variation there is no evolution. 
Many persons overlook this fundamental variability. 
Karl Marx hardly recognized it. Marx, taking over 
the precept, "Man is what he eats" (from Feuerbach, 
who belonged to the left wing of the Hegelians), con- 
sidered, from the conclusions of simple materialism, 
that variation was history. Since he tried to show the 
variations by the forms which certain materials con- 
trol, he held a forced, unnatural philosophy. I regard 
Marx's philosophy as significant, but since I consider 
this to be not variation of form but of energy, I cannot 
agree with Marx. Because of this fundamental differ- 
ence, my view does not harmonize with Marx's theory. 
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In order that evolution may proceed upon this 
basis of variation, selection must be added. ?he 
plane must be gradually raised. Living things by 
degrees evolve higher through selection. Through 
experimental biology we have learned clearly the rela- 
tion between variation and selection. But this must 
be further supplemented by the principle of growth. 
Power of growth signifies the force which proceeds 
from within, not necessarily depending upon external 
change; and the variation is not spatial but temporal. 
It is not a simple variation. The recognition that 
there is a provision from within for evolution becomes 
the standard for the evolution of value. Hence, 
synthesizing all the facts, if the things which possess 
value have, through their inherent power, all possible 
variability, selection, and development, and we have 
been enabled to evolve in a path where these may be 
readily displayed, we may be said to have entered 
upon a life which closely approaches that of absolute 
values. A single atom is fixed, immovably, but a 
plant may vary in a certain plane. The ivy, for 
example, grows in a certain place, but since i t  has 
roots upon different portions, it is possible for it to 
continue evolving even though one set of roots die. @&$, 

$8 b 

t i p ,  EXTERNAL VARIATION ?E j 2 1  ?? a>~l:3i#&i*/f <I"% * " a ' 
$< +w.:+ I&&$,"* fJ$";h$, 

The fundamental nature of animals reddes in t5e 
fact of their possessing an inner variation by which, in 
times of external change, e. g., earthquakes, floods, 



hoons, famine, drought, etc., they flee, or dive int 
the water, or otherwise protect themselves; together 
with a power which serves .to increase their o 
variations and to elevate their own existence. As 
the level of this existence is raised, it becomes psychical 
life. The human brain has billions of cells, and each 
of these cells retains its own record. There is pre- 
pared the internal apparatus which makes possible the 
response to external change. To meet the contin- 
gencies of change there is provided the inner power of 
selection. Moreover, by this process of selection growth 
is rendered possible. In the case of animals t k e  is no 
fear of external change: they demolish or conquer or 
utilize the obstacle. van ,  for example, sails his ships 
with the wind, and uses the flood tide. And through 
the function of selection man makes these external 
variations serve his own needs and he absorbs them into 
I his own existence. Thus in the end he approaches 

omnipotence. 
Even death is nuL feared, but this change into other 

I forms, which is shown among plants, animals, and 
mankind-this advance upward in the stages of evolu- 
tion is an evolution of value. This line of thinking 
leads to the practical identification of the l ie  of value 
with reality. Furthermore, we cannot think of reality 
as divorced from the life of value. To sever this rela- 
tion is not permissible. Viewing the idea content 
of the thing-in-itself, it  is thought to have reality 
because it has value; and reality may be thought 
to have existence because, in its essence, it has 



I THE DISUNION OF RELATIVE VALUHS 
Relative values experience a further severance, i. e., 

the separation between variability and selection. 
Variability is objective. If value is assumed to vary, 
there is the external variation and the corresponding 
internal selection. Between these originates the dis- 
union of subject and object whereby arises a value 
unrelated to inner selection which, as I shall later 

completely disregards the inner selection (which 
is inner power and the power of beauty); and there 
appears frequently the desire merely to multiply the 
external variations. For example, the capacities of 
man are possible of variation in all directions. They 

~ i j  show variability from within. One person invents 
):"+dynamite, another invents an electric motor, and &(i 
lip1 another manufactures bullets. Without any function- 
&,! !, %;iring of selection, these are forthwith placed on sale. 
k$Men gain pleasure from these variations merely because 
j,4 4 
s $+they are novel. 

Modem capitalism finds interest solely in external 
In order for selection to function, a new 

but this power is curtailed. For 
emergence of value, variation and selection are 

but only the former is considered interesting. 

$ftheir value is merely one of external variation, quite 
kjBeparate from the value of selection. Hence, between h,tJ ~j.r:+khe two there is no evolutionary progress. "a 

Modem society constructs machinery and battle- " 
I 
$hips, but on that account the progress of man himself 





HAPTER XI11 

LOVE AND ECONOMICS 

(B) PSYCHOLOGICAL ECONOMICS ' 

VALUES WHICH ARISE FROM DETACHED VARIATION 

Power to vary is religious. While mankind was in 
its infancy and the inner power of growth was as yet 
undeveloped, economic action signified for the most 
part power to vary. Variation is an aspect of freedom. 
It gives rise to exchange. Wherefore, the earliest eco- 
nomic society had its origin through the practice of 
exchange. Everything which exhibited a novel varia- 
tion had value. A treasure shell could serve in place 
of money. 

Today also in our capitalistic centers novelties be 
merchandise indiscriminately, for any object which 
appeals to our love of variation through any of the 
sensory organs is thus constituted a thing of value. 
I propose to give a somewhat detailed description of 
the economics of the senses. 

THE ECONOMICS OF DE 

Capacity for growth is a very recent discovery. 
Men have been from ancient times aware of indi- 
vidual growth; but social discovery and invention 
date only from the year 1760, when Hargreaves in- 
vented the spinning jenny. 
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The discovery of capacity for growth created indus- 
Sial civilization. Capacity to vary created the eco- 

nomics of exchange, but capacity for growth gave 
birth to the economics of production. Mass produo 
tion became fascinating. Great factories were built 
and industrial cities appeared. Men began to wonder 8 
they were not themselves machines for mass production, 

Growth is purposive, and growth within selection it 
interesting; but the mere ability to grow and produca 
is not a t  all interesting. Men have already becoms 
tired of the economics of growth. 

We must a t  this point, however, consider the fact 
that interest, profits, land rentals, and all other so-called 
gains are based upon capacity for growth. Without 
this capacity men would grudge the investment of 
capital and it would be impossible to collect any income 
upon capital. The appearance of both investment and 
interest is due entirely to the ability of modern society 
to develop. But this ability is made possible by virtue 
of numerous other human powers. Collectors of inter- 
est and capitalists, however, place only capacity for 
growth in their calculations, and attempt to take all 
that they can get. Herein was the origin, of the 80- ;y@#y@tb3, 
called Marxian theory of surplus value. , h,4if3'3h Rzl* 

Fundamentally, the emergence of surplus value is 
not the work of capital alone: i t  is due to inner capacity 
for growth. Development is possible not alone through 
muscular labor-Marx regarded this as of almost unique 
importance-but through all the inner powers, i. e., 
through every activity, every feeling, every volition, in 
short, through every activity of personality. But how- 



ever much capital is stored up, nothing at  all is thereby 
increased. Thus the struggle has arisen between the 
laboring class, awake to inner human 
the superficially thinking capitalist class. 

THE ECONOMICS WHICH EMPHASIZES BLIND CAPACITY 
FOR GROWTH 

Most economic acts have emphasized the two capaci- 
ties for variation and for growth. Croce, observing 
that the economic acts of growth-capacity and varia- 
bility belong to none of the three spheres of truth, 
goodnek, or beauty, developgRQa&@kh sphere which 
he termed utility. &k(;$#l\f&#:3,c,w: 

But in economic action the value of selection, as 
compared with the other two qualities, does not play 
a very conspicuous r81e. While selection is extremely 
ethical, it is, however, too internal. Wherefore, so 
long as the consciousness that the inner value of per- 
sonality constitutes wealth is undeveloped, men are 
kept in subjection to external values. To those who 
awaken to inner selection, external wealth comes to 
lose its essential value. Here emerges Nietzsche's 
"inversion" of value. The value of selection does not 
require merely superficial variability or blind capacity 
for growth. It adopts certain of the capacities for 
variation, discarding the others; and selects from the 
capacities for growth only those which accord with its 
own aim. Thus temperance possesses bconomic value; 
and religious devotion, the simple life, scientific living, 
asceticism, prayer, and other ethical and religious 
values come to be treated as possessing economic value 
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what minutely how values become severed physically, 

THE ECONOMICS OF SIGHT 

almost comical. For example, among the physical 
values, there are the divisions into the economics of 

content of demand in the old economics is incom- 
prehensible. The old economics overlooks economic 
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of the light rays lenses and eyeglasses were made. 
In fact, i t  has been only in the last seventy years that 
men generally have come to wear glasses. As the 
result of all this, the economy of sight has been trans- 
formed. Inventions related to the sense of sight, 
regarded solely from an economic standpoint, have 
exercised a tremendous influence. Today, photog- 
raphy and motion pictures have reached a marvelous 
development. In the United States every day mare 
than 15,000,000 people attend motion picture shows. 
The value of the equipment is $1,400,000,000, and the 
production of films amounts to $1,200,000,000 annually 
-about double the amount of the national budget of 
Japan. Hence, the economics of sight is not to be 
lightly regarded. 

THE ECONOMICS OF COLOR 
Then there is the economics of color. People do 

not use colors solely to aid in the struggle for existence. 
Women select the colors of their dresses for the purpose 
of attracting admirers. For color economics in Japan 
millions of yen are expended in dyestuffs. People wish 
to wear colored materials whether they get enough to 
eat or not. It is said that the majority of the women 
employees of the Mitsukoshi Department Stores are 
undernourished, for the reason that they spend so little 
on their food: their bread economics is hard pressed 
by their color economics. The money spent in Japan 
alone by geisha and prostitutes for facial beautification 
amounts to more than $1,000,000 annually. The 
economics of women's faces, then, represents a titanic 
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nun. Besides, for the coloring of pictures and of 
~uildings, immense outlays of money are required. 
ro furnish variety for the eye, as for example in 
;heaters, or by means of attractive calligraphy, print- 
ng types, documents, newspapers, and so forth, the 
?conomics of sight, as society progresses, acquires more 
mportance than the economics of foods. 

THE ECONOMICS OF TASTE 
In the next place, there is the economics of taste. 

We eat bread as a rule, but we do not necessarily 
always eat what is required for nourishment. Accord- 
ing to the investigations of Professor Chittenden upon 
the caloric value of foods, man does not need large 
quantities of food. About 1800 calories daily is suffi- 
cient. (It was formerly maintained that working men 
required from 3000 to 4000 calories.) But we do not 
measure calories when we eat: we demand variety, 
we eat what is palatable. In foods also there is change, 
evolution. People of the poorer classes eat rice and 
barley, but the upper classes secure bananas from 
the tropics, tea from China, coffee from Brazil, and 
ielicacies of land and sea from every country of the 
world. In the development of the sense of taste also, 
we tend to have increasingly complex taste sensations. 
People will spend time and money to secure the spe- 
cialties of certain popular restaurants. This taste 
aconomics is one which it is impossible for us to neglect. 
When a man feels he would be willing to die if only 
he could get a meal of his favorite food, then for him 
there is no other value in life as big as the taste of that 
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dish. Though in such cases no absolute values 
reside, there do exist certain physical and partial 

There are, moreover, variations in the content of the 
values in men's individual aims. When these variations 
are presented to them, they experience extraordinary 
delight. The economics of today, i. e., the capitalistic 
economics, goes no further than offering detached 
values-never the higher values. Whence we may 

~! understand the import of Jesus' words, "Where your '~ 
' I  treasure is, there your heart is also." Karl Marx, in 

his Das Kapital, Volume I, makes a similar state- 
/ ment, i. e., that the capitalistic economics of the pres- 

ent looks only a t  goods, and falls down and worships 

CONOhltir F HEARING 
We have also the economics of hearing. 

graphophones and pianos. It is said thai ~merica& 
spend more than $1,200,000,000 annually for concerts. 
This is a subject for earnest thought. 

There is, in the next place, the economics of speech. 
Without ability in speech, men cannot hold good posi- 
tions in business. The greater a man's ability in 
llanguage, the better living he can comm 

ii , h$v,qapq,;l.ul , 4 jiey ByJg ""2: t4 
d, %\ l{gkQ >, 

THE ECONOMICS OF SMELL AND OF 

Furthermore, there is the economics of smell. 
demand tobacco, opium, perfumes, incense, etc. And 
there is the economics of touch-the liking for velvets 
and silks. In the matter of cotton, even, while in 
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THE GENESIS OF PSYCHIC VALUES 
Modern economics is passing over from the mate- 

rialistic to the psychic economics. The rise of the 
economics of efficiency resulted from the basic will to 
use human energy-most effectively, through the powers 
of variation and of growth. 

There is even the economics of mentality. Present- 
day science universally employs symbols. For example, 
to express all the qualities of variation from zero to 
infinity, various symbols are used. This makes for 
mental economy. In gaining skills we make many 
experimental failures, and in so doing we gain the 
skill we are seeking to acquire. An example of this 
process is to be seen in the rat, which, when put into 
a box and taught the way to open the door, finally, 
after numberless failures, becomes able to open it. 
Through skill acquired, the aim is attained. Skills 
demand much uneconomical effort, but it is possible 
for us to omit the failures and adopt the successful 
methods of others. Such is the function of education. 
And since education makes it possible to effect great 
economies, prodigious amounts of money are expended 
upon it. Yet, from the standpoint of ideas in general, 
the purpose of education is not necessarily money 
making. We become students in order to study the 
science of the past 1400 years. Here we enter upon 
the economics of institutions of learning. Attending 
a school is called getting an education, yet this is an 
old erroneous idea, for school training is related to the 
powers of variation, selection, and growth. Knowledge 
is, essentially, an economics inseparable from these 
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khree powers. Every science comprises the cosmos. 
When we are endeavoring to discover a certain prin- 
:iple, we can in the laboratory observe the entire 
universe. We may examine the whole universe within 
me single element, a marvelous economy. The study 
~f an embryo reveals the development of living forms 
a11 the way from the beginning of creation, another 

S l ~ ~ l ~ l a r  statements may be made regarding the sub- 
ject of beauty. In Darwin's Descent of Ma% we find 
the story of the evolution of the beauty of the pheas- 
ant's tail. Since the whole universe changes, beauty 
too must vary. The man who today prefers the 
woman with oval face tomorrow likes the one with 
round face. Beauty too is relative. The wings of 
the butterfly were not always things of beauty. A 
study of the "eyes" in the peacock's tail affords w 
knowledge of the evolution of beauty. Thus the 
knowledge that beauty is capable of evolution leads 
to the development of the economics of beauty. By 
a study of the principles of this power of beauty to 
vary, we may that it is the indication of an 
inner evolution. r d  3'. 

THE ECONOMICS OF THE W PAJ  
n the next place there is the economics of the will. 

Although we cannot, on logical grounds, give our 
approval to the principle of the English utilitarians 
of "the greatest happiness of the greatest number," 
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we may approve it on economic grounds. For if 
from one power a hundred powers may be developed, 
the utilitarian doctrine is not necessarily in error. 
The principle is one derived from the values of growth. 

Next arise the economics of character and of imper- 
fect i-eligious or utilitarian faith. These have economic 
significance, but the faith referred to here is not full- 
orbed, but the utilitarian, partial variety of faith. 
Lenin's rejection of this form of institutionalized reli- 
gion was, if directed against this kind of faith, quite 
justifiable and not in error. Hakuson Kuriyagawa's 
dictum, that "Religion is the seed of demons," may 
also be true, if he had in mind this partial kind of faith. 

ECONOMIC VALUES AND ETHICAL VALUES 
From such considerations i t  may be seen that eco- 

nomics enters by degrees into the physical, the psychic, 
and the spiritual. And values of many kinds and 
forms emerge, but they are partial, and not the values 
of the complete lie. The next question for us is, are 
economics and morality in present-day commercial 
transactions quite different things? In the content 
of value there are, as has been stated, three elements, 
the powers of variation, selection, and growth. The 
so-called values of the present are based upon growth: 
if one thing grows to one hundred, there is a profit of 
ninety-nine. Land rent, interest, etc., are centered in 
the principle of growth, a fact which needs to be 
known. At times growth and selection are opposed 
to each other, and economics and morality may appear 
divorced from each other. The merchant's taking of 
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profit may be thought to be due toL the factor of growth, 
since by his selling he is conferring a convenience upon 
others and considers that he is justified in taking a 
large profit. If, however, there are certain social 
variations, A, B, and C, occurring without creating 
greater results for society, then the taking of profit 
becomes an error. From the ordinary point of view, 
growth alone produces utility: one power produces a 
thousand powers-this is the basis of the utilitarian 
economics. Capitalism is founded upon profit and 
interest. It threatens the existence of morality, presses 
for mere partial utility, and even though i t  blocks the 
course which complete life must follow, still thinks 
only of partial growth and ignores well-rounded devel- 
opment. Thus has sprung up the modern materialistic 
economics, bringing on the struggle between capitalism 
and socialism. @ # ~ ~ ~ f & ~ @ ~ ~ ~ @ ~ ~ @ # $ ~ ~ $ f @ q '  

When we reason thus, the dlstlnction between mate- 
rialistic economics and life economics becomes clear: 
it is the moral values which, through selection, promote 
life upon the basis of inner evolution. Morality and 
economics are not fundamentally opposed to each other 
--in the complete life there is no distinction between 
them. Values are the elements which promote human 
growth. Economic val 
upon the basis of utility. PqYq+q##fj 

"8 ,,$!/% h " ~  3 THE ECONOMICS OF 

Passing to the consideration of religion, we may 
describe i t  as that which man gives back to the world 
as the result of the stimuli received from objective life 
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and from Nature.' When life excites the movement of 
expression, three processes are observable: (1) the 
increase in the content of variation, (2) addition of 
the power of selection, and (3) addition of the power 
of growth. Thus expression is made to the objective 
order, and there is a beginning of the life of human 
values. Wherefore, the more the religious life is 
stimulated, the richer becomes the content of life. 

given impetus in a definite direction. Wherefore, 
every religious activity becomes an economic activity 
and all religious life is inextricably bound up with 

? 

economic life. 
Religious festivals furnish a good illustration. They 

are the result of the demand of the human heart that , : 
the offering of the whole of life be given expression. , . , .- 

The procession of the samurai, the religious dance, the . ;'; 

votive pictures, the festival cars, the display of fire- .~'h 
works-all these are modes of expression; all the varied , . .i 
objects of sight economics are brought forth. In the .:a realm of sound the variations presented in the noise of I? 

firecrackers and fireworks, and in the dramas, are 
offered up before the deity. Hence, in these festivals 
large outlays of money are required. Magnificent 
churches and cathedrals are built. In the construc- 
tion of the temple a t  Jerusalem tens of millions were 
expended, and to build St. Paul's Cathedral required 
150 years and the investment of a million pounds. 
It is regarded, then, as entirely proper to spend vast; 
sums of money for religious economics. Religious 
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enterprises absorb an enormous amount of energy. 
There are, however, instances of religious economics 
zolliding with the ordinary economics. If the latter 
were the economics of the complete life, there would 
be no collision; but because religious emotion alone 
leads men to expend such tremendous economic forces, 
religion appears to the economics of production to 
appropriate an undue amount of effort. It is, then, 
in the realm of the economics of consumption. 

THE UNION OF THE ECONOMICS OF THE COMPLETE 
LIFE AND COMPLETE ECONOMIC LIVING 

T,A,,'e is no great difference between the economics 
~f life and the economics of production; but the 
recurring conflicts between the two result from the 
noulding of the religious feeling in a certain form. 
rhe religious festival is an expression of life. Life is 
ever expressing itself. Labor is a perennial festival, 
m expression of God. By creating organized con- 
lumption i t  promotes the content of economics. In 
~ther words, it brings about the evolution of the con- 

cent of life. Therefore, when arousing activity in the 
sphere of expression, economic action and religious 
action are identical. But since we are living in a 
relative order, life's activity is repressed by external 
conditions and regulations, and becomes mechanical 
and accidental; the individual can no longer be self- 
directing, and his psychic powers are made to writhe 
in agony. The demolishing of these oppressions was 
termed by Marx "revolution," by others, " evolution." 
The destruction of external limitations by internal 
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effort is, in other words, the art of life. Since the 
aim of life is the attainment of the realm of freedom, 
economics and religion harmonize precisely. Where- 
fore, we reach the conclusion , ycs i  that - - #  ;;jfi,.',',.kf. ;cono&c , ~ .  . # '  ,f8yi:k6qw,,8,4s: truth ) ,, and , 

religious truth are identical.$&j;f#~~~li:$i~.~~j{@j#f#~ji.'i_ $1, i ( rk l  

,,,, , :, @j$p&:,$$,,;,: :#; .$ f, .,$ VJJ :,;<, ' , : . , 
CONOMICS AND P ~ T H  ~ ~ @ ~ ~ ~ ~ l j ! i ; ; $ # ~ ! / ~ ~ , :  " , : '' 

!!j:i*i[ljj~,$i?)f;$~;:;;:, I : 3 ,, 

im that they are scientific, but not 
religious. There is a fragment of meaning in the 
statement, but i t  cannot be maintained to be entirely 
correct. Every regularly constituted principle is a 
self-determination which points to a certain course, 
chosen from among the multiform activities of lie, 
upon which advance is to be made. In other words, 
it is faith. Faith is a creation of values; it is that 
which, through the individual's own inner creation, 
tends to draw him onward and upward. Whether it 
be socialism or anarchism, i t  is in the end a decision 
of will, and is therefore faith. Ramsay Macdonald 
declares that socialism is faith; and Bertrand Russell 
has said that Bolshevism is a faith that resembles 
Mohammedanism. 

Since economic action is a movement of values, 
man, when deciding upon a course of action, exer- 
cises faith-he practices religion. Hence, economic 
movements and religious movements do not differ. 
Economics is always a movement of growth. In 
ancient times men believed in religious creeds, but 
today they accept economic articles of faith. From 
the point of view of the content of life, religious and 
economic articles of faith are identical. 
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d the gift will be yours, seek 

in free self-existence.1 Objectively speaking, 
omic movements are creations of value, of utility. 

and that whenever any subjective activity seeks for 

clothed in material dress, this relation will always 

socially, through things. When love is not expressed 
materially, it falls short of being true love. "Suppose 
some brother or sister is ill-clad and short of daily 





on that in modem economic movements laboring 

power. Capitalism, on the contrary, anticipating the 
wastage of men's capacities through the incomplete 
development of the economics of the senses, demands 
unrelentingly the provision of speculative capital, and 
men continue to curse the capitalism which makes 
profit its sdn 3im. 

Therefore, in that future period when complex society 
itself will govern the pluralistic, third-and-fourth- 
degree-equational society and absorb the present-day 
society of money standards, capitalistic society will 
collapse and disappear.1 

The capitalists will regret the change, but tney will 
then discover that love is more potent than gold. 
The only true economic activity, I repeat, is life and 
its expression, and love itself is the content of this 
expression. Every economic activity is to be regarded 
as the activity of love. Love is the supreme economics, 
and for i t  everything sacrificed. Men spend money 

1 Marx's equation is b-M-C (Commudity-Money-iapita1)-a 
single straight line. He would solve all problems by this one straight- 
line, simple equation; but I do not believe the world of life can be 
solved by one straight-line equation, nor by a quadratic. It is more, 
even, than cubic: it varies in time, in growth, etc. Society is com- 
dex. Marx cannot solve its auestions with mere materialism.- 
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lavishly out of self-love, and the costliness of passionate ;,. J, 

love it is needless to mention. But for the sake of love 
men will invest with no expectation of profit. For 
friend, for labor union, for the new society, men will 
sacrifice life without the slightest hesitation. Here, 
then, is the ultimate economics: the investment of 
life in order to create a greater life. Hereby the true 
economics is originated. Love is charged with the task 
of linking together its creation and its sacrifice. 

Love is the economics of economics. It signifies 
value, growth, and selection. Love is the ultimate 
currency of life-economics. 







Love and Labor 

But labor itself has lost its old fascination and 
delight. And men, in grief a t  this mechanization by 
which they are forced to spend their lives in the mak- 
ing of mere merchandise, are deprived of loving creation 
through labor. 

SOCIE'IY'S DISEASE OF LABOR EVASION 

Concomitantly with the mechanization of labor, 
questions of hours of work and of wages began to be 
noisily discussed. When labor was done for love, men 
did not grudge twenty-four hours a day of work, but 
when labor's aim was altered to the production of 
merchandise, men began their attempts to evade work. 
Indeed, when men realize that manufactured articles 
in the unorganized productive society of today are 
made and sold, not in response to demand, but solely 
for speculation, they see the futility of i t  all, and lose 
their disposition to work. No human activity is so 
inconsistent, so thoughtless, so blind, as the present 
system of business. It merely aimlessly piles the 
goods on the counters and waits for customers. And 
if customers do not come to buy, the goods must be 
thrown away as entirely useless. To labor under such 
a system is the height of folly. It is sheer useless effort. 

Economic movements are devices in the art of lie. 
These devices are the designs of love. When labor for 
the sake of love was no longer known, labor degenerated 
to mere mechanical production, and the unwilling labor 
of, today is the result. Working under a capitalistic 
sistem is the most unholy, the most disgusting thing 
in the world. For to men's efforts are ascribed only 
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the value of machine power. Mechanical power, when 
damaged, makes no complaint, but human beings air 
their discontents. Therefore, capitalists tend to dis- 
card man power and to substitute for i t  various types 
of machines. Yet, with the installation of machin- 
ery, the demand for man power has also increased. 
And thus massed humanity is being oppressed by 
machines. :;; i;;;:il,;i;.fl.: E:.: ;f ;;-,g2il :yK..8,,,.,,, . , ,  ,.. , , Z . .  . , 

i$':.$$: !,,I ,..s$!:k::k?i~.;~$xL*,:&;t~;j:(j!. :;. ": .:;. ;. .,+$;, 

REVOLUTION THROUGH LOVE IS TKE ONLY WAY OUT 

To effect escape from this oppression various social 
movements have been organized. One of these 
attempts has been to bring about the collapse of 
capitalism; another, the attempt to evade work by 

8tt+$Tlt ' i j%>i combination in the method of the strike. $:,i,lj:iq$: w c  

The destruction of capitalism will not be accom- 
plished by burning out the capitalists. Only by achievd 
ing a more nearly perfect organization of society without 
the warantee of capital can a better economic system 
be created. Since this involves an organization of 
society, i t  is termed socialism. It is not the simple- 
equational, social system of capitalism-impersonal, 
based upon money-centered exchange value-but a 
solid, four-power society. Therefore, there is no pos- 
sibility of organizing society except by the close cohesion 
of personalities. Where a simple equational society 
has collapsed, i t  is impossible for a four-powered order 
to appear. The development and reconstruction must 
proceed from first power to square, from square to 
cubic, in order that socialism may be perfected. Large 
effort and determination are demanded if the society 
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Strikes are pathological phenomena 
In an ideal society they certainly would not occur. 
When, thanks to capitalism, the day came when the 
roots of love died, strikes made their appearance. 
From the standpoint of the true life of man, there can 
be no life happier than the life of labor. Quietude 
may be permitted only between the periods of labor. 
Labor should always be creative. Man's first work 
was creation. But labor sickened and became cor- 
rupted, and changed into repetitive, mechanical pro- 
duction wherein strikes were taught. Yet I am certain 
that strikes and factory lockouts and class clashes will 
not redeem mankind, and much less will the labor pro- 

tBJkf "! y#' : $"SL?!# : p ' * duction of a capitalistic systemdd18d$1ga~{~~jk~A&;qMI:.. . , 
The real trouble is the dearth of love. Love is the 

only wealth. Men will spend anything in order to 
purchase love. Jewels, costumes, palaces replete with 
every artifice of beauty-all are for the sake of love. 
If only love be bestowed upon us, every economic 
problem will be solved. 
. Labor is love's highest creation. Labor is the 
activity of expression. Love is its trade mark. With- 
out labor the perfecting of love 
without +,y jE,,$ love r ( %  laborq *y is ,excruciati 

! , ?I4 .rg%\ $1 { 1;; tr t )  ~ $ j ~ # j # ~ ~ ~ ~   lo^ &,i so "";L'bt?+j ; 
I ,L 4,:4, 

The movement for socialism 
#:* to labor, and labor to love. Labor without love h m ,  
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like walking barefoot among thorns, while love witho 
labor is playing with the toys of the devil. 

I abominate the present world order in which la 
and love are divorced. When love discarded 1 
labor abandoned love. Labor became punishment an 
love was changed into treason. To reunite the tw 
men have devised all the schemes of anarchi 
nihilism, terrorism, d,espotism, and whak not- 
all have proved futile. 

Labor which is not for love, labor which is spent f 
destruction and violence, curtails all of life. Militarism 
and violent anarchism, these are the greatest curtailers 
of life. What eventuates from all the labor of th 
770,000 who manufacture wine, and of the 1,000,OO 
who work in the manufacture of cigarettes? In order 
to drag men away from love and kick them into the 
grave, capitalism forces such labor upon men. It id 
the hungry demon that devours loveless men. 9; *;: $$;? 

And there are those beings who evade labor and>~2sg $&&, 
attempt to sell a false love to men-the secret prosti- #&; 
tutes a t  the crossways, the barmaids, the geishas, the "":'" 
ladies of the idle rich class! They are 
leeches. 

SOCIETY Is LOVE EXPRESS 
When love and labor are a t  last 

for the fist  time be enabled to bring social life to it 
consummation. Labor alone can maintain the bod 
social. But loveless labor casts men down into t 
abyss of hell. 

Love is the eternal creator, the perennial revolu- 
tionist. And love is ever the ally of labor. _ Love 



\ alone gives cohesiveness to society. In fact, what 
: I mean by "society" is "love expressed." Social 

economics is determined by the depth of love. Its 
credit system, its exchanges, its investments, its traffic, 
its communications, its production, its consumption- 
all are determined by the depth of love. Love reju- 
venates society. With love, then, let us effect our 
reorganization. With love let us purify. Love is 
eternal revolutionist. 
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\ theories relating to society have been put forth. But 

"Combination is necessary for the pujrpose of material 
i , production," says someone. Another defines society 

as "A new aggregation formed by the combitlation of 
* 1 the two sex+" 

However, all this still fails to explain what $ociety 
' 

wtuolly is and what purpose it fulfils. Are factories, '8. qq;/. 
swiety ? Are cities, schools, banks, markets, troops ofrd .r ' ' :. 8 1 

I ' , soldiers, churches? Do these constitute true society? 
I I ) _  

All the%, it is true, have their purposes and organiza- 
.' . . tians. Are they for this reason to be called society? 

And are men really mtisfied with society as composed 
$ these organizations? May we not say, in a word, 

, $hat a society constituted of these groups has no 
ultimate aim? and further, that society is not in itself 
an aim? I 

7:' ' 
I' What, then, is the nature of true society? 

r,: 
i/ 
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who could do all three of these things would be com- 
plete, but since three individuals have as many dif- 
ferent capacities, some social organization becomes 
necessary. +: 

'<.i 4 {y$;$&j + \ * ? t i  ?f+: ! I:,,::' , t t ~ ~ ~ , ! i j \  a l ia~b& b:ifi)br3 

j!;j Qt My argument some to be too dogmatic, 
($? but my statements are reinforced by the phenomena of 
Lab$ sex differentiation in animal society, which is organized !&! : 
%&; in a marvelously interesting manner. Many people do k, , 
ti, not comprehend the reason for sex differentiation. 

Darwin himself was unable to comprehend it thor- 
?f:$ oughly, but today the reason for sex selection has 

become clearer. The primary reason is the height- 
#> ening of cell activity. The strength of single cells, 

Iv h i t i  ' \@$;: which tend to become enfeebled and finally ex- 
,!"; hausted, is multiplied several hundred times by 

on-600 times, according to Dr. Jacques 

A SOCIETY BASED UPON PHYSICAL INSTINCTS 
d ,; But in addition to such physicochemical processes, 
fhere is in sex selection a mysterious force which aug- 
ments the energy of the chromosomes, resulting in a 
higher degree of accord with the environment and an 
enlarged sphere of freedom. That is, sex differentiation 
is a secret contrivance which has been evolved both for 
the purpose of synthesizing experiences which have 
differed because of the extremely primitive biological 
organization of society, and also for fortifying the 
energy of the species. 

rV:l Biological society which has made the sex differentia- @.* ~ , , e ,  tion creates before long, through childbirth, the 
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civilization is psychical, but is not as yet a fully 
awakened civilization. It lacks selection. It is a 
civilization seemingly delirious, a society which 
thinks it quite natural for the strong to oppress the 

I weak. 
In this society morality is treated as limited psychic 

"w. It is not observed as the ethics of the aggregate 
,' of society, but is regarded as an interest esteemed 
, among a small coterie of self-denying folk. 

Many of the groups into which psychical society i's 
variously divided select their own aims and set out in 
different directions. Accordingly, society becomes 

$ pluralistic, discovering authority after authority. No 
Ionger can the groups pride themselves upon mere 

' W l i t a r y  power. They give themselves airs, rather, 
over money power, and we witness the appearance of 
a capitalistic society. The reason for this boasting 
of money power inheres in the fact that to aid in the 

. -  - 

, whatsoever, is money. This is tantamount to saying 

ts, and the pluralistic, psychical society is 
ed into a capitalistic society. 

n, r 
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THE SUPPOSEDLY CAPITALISTIC SOCIETY 
Pluralistic society is, however, always pluralistic. 

Since nothing can control it, a supposed unification is 
achieved through profit and money power. Yet is i t  
an imaginary, not a real, unity. If social unity pos- 
sessing genuine inner power is attained, the fictitious 
unity as a matter of course vanishes. 

The declaration of socialism is just this, that when 
society is perfectly organized, the fictitious capitalistic 
society of the present will naturally pass away. In 
fact, when a psychically divided society awakens to 
true social consciousness, it will, of course, strike down 
the fictitious r6gime of capitalism and create an amel- 
iorated, spiritual society. 

Scientific socialists, interpreting capitalistic culture 
as materialistic, have done so because they were point- , 

ing out this imagined money-power system, and in this 
sense the criticism of materialism is not in error. But 
as the psychical laboring class by degrees awakens 
inwardly, it inevitably comes to bear antipathy toward 
the supposedly all-powerful class. Thus, the psychical 
society pluralistically divided, comes to the point where 
i t  awakens from the unconscious, money-powered unity 
to a self-consciousness which is, so to speak, class 
conscious. Up to this point the supposedly all-powerful 
class maintains its connection with the class of biological 
power in forming a mysterious, half-conscious, goblin- 
like society. But as the deeper, inner, social instincts 
are awakened, the external defects gradually become 
apparent, and the result is a genuinely awakened social 

I 
organization. 
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AN E ~ I C A L  SOCIETY FOUNDED WON LOVE 
: , Unless men are awakened inwardly, a genuine society 

is liable to destruction by an 
nal power is not as yet a true society. Just as 

'"ionate love fears no sword, so genuine society fears 
er whatsoever. A society which is fully awak- 

advanced far beyond the might-principle of 
power plays no great part 
same holds true in regard 

power. In a genuine society men who have 
to the consciousness of humanity join to- 

% lgether through their inner will to unite. A combination 
'' of this type I would term an ethical society. In this 

er imaginary force nor external power 
restrictive influence. Each individual 

all the inner instincts of 
herein is formed for the 

ne society in which every individual 
e: love works through each indi- 

n of the body social. 
a society in which no person is 

by profit makink, no one 
free cooperation, where 

g and no person is humiliated. 
for uniting people by the absurd 
power, and without recourse to 
ty is sufficiently united through 

esses a cooperative aim 
e process. Since this aim is 

there is no objection to 
true socialism, rather than 
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being a system built up by class struggle, signifies 
nothing else than a psychical society awakened to 
genuine social consciousness. It banishes by the help 
of a perfect organization the imaginary money power 
which has sought to unite the pluralistic society. 

In brief, unless the evolution of inner love is recog- 
nized, it is impossible to understand the development 
of socialistic morality. In other words, socialism means 
social principle. Without the instinct of inner love 
social organization is not feasible. I believe that the 
effort to bring in a genuinely socialistic order will be 
successful only through the awakening of inner love. 
A conqueror state which has prevailed by struggle, 
whether composed of propertied groups or proletariat, 
is not a perfect society, for it is not founded upon love. 

I am unable to regard a society tainted by conquest, 
whatever may have been the nature of the conquest, as 
an ideal society. A true society must be a free society 
subduing no one a t  all, but closely cohering by love. 
Wherefore, I cannot believe that the Kaiser, or Lenin, 
or Mussolini have formed ideal societies. 

The ideal society is not imposed from without, but 
springs up from within. It is not created by an indi- 
vidual, but by the society itself. It is not forced upon 
men, but is born in response to a necessity which defies 
disunion. A society of such a nature may be said to 
constitute one vast personality, each individual mem- 
ber bearing one function of that personality. Thus is 
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created a social organization in which no one is ostra- 
cized, no one is unnecessary, everyone produces and 

one consumes-a society possessing a conscience, 
ch neither color of skin, nor physical features, nor 

age, nor quality in art, ignores any other portion of 
human nature. This society is the ideal society-it is 
the Kingdom of God. 

Herein is to be found none of the present-day hate, 
or crime, or impurity, or dearth of love. None is 
master, for all are masters and all are workers. Con- 
quest and power retire, and love alone rules this order. 
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CHAPTER XVI 

LOVE AND MY NEIGHBOR 

In 1916 I visited Hull House, Chicago, thesettlement 
under the administration of Miss Jane Addams. I was 
astonished a t  the size of the building, with its theater, 
concert hall, gymnasium, ateliers, the large dining hall 
accommodating three hundred people, and weaving 
room. In short, all the departments of social service 
were housed in this settlement. The location is in the 
Italian quarter, and the people of the neighborhood 
were continually moving. I also visited the large 
settlement of the Presbyterians on 104th Street in 
New York, under the supervision of Doctor White. 
Another, which though smaller is most efficiently man- 
aged, is the University Settlement in New York. In 
the last named, club work is the principal form of 
activity, amusements being, as at  Hull House, sec- 
ondary. It was on these visits to New York and 
Chicago that I was first brought heartily to recognize 
the usefulness of settlement work. 

Settlement work is of course not a revolutionary 
movement aimed a t  the fundamental reconstruction 
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come to one's aid. Originally, they all came to the 
city with the idea of getting jobs as criers for shows, 
wherefore there was no reason for them to speak 
politely to each other as neighbors. If they did say 
anything, i t  was merely the formal greetings of ac- 
quaintances. The movement to abolish these divisions 
of class, occupation, and economic status, and to make 
people more neighborly, was begun first in the east side 
of London by Rev. Samuel Barnett. 

For several years Barnett labored alone, and was 
then joined by Arnold Toynbee, a man of great beauty 
of character. Toynbee had been a well-known leo 
turer a t  Oxford University, but he centered all his 
energies upon his work in the slums, studied the condi- 
tion of the poor, and considered measures for their 
relief. In a very few years, however, he died, and hie 
friends, in pursuance of his wishes, built a settlement 
house, which they named Toynbee Memorial Hall. 
The name of Toynbee, with a new beauty of sound, 
was carried to the ends of the earth. Many have 
followed in Toynbee's footsteps. In the cities of 
America many, Miss Addams being the foremost, 
have entered into neighborhood betterment move- 
ments. 

v 

CHARACTER BANKRUPTS WHO BARK FOR SHOWS 
But in truth a world in which neighborhood move- 

ments must be maintained is an unhappy world, one 
in need of fundamental reconstruction. So long as 
classes stand opposed to each other, society cannot be 
bettered by mere neighborhood movements. 
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,dy own life in the slums was fist  undertaken ,, 
the purpose of investigation. And through my yem 
of life with these poor folk I was led to a truly great 
discovery, namely, that poor people and the so-called 
proletariat are two absolutely different things. Karl 
Kautsky has, I believe, said something like this in his 
Proletariat Theory, but upon personal experience I felt 
it acutely. 

The proletariat is not made up of bankrupts, in 
character, in mind, or in body. It is the best of the 
laboring class. The only trouble is that the members 
are uncertain as to livelihood, dependent in occupa- 
tions, socially without credit, and standing alone. The 
poor are not so: they are one stage lower than the 
proletariat. The majority are character bankrupts 
and are psychically altered in their natures. Physically 
they are, many of them, ill or deformed or disabled. 
Yet in modern capitalistic centers even these character 
bankrupts have some uses. Since they can qualify as 
barkers for shows, they have influence among the 
gamblers, become rowdy quellers for prostitute houses, 
strike breakers, "mad dogs" wheh mad dogs are 
needed, and are always on the lookout for their char- 
acteristic job as barkers for shows. 

DISPOSITION OF THE DEFORMED AND DISABLED 
Although the world is very large, it would be an 

astonishing thing if there could be found, in Japan, or 
China, or in Western countries, a slum which did not 
boast of its gamblers. Even in Chicago, the individual 
who has the most influence in the slums is not Miss 



;r"Yl$ 
,9,j,~)1 These plundering groups approve of the capitalistic 

&,$ order, and they steal from both the rich and the poor; 
f<!,, 

!$ a 

and they are kept, in this capitalistic age, because 
&tj;. 

? ?  i 
,t;$) ' even such mad dogs as they are a t  times a necessity. 
5' 5, i , 
h , t 9  If we make a thorough investigation of any slum, we 
iqLP 
Y): discover that the character bankrupts are quite pros- 
I,:A: y perous, and that the good working folk are kept gasping :;y+ 
qi@ under their oppression. The gamblers, of course, 
%,,' .i prosper, and then there are the groups allied with 16$, , 
y; i, secret prostitution, the blackmailers, and the go- 
iE+17 : \ betweens in clandestine love affairs. 

The less corrupt groups in the slums are the unskilled 
workers. The rope and rag pickers, the rat catchers, 
the funeral porters, the candy venders, and the drain 
:leaners are among the better groups. Then follow the 
beggars and the crippled and disabled. The fact that 
in the slum of about 2,000 tenements where I lived 
there were nearly 800 deformed people indicates how 
many of these unfortunates are leading sad lives a t  the 
very bottom of society. 

Thinking of these conditions I can but doubt if 
character bankrupts can ever improve their lot in the 
world, even though a r6gime of socialism were achieved. 
Some say i t  were better if such people could all be 
killed off. It were easy to let these people die, but to 
help them scientifically and make friends of them, from 
the motive of human love, is not altogether an unworthy 
#or%. I consider that these people, these dregs of 
society, are absolutely different in nature from genuine 
laborers. For the latter i t  is unnecessary to carry on 
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neighborhood improvement movements. It is sdficiei 
to permit them to have good labor unions. They ele- # 
vate their own position by class struggle. But for people $ 

PI 6 
who through their own physical, mental, or spiritual .ri':f 
incapacities are unable to ascend toward emancipation, 
neighborhood movements are indispensable. 

NEIGHBORHOOD MOVEMENTS DEMAND SACRIFICES 
In betterment work there are inexpressible hard- 

ships to be endured. It is not a work which can be 
accomplished by mere money. If it were, then the 

;wealthy could do it. But this work is beyond the 
power of property: it may be done only by the 
contact of character. Men and women of social 
power must needs make the great sacrifice of going 
and living among those who are social castaways. 
I say it is a sacrifice, for they must suffer constantly 
from threats, misunderstandings, poverty, and hard- 
ships. 

Conspicuous movements such as socialism attract 
the attention of society forthwith, but the work of 
nursing sick folk fails to draw people's notice. Folk 
who are ill require nursing, and for folk who are socially 
ill a similar service of nursing is needful. These folk 
do not have the health that the laboring classes have. 
They are the portion of society that is eternally ailing. 
It were no trouble a t  all to kill them. Indeed, killing 
off all those ill with contagious diseases and all the 
discharged convicts would relieve the world of much 
vexation. But just as we have hospitals in which the 
&mt is made to repair broken bodies and lead them 



back to a relatively better course of life, so must we 
have a concern toward folk who are socially ill. 

At least it is necessary to make the effort to arrest 
the social malady while it is light, so that the contagion 
may not spreaa. I believe that in this endeavor relief 
systems will inevitably be required, even if a socialistic 
age be ushered in. An insurance system is a form of 
relief, though i t  goes under a different name. But 
the bringing into the slums of these relief measures 
through education forms what is called neighborhood 

KINDNESS TO NEIGHBORS 
The fundamental spirit of settlement work is kind- 

ness to neighbors. It is just helping a man as a 
neighbor because he is in trouble right beside you 
Settlement work by no means requires the constmc 
tion of elaborate buildings. It is quite enough if men 
and women who prefer plain living go into the slum 
tenements and cheerfully dwell there. Sometimes, to 
advertise the work, people will build a large establish-' 
ment, but that is not the true spirit of the settlement. 
It is quite sufficient if you, even though naked, show 
kindness to your neighbors. 

This spirit is not one that makes a fuss over religion 
or doctrine or belief or philosophy. It is not even a 
method of evangelism. It is simply being kind to one's 
neighbors. It means becoming a nurse to the child 
cast away in the alley, teaching reading to the old 
man who is ashamed to go to a night school, becoming 
a sewing teacher, an adviser in personal matters, a 
friend to folk who lack the comforts of life. It may 
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& be easy work, but neithar is it to be done thrau 
wewonable hardship. One has to travel, with little 
aggage, but must keep on going, unremittingly. 
Mr. Catchpool, the assistant director of Toynbee 

Rall, says that recently there have been formed nine 
"om of unskilled workers' a t  Toynbee Hall. In 
4 studying the slum district from this center the need 

for these unions came to be felt, and this development 
t~ PolIowed, in which were grouped together all the women) 

j 1 who were doing piece work. This is an ideal form of 
neighborhood work. 

NEIGHBORHOOD WORK WITHOUT REPORTS 

1 If one attempts settlement work on too elaborate a 
\ s d e ,  one must yield to capitalism, and settlement 

work degenerated by capitalism is futile. Since in this 
: work the methods that are kindest toward the neigh- 
'- bors must be adopted, it must, if labor unions prove 
: necessary, start such movements against capitalism. 

neighborhood work cannot be oppressed by 
In this work there is no call to do anything 
that is necessary is to work hard with a 

asked Miss Addams for reports of her work, 
there were none. "I don't make 
, "because the work is my own." 
od movement is my own humble 

own and the sacrificial service of a few 
been sympathetic. Penniless as I was, I 
dream of attempting anything on the scale 

' d Null House, I do not believe that work such 
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hat at  Hull House can be done by everyone; but 
ie  humble sort of work that I am doing can be done 

by all. If one does have some money, let one do 
various things as long as the funds hold out. When 
there are no funds, then work barehanded. With this / 
feeling I worked fourteen years in the slums, and today , 
I still hold it unchanged. 

I would have women especially understand this 
neighborhood work, for they are by nature fitted for 
it. One reason for the success of Miss Addarns' work 
is that it is carried on by a woman. The work of 

[iss Ward in Henry Street, New York, in organizing 
he Volunteer Nurses Association and carrying on her 
eighborhood work, is held in high respect by all. 
believe that in neighborhood betterment work the 

ne best fitted is the possessor of a refined nature, of 
elicate feeling, such as women usually have. If a 
erson wishes to live in the slum tenements with a 

bnances. My belief is that if college graduates will 

o the life of love, social conditions will undoubtedly 



CHAPTER XVII 

LOVE AND EDUCATION 

EDUCATION AND HEALTH 
' I held certain ideas regarding the training of c 

.$ before spending years in the slums teaching child 
,' but when, in the ninth year after our wedding, 
, boy was born, I was forced to consider very 

f! what policy should be adopted in educating our 
a i  If we had not been working in the slums, there C, 
$::" have been no occasion for us to worry thus about o 
b' boy's training; but since we were living there 

I wished to continue working for the slum folk, the co 
8 L  of the child was for us a very serious affair. F'r 
1 time that my wife became pregnant I sutfered a 
ji ' for all the while disorderly drunken peopIe were ab F' us and rogues would come in to threaten us. Kno 
" as I did the high mortality of infants in the slums, I fe 
)! that it would be absolutely impossible for us to 
k our child in the slums. I had investigated the rnort 
:: of infants in our neighborhood and was astonished to 
i, 
b' discover that of 62 born in one year 45 had died. How 
\ could we expect to raise our boy in a slum where the 

the growth in the number of laborers in the ci 
;J recollect that in the year 1913 the mortality of 
?b 
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151 per thousand. As compared with the rate for 
whole country the mortality in the slums was four u 

as high. Therefore I felt that raising children in 'M 
a,, , -the slums amounted to murdering more than half of 

p . C 1 ,  

k I- them within the first year. My first undertaking, then, 
b;a$ + t  

+ q,: was to find in the vicinity of the slum a house suitable 
! i (for the child and his mother. 
'Gb) ' 

r: 
if + 'THE DIFFICULTY OF RAISING CHILDREN IN THE SLUMS 
<;\, , 
'f" In reality it is quite to be expected that children 

\ypi$?. b 

p , ,il:) cannot be brought up in the slums, for we adults were 
e$t i I; 

$6 ?'+ L",,'constantly troubled with skin diseases, and my wife 
ijc2 , < and I both were afflicted continually with trachoma. 
t$r6.',j As for other contagious diseases, during the thirteen and ;44, b, a half years that we lived here, our slum was thrice 
" stricken with the plague, five times with cholera, twice 
@? 

I,,, . , > a with dysentery, thrice with smallpox, and every year 
without exception with typhus. The conditions were , 
extremely dangerous. In particular, a t  the time of the 
mallpox epidemic of 1917, ours was the only house that 
scaped, there being deaths in every other house. Everyc 
ay from our slum seventeen on an average were taken 

the quarantine hospital. When the influenza epi- 
mic occurred, people died in practically every house, 

nd in our home my wife and I were the only ones left 
live. From the summer of 1920 to the end of the 
ollowing year we had to send six typhus patients from 
ur home to the quarantine hospital. 
Fighting against these diseases in the slums was in- 

bly hard work, but in the slums particularly there 
ways the danger of contracting tuberculosis when 
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one becomes a bit exhausted. Practically every ex- I 

J busted person, if allowed to continue so, develops 
, advanced pul~onary tuberculosis. I had'nursed scores 

of these people, and I did not have the heart to raise 
our boy in the slums. However, since I could not live 

, far away from the slum, we decided upon living with 
, my mother on the street facing the slum. 

j CHILDREN GROWING UP PREDISPOSED TO ILLNESS 
The children of the slums are for the reasons that I 

have stated absolutely to be pitied. It is strange that 
they grow up at all. In particular, think of the babies 
that are carried strapped to the backs of their mothers 
who must go out to work all day, with no time allowed 
for changing the babies more than once or twice. Ho 
sore and blistered their skin becomes from being kept 
tied soaking wet on their mothers' backs. There are ' 

nurseries in the slums, to be sure, but they are extremely 
poor, and can accommodate but few. The consequence 
is that many children are practically left alone in the 
alleys. When they become big enough to walk about, 
they shortly, from lack of sleep, become completely 
changed in disposition. 

I can make the positive statement that ninety-nine 
d every hundred children in the slums suffer from 
nervous exhaustion, the reason being that every one of 
them suffers from insufficient sleep. The chief causes 

I for this condition are the cooplike houses, the lack of 
' bedding, the incessant biting of bedbugs, fleas, and lice, 

and the absence of means of relief from the heat of 
) ,  summer and the cold of winter. If I say no more than 
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conditions to be expected in the slums, but let one 
actually live in the slums and one will inescapably come 
to feel what fearful enemies to humanity all these con- 

GIVE THE CHILDREN RESTFUL SLEEP, HEALTH, AND 
COMFORT 

Take the pest of bedbugs alone: Mr. K. Hashimoto, 
the principal of the Reigan Primary School, in Fuka- 
gawa, Tokyo, in his report, A Studg of the Special 
Teaching of Children in the Doss Houses, writes that of 
49 children investigated, 39 were unable to sleep in the 
summer because of bedbugs; and he gives a table of the 
number of bedbugs killed each night in the houses, 
ranging from 14 in five houses up to 90 in one house, 
twelve of the houses reporting more than 40 each night, 
showing what cruel suffering the children are forced to 
endure. From my own experience, there are no homes 
in the slums where less than 45 bedbugs are killed 
nightly. Every summer we slept in a kind of hammock, 
but even then my wife suffered from nervous exhaustiop 
throughout the s-er. As for the slum children, thii 
loss of sleep utterly changes their natures. Add to this 
the malnutrition and the shocking environment of the 
slums, and it will be seen how absolutely impossible it 
is to look for good children to come from the slums. 
In the earnest hope of providing for these children 
just a little chance for sleep and health and conso- 
lation, we have struggled and collected a limited 



~ F ~ B E  RELATION OF NUTRITION TO CHILD TRAINING L 
, It wm not until I went into the slums to live that I 

k, rnune to know the essence of education, and discovered 
f ,  concretely the effect of environment upon the people, 
Iii My fundamentals of social reconstruction are based 
I upon the thinking I did in the slums, and my principles 

ml' of education also are synthesized from the essential 
Lr  I 

, points which I saw and reflected upon there. These 
i; ptinciples which, after mature thinking, I came to see 
/' clearly, were formed upon the conception of education 
i<!b~~ an art. Therefore, I would avoid absolutely having 
;;'the feeling that I must teach or must be taught. 

A child's heart is like marble, and the teacher is the P 

[ bculptor who carves it. The artist first selects his 
-: materials. He must also, in order to prevent injury to 
$':the materials, perfect a plan for their preservation. 
?,Therefore, the child's nutrition and his psychical states 
:;;as well, have to be studied. If there are physiolog- 
,'!,kal and psychological deficiencies, the training of the 
i bhild is impossible. I have in consequence become 

& t ' tremendously concerned about the problem of chil- 
,:I' &en's nutrition. 
! We cannot force education upon weak, sickly chil- 
tJ,$ren. They are not fit for sculpturing. The character 
[,:of the children's nutrition until the fifth gear of age 
q$fFects them even up to adult lie. I have studied the 
b:eaces of the slum children and compared them with 

&hoses of Imperial University students, and have been 
$astonished at  the vast difference due to nutrition. 
:igince practically all of the students were well nourished 
ka their early childhood, their skin shows a fine' elastic- 
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ity. In the faces of the slum children, however, the 
skin a t  the borders of the hair is dark brown in color, a 
result of malnutrition, and the spots on their faces are 
evidence of poor circulation of the blood. Hence, I 
never scold a bad boy who is undernourished. I fist  
try to find out what elements of nourishment are lack- 
ing, and give him something to eat instead of scolding 
him. If it is absolutely necessary to scold a boy, I 
never do it during his meal. 

If the child is given nourishing food, growth becomes 
apparent, and the bad character resulting from malnu- 
trition gradually improves. I have had not a little 
experience of such cases. The children who were vicious 
when young but became better as they grew older, were 
the undernourished children; and just in proportion as 
they were given the proper nourishment their characters 
improved. 

THE INFLUENCE OF NUTRITION UPON STUDIES 

The manner in which insufficient nutrition affected 
the progress of children in school became evident from 
studies which I made of the poor children in one of the 
special elementary schools in Osaka. I prepared a table 
of the physical records of these children during the six- 
year course and compared them with the averages of 
the 150,000 children from all sections of the country, as 
shown in the investigation made by the Department of 
Education. The average height of the poor boys, I 
discovered, was 1.2 inches less, and that of the girls 1.8 
inches less, than the all-Japan averages; and their 
weights I found to be, for every age, about eight pounds 
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into consideration the psychological effects of drinking 
alcoholic beverages, of syphilis, tuberculosis, etc. And 
after classifying the idiots and the weak-minded chil- 
dren, we must examine further into the children's 
psychological states. 

TESTS OF FEELING AND WILL 

Today various forms of mental tests are employed, 
but the majority of these tests confine themselves to the 
sphere of cognition. I regret that tests of the emotions ' 
and the will have not as yet been devised. In the 
measurement of cognition the Binet-Simon tests are 
relatively good, yet in the spheres of the feelings and 
the will they are quite worthless. Wherefore, a superior 

L 
child entering the kindergarten, if tested under the forms 
now employed, will in all probability fail to pass the 
test. I believe that if a child is well developed emotion- 
ally and volitionally, there is no reason a t  all for 
disappointment if he is somewhat retarded on the 

My method of testing a child's mentality is ordinarily 
by means of his spoken words and his conversation. 
The child who speaks distinctly is usually superior men- 

! 4 
tally, and is proportionally well developed on the side 
of the will. Furthermore, by conversation with the 
child I test his mentality. The method does not 
differ a t  all from the psychoanalysis by which a 
specialist in mental diseases studies the personality 
of his patient. I consider that the methods of 
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done, it is easy to understand the marked psychological 

SOUL SCARS AND SOUL HYGIENE 
In the slums, where there are more scandals in a 

FFSllage, matters are forever in confusion. There are, 

,i the thieves-these sordid events of the neighborhood, 

:such surroundings. In psychoanalysis these are termed 

environment remain, cannot be made into a good 
, child. The treatment for removing the soul scars 



the physical and the spiritual insanitation of th 

ild with me in the slum for a short time. A vagabo 
carried the little one, then only two years old, into 
wine shop and, meaning to be kind, gave him sake 
drink. As a result my little nephew learned the ta 

tressed his parents by asking for a drink of sake. 

impossible to wipe away the heart scars which throu 

ucation to the problems of actually attempting s 
sculpture, I have been compelled to consider a varie 

MY ART OF TEACHING 

tist, and when standing before children I concentra 

never do my teaching with any feeling of distast 

ever charming they are, the children are themsel 

for myself. The child is my creation. Therefore, 
sk of teaching absorbs me completely. 
Feeling thus, i t  appears to me when I observe teachers 
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fail to have any consciousness of the artistry of teaching. 
They accordingly lack earnestness. People even take 
positions temporarily in schools as teachers. I fear 
that the teaching they do injures the children's minds. 
I cannot help hoping that the teachers in the elementary 

1 schools will follow their profession with somewhat more 
; of the creative feeling. 
; In the next place, I would not, when teaching, have 

the children who are to be my creations regard me as 
their model. I put every ounce of my energy into my 
teaching. But when I sculpture a child, since he is to 
be my creation, I desire to produce something superior 
to my present self. Heretofore, in our education we 

' have felt quite satisfied if the pupil became like the 
teacher, but in education as creation it does not do to 

I fit the child into a certain mould. I must endeavor to 
find something in the child's soul which as yet has not 
been discovered. That is what creation means. It is 

, just Iike digging a mine: men employ various devices 
I until they reach the vein of ore. After that it becomes 

PI a process of getting out the ore. It is here'that the dif- 
ference between medieval and modern educational 
methods appears. 

SHUN THE LADLE-AND-RULER EDUCATION 
Froebel taught children, using philos~phical symbols, 

, while Madame Montessori, from t& anthropological 
standpoint, endeavored to induce sense perception and 

s thus to approach the soul of the child. In my view, 
however, it is necessary to employ, in adaition to their 

: methods, every possible device for bringing about the 
a89 
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unfolding of the child's whole nature. While Jesus said, 
"It is enough that the disciple become as hi master," 

, j r  he also declared, "He who believes in me will do the 
very deeds I do, and still greater deeds than these," and 
we shall do well if we meditate upon this word of the 
Son of God,. In other words, Jesus hints that as the 
result of the teaching process the pupil may become 
greater than his teacher. 

Education has heretofore tended to be merely a proc- 
ess of ladling the facts that the teacher has acquired 
into the child's mind. The child was compelled to 
absorb a vast number of unnecessary facts, which had 
no relation whatever to his own life, with the result that 
the child began to exhibit tendencies which were actu- 
ally pathological. Secondary education in Japan 
stands as the most notorious example. The schools 

1 
are organized on military models, and in consequence 1 
the whole learning process is regimentalized. The : 
khaki-colored lessons have indeed little in them that 
appeals to the mind of the boy. The result is that the 
graduates of the middle schools are not fitted to do 
anything useful. 

THE NATURAL DEVELOPMENT OF MACHINES 
I do not have much confidence in the kind of educa- 

tion given in the schools of the present, and the more 
I come into contact with workingmen the deeper my 
feeling becomes. The various crafts which the work- 
ingmen are taught in their apprenticeship are of course 
of the nature of an education, but the men for the most 
part learn naturally, and there is no coercion. They 

1 
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,; pf the present is too superficial, and the result is that 
,, ,$he life of feeling and will and the absorption of knowl- 

I 
I 

; remains undigested, and is in consequence rapidly for- 
:'( gotten. Moreover, their knowledge is not knowledge 
: h h i c h  they really seek for; it is poured into unwilling 

.. minds, and therefore, according to psychological law, 
c with the passing of time i t  is completely forgotten. 

I would have our schools give the children the knowl- 

declared that knowledge develops where it is sought for, 
and Cohen, the Geman philosopher, says that knowl- 





ch teaches these sciences. Modern democracy 

: I believe that social reconstruction must proceed 
', away from the present superficial common education to 
' an inner educational socialism. And it must be made 
possible for every workingman to secure the education 

1, which he demands. Only thus can a truly ideal society 
" be realized. In the meantime, while men are expecting 
>t the reconstruction of society to be achieved through 
politics and economics alone, their souls are left fam- 
ished and in deep distress. 

, EDUCATION WHICH IS TRULY CREATIVE 

: scarring the souls of the children, it will be impossible 
to create a finer, higher type of humanity. I have 
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practically despaired of saving the slum dwelle s over i 
twelve years of age. The so-called laboring classes 
have it in their power to devise means of emaqcipation 
by forming unions; but the poor, who depehd upon 
others, are barely able to keep alive. They are physical # 
and mental cripples, who show no possibility of any 
thoroughgoing redemption. I believe, therefore, that 
the way to rid the world of poverty is to give our atten- 

i $ 

tion to the children under twelve. That is, the 
true way to redeem the poor is to give the children 
a genuinely creative education in order not only 
that they may be made fully capable of independent 
living, but also that from their number may 
appear individuals endowed with extraordinary 
abilities. 

It is in this sense that I would base the fundamental 
tone for our coming social movements upon educational 
socialism. It is thus that we shall be able to establish ' 

a superior society, a society which does not bend before 
authority, which emancipates the proletariat through 
the spirit of love and mutual aid, is released by the i 

;i 
natural and descriptive sciences from superstition, live's I .I 

always with its ideals firmly in mind, and ignores the , j  
demand for bread through violence-a reconstructed d 

society with high vision. i 
$ 
1 

Finally, I would say concerning the essence of educa- 
tional reconstruction that eventually every problem of 
reconstruction is a problem of human nature. The ;, 
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The man or woman who would teach, therefore, must 
be one who is teachable, one who is ever growing. The 
principle of educational democracy, as I term it, is here 
operative. For heretofore, the educator has regarded 
all tliings as fixed, and the teacher has been made out 
to be invariably superior to his pupil. The consequence 
has been that the teacher has failed to realize that there 
are such things as laws of growth. And so long as 
growth is ignored, there can be no such thing as educa- 

l 

tion. Hence, habitually to regard the teacher as 
superior to the learner is an error. Only when the I 

teacher himself is growing can he be a leader of growing 
children or of a growing nation; and the attempt to 
pour all into the same fixed mould violates the essential 
nature of education. 

As I have intimated, education implies the recon- 
struction of human nature, and this reconstruction must 
rely upon evolutionary forces. To pour these forces 
into moulds is impossible. Wherefore, teachers who 
undertake stereotyped education are, I contend, ig- 
noring the very nature of education itself, and are 
obstructing the evolutionary process. Education is 
a lighted fuse: it is the process of applying as stim- 
ulus the learning that human society has amassed, 
in order to assist invention and discovery. Where, I 
as a result, something has been added to this body 
of learning, education has achieved its aim. Edu- 
cation through the natural sciences and education 
through the cultural sciences are in essence identi- 
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, Rousseau cried, "Back to Nature!" which 

ntirely different matters. "Back to Nature " 

ut gives no hint a t  all of the new order of inven- 
Education, in the sense that I mean it to have, 

erely teaches a return to Nature but suggests the 
of invention, based upon the nature of man. In 

ay of advance, then, lies in both breaking 

"I'HE TEACHER I$ PERPETUALLY THE ENCOURAGER 0 

order to discover the 



hop to mqinM~k it, &her'@ would ,be bo necessity of op- 
posing the present sociail system; brut if we are to create 

The idea held by those who think that if the social 
system and environment are reconstructed, education 
wil1 thereby be reorganized, is a gross error. Soqial 
environment is external: it is not man's inner nature 
itself. Therefore, if these men think that the essence 
of education can be clarified merely by materialistic 
philosophy, they err sadly. Edmtion in its essence 
lnust ever be spontaneous, psychological, ethical, and 
in the true sense, religious. Education of this type is in 
reality the Art of Life. 

tion of education cannot be a forced reconstruction. If 
education simply insures that the fountain of love and 
Iife springing forth from within is not obstructed, it will 
do well. And as for the teacher, if he will think of 
himself as the guardian of this fountain, he will 
do well. 

The mistake of the educator has been that of r e g ~ d -  
ing himself as teacher, whereas it would have been better 
if he had thought of himself as perpetual stimulator of 
growth. The way to democracy is not alone through 
equality and freedom. It is as well through growth. 
Where youth can grow as did those who came before 

thaa their predecessors, there the idea i f  eq&lity is 
thoroughgoing. The soelled freedom which is, how- 
wer, quite lacking in content, is utterly futile. Free- 



dangerous as growthless freedom. +## h G ~ ~ I ,  

Equality through growth, freedom through growthI 
6 may be attained only through the process of education. 

:, With full realization of this truth, then, we must press 
$ @ward the belief that true social reorganization may be 
!( achieved solely through an educational reconstructicm 
i, 1 motivated by love. 

The duty of the teacher is that of nurse, of g u i d e  
khe guide of ever-growing humanity. Unremitting 

t, guidance-what is it but love intrinsic? Love is the 
t ,  eternal teacher. And education by love is basal in the 

reorganization of society. 
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Love the Law of Life 

CHAPTER XVIII 

LOVE AND ART 

Where life is expressed, the arts are born. Where l i e  
is extinguished, the arts too are lost. 

Life ever creates new values to enrich the content of 
I 

the ego. Every value is a joy, an aim. These values in 
their totality are the onward march of life itself toward 

I 
free self-existence. 

In the arts of man there are multiform canons. ' For 
just as the economics of the senses obeys the impres- 
sions of the different senses, so the sense arts are related 
to the various sensations. For the eye the forms of 
sculpture, painting, and architecture are created; for the 
ear, poetry and music; for the muscles, the dance. And 
with the progress of man's ideas the drama, the novel, 
and the love of Nature come into being. To my think- 
ing, these various partial arts are, as compared to the 
Art of Life upon which I am continually meditating, 
extremely meager entities. Even the subjective arts, 
the novel and the drama, are not to be compared in 
strength with the synthesized Art of Life. 

I have all through this book been endeavoring to 
explain the content of this Art of Life. For me science A 

is a grand art. It is the production, the creation of life, 
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the highe& of the subjective Ws, holding a t  ifx summit 
%he reality of objectivity. Science is the most glorious 
' d the arts of life. 

Economics, as I have explained, is one of the arts of 
life-not senseless, mechanical mass production, but 
creation, production, for the sake of life-the art par 
~excellewe. 

BASEDOW'S DISEASE IN THE ARTS 
There appears to be an extraordinary number of these 

partia 
art; b. 

rtists who fail to disc 
folk who would seek 

:ern 
for 

that mc 
8 beauty 

~rality 
, must 

pithdraw far from syphilitic uncleanness. Can the art 
!,of wine and impurity become true art? What ecstasy 
;,can there be in this art of wine-inflamed bacchantes? 
!$Ah, you defectives, you sufferers from Basedow's disease 
\h art, with your great bulging eyes-you who for color 
qand outline trample down soul and life-what authority 
'!$E there in the expressions of yo& sense art, limited only 
'tlk the visual! 
i' 
j That there is in your art a certain ecstasy, I do not 
tdeny. A partial ecstasy is of course possible. But to 
?he c&elled to call this an art-this art of brain syphilis 
bnd alcohol-is a veritable shame! It is a degenerate 
i,W, a paradise of the mentally diseased, a babbling 

he art of the nosele ids of 

",I But the Art of L ie  is the device for carving beauty 
pon life. In this sculpturing there are artistic princi- 

$lea to be observed. These principles form what we 
b m  1' morality. 
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To make life truly pure, passionate love emerges. 
Who will deny that love is a human art? Passionate 
love is the creation of life, the ecstasy in response to the 
highest. There are many, therefore, who think that 
all the partial arts were created for the sake of love. 
Nothing reveals so clearly as love what the Art of Life 
is. All the partial arts are absorbed by love. Impor- 
tunately love demands the effort of young life. Nothing 
other than passionate love is in itself aim, happiness, 
and consummation of lie's purpose. 

To this day in Japan passionate love has been perse- 
cuted by our national morality. The Japanese national 
feeling, which has set duty to family and country against 
human feeling, has tended to regard love as impropriety, 
as opposed to duty. The tendency is a result of the 
extreme persecution to which love has been subjected 
in the struggle for existence during a period when free- 
dom of life and of art were not permitted, and no aim 
other than fighting existed. Under such conditions life 
itself becomes an accursed thing. The effect of this 
constant external oppression has been that morality as 
the Art of Life-the glorious art which makes passionate 
love, social love, and the love of humanity fundamen- 
tal-has not been accorded recognition. 

But morality is in truth an inner development. The 
progress of this inner power is itself an aim: the ego 
makes the decisions and the ego creates. This power 
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S C N O ~ A U E R ' S  VIEW OF ART 
Tke more intense the subjectivity of a31 art grows, the 

more intricate became its canons and rules. The arts 
of architecture, sculpture, music, and the drama, which 
ought to be u n d m  by the generality of people, must, 
while observing the p*ciptes of wn;ste-~y&oIa~, keep 
in mind the pssyeho10~ cf the mwd, But, on the other 
hand, since .J;E.ris appmaches gen-1 Ee, there mwt be 
sought thaeh  an outle$ for m '~  He. Therefore, 
while religion mu& be m n d d d  to 'be fhe & of the 
complete mag1 it matt hedhbly be fie -thesis of 
the partial a?%&. 

am, h o l w  euriofls ideas 
regarding art, have to the effect that 
s ine  beau& i s  t h ~  thing which b p d y  mves un- 

Hep ibP"t is af t&e naWe of a salvation 
. Thek & h e n &  me inter- 

esting, bat p d o x w  mix~ &-me they &ink of human 
art a d  life e entiti& For how a art even 
t e m m I y  life wS& iES m w b I e ?  And 
haw can the mati81 elemmb of be h v e r d  
in m u s i e ~ e  Egh& arkr arnoding to Scha-pe,flhaper 
--when m d e  ;Es not the art d the whole man, but tia 

partial art? Qdy in life i ts8 t h a e  elements be 
found. Are there- not in lifeP even if but few in number, 
these elmen& which must be mvd? 19chopenhauctt. 
forgot that the p r g d  is; d y  a h a o n  of the whde, 

In early agm when wm sensitive to the urge of 
the life that pulsated within Em, he knew no distinction 
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between life and art, Art was but one of the fragments 
of life activity. Religion was its whole, its foundation. 
But man% development has hen  fragmental, and in our 
modern civiliition religion and art are divorced, as are 
also goodnem and beauty, h d  many folk whe spe- 
cialize in the beaueut meate tbek xulptwe, their 
painthqpp and their mwie d e l y  to appeal to t h e  
Sem. 

The wnwt of .the bmn@d, how eve^$ is forever 
developing; md psneka~w more and ma= aeep'Iy into 
man's natmep ib sphere until d a f  lifebe- 
comeis artistic mnW$. In other wonk8 many of the 
ideal a w p - ,  romce,  m w n  f o m  of: music- 
when they arts d e s  sf Katm, are religion 
h M c .  

M m o r e ,  for us the time h~ mme when we see 
the sense-& eal arts 4 ap, &&yea not 
of what may a sm&&d art, but of the 
differeat wrib of lifea Thw, if axly of the p M  
menb of beauty, or mtber &om elmen& which 

become beautiful* still in WH dwtiodm Zife 
of man, we, m y  con&&@ that the He which, eantahs 
art is in ihdf dmtion. h d  ark* then, is  religion^ 
the adomtion of dvatioxl, 

Education t %he mZm af fife w h i & ' h  best embraced 
the zzndws-ding d of Life. Liie Art, if 
morality is the ~~ love the paint- 
ing, and refigion the m d c ,  then dum@on is the mfp.  
ture. No more fwchat;l9 sieuIpture exis& than eduea- 
tion. Its m a W  is the child, its chisel the teacher, its 
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.?f , spirit love. What a profound time-sculpture it is! 
$&/J ! 

iiia*,,l Spirit is transmitted to spirit, soul to soul, and within 
yjh $ 

, ; the lump of clay the very breath of God enkindles life! - 
B4!$!>;! 
' &OM THE PARTIAL SENSE ARTS TO THE IDEAL ARTS 
$ t a b  * 
$$r:t:t # I  

!l&q;:;\ . , : Man is a t  present awakening gradually from the age 
,,I. :, % of the partial sense arts to the art of ideas. All paint- . ) ing-futurist, cubist, post-impressionist-points in this < [ direction, all awakening from sense to a higher subjec- 
, , :  : tivity. It is the effort through objective symbols- 
$$: ; &,J,< color and outline-to tell forth the urge of the life within, 

' the effort to project before the senses a life which is 
&41:$?:*: < %@:.,.. super-sensual. It is the endeavor to hear the move- 

',!;, , 

,3tt.2, ment of the mystery of life in plants, in animals, in 

, inanimate Nature, in light, in the face of man, in the 
n43i" stream in the dead of night: the effort to retrieve 

1 
I 

between ~a t&e ' s  vanished life and the inanimate; the 
effort through the new sense, that of ideas near to 
Divinity, to remold the ugliness of objectivity into forms 
of beauty. 

This potent art will leap forth from canvas and c lap  
lump, and impress a fresh mould upon living flesh. The 
partial arts of the old forms will then furnish the sym- 
bols for expressing the Art of Life, and supply the 
arrangement of the terms in the given equation. But 
this alone will be without import. Just as a meaningless 
musical tone may become the symbol for an idea, so 
painting, romance, architecture, nay, each of the partial 
arts has, together with its own aim, a certain transcen- 

. This higher meaning is fi 
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irl the Art of Life. That which is confined to itself doer 
not develop. That done grows which has transcenden 

The Art of L ie  has aim and transcendent meaning. I 
In passionate love this is most clearly seen. For it is 

6 in itself an aim, and has the higher mission of perpetuat- 
ing racial life. 

.; To the saying, "Art for art's sake," I have no objec- 
t $  

tion whatever. It is not different from saying, "Light 
"or the eye," and the creation of beauty for the eye 
, according to the canons and rules is something to take 
: joy in doing. But, advancing a step further, we must 

I, fices virtue for a beautiful woman." It is just as if we 
: should say, "Sacrifice an ear for an eye." And from 
I the partial, relative point of view, I see no reason for 
i objecting to this position. 
t Yet, in addition to visible beauty there is the far 
1 ,  seater beauty of the whole individual, and the most 
j mistaken notion possible is the idea that in goodness 
:, there are none of the elements of beauty. If there be a 
I 

beauty which it is impossible for us to approve of, it  is 
; for the reason that there is in it that which endangers 
& the foundations of the very reality of the beautiful. 
I 

THE ORIGIN OF BEAUTY 

We must, then, consider the origin of beauty and the 
i< reason for its emergence. It is relatively easy to ac- 
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comt for the origin of goodness and truth, but the 
origin of beauty is not easily to be aswrtained. Why 
does the beautiful exist? Some would expIain its 0l.igin 
by the argument for utility. For example, they at- 
tempt, in expfainhg evolution by sex selection, to show 
that beauty had its rise &ow the desire for color. 
Others, fm the s b d p d n t  of the absolute, endeavor 
to show that beau& is the 5fAhg of the relative peg into 
the fixed hole of abmlute ~ a l u e ~  ' But why &ould 
beauty alone be absohte, and Mnw and truth rela- 
tive? In fa&, beauty, S ~ S  d~t"m@he-d from goodness 
and truthI is bound by more nmemm objective 
limitations wd rules, And a fact fd&a the 
reason for men W b  that in: there is a 
hteat absolute quality, But &ere f no reason 
why beauty aIone & d d  be abIub. Only life is 
absolute. Bmuty M a  r&Bveb ta thf3 wkt ion  
of life, 

If 1 I askedt then, why k u w  hw been phmd in 
the content of life, f with the ~t 

that bmuQ k d the v m  mnce 
f d a - ,  life h t;ifUt. L'ie is worth Hving 
for life f k E t  md 8, f o w l  value. 
An ab1uf;e ' ~ z . 1 ~  oDe which the pawer to provide 
its own amtent for its o m  mke. In a k l u t e  value the 
unlovely is re baaad. For, to the 
Almighty, d l  m e  d u e  a6;; that which 
we call bmueiful, 

This, then, is the reason why, in a relative world, 
beauty done is regadd &,having a nature close to the 
abwlute- With Ehis only, life is well worth living. 
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With this only, where life is worth living, partial values 
emerge, and the We which takes theae fragmental 
values and fits them as a mmaie within the complete 
man, may be said to be a beautiful life. Here "art for 
art's sake" i~ born, S h e  with merely this, life is 
worth living, art is c?pnployed in u t i l i e  fashion as3 the 
tool of sexual d&e, 

LEE 123 Tmmw~ Bmmm 
But the =nee of beauty Zia ljimp1y in iitfJ power to 

rev& in a rehtive world the dqamms  of life itself. 
Z t  is a if, on the long r o d  to the ahluteF flowers are 
strewn about Borne d the mile pmk: 

mrtIa living* It is l b a u w  and 

the m e w  by wbich we wer a ow are proloqed, 
unconsciuus1y d e r e d  into life's freedom, * 

The doetrine a£ crfvdaf;i.on regits& beauty m the tool 
of sex-selectiox3, But bmuty &d not merge entirely 
for the p v  of mx+decaon. Bmuty &M before 
selectiona Z L B ~  m e  .to b ai+iIized by seldon. In 
connection with sex-zreIecgm thb h th  may be mah- 
tained, 

Beauty is a*&& .to the mnhnk of E e  itself. CIfe 
has emp1wd the pr d s o l e e ~ n  in d m  ta lift 

paint, aad endmvm to lead beauty 
freedom whm ik may be enjoyed 

Life itself is baa*. Beauty aYtd Be appw to be 
separated became life is relative, just in the relative 
order reality and vaIue are apparently seplarata 
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B ~ b m  AND LOVE 

To thm whose selfhood is not established beauty 5s 
bestowd entirely in objective forms, but to those whose 
ego is estabI'~hed it is Mowed as an inner mtion. 
That is, beauty, jm$ as em, flows from the abjec- I 

tive into the mbjsctive . Thisisthernodeofthe 
evolutian of hauQ1. the. evoluaan of love. 

I 

Nay, ia the Ark -oF love- itself ift %b eoatent of 
the art-, \ , I 

y love hm been bestowed, 
has b n  6ven. Love is 

the conMt of Be. T h w ~  is no lovelw Ee, It is only I 

in a mlaave otde t b t  love and life 1pwr  In be dis- 
a A, 

suciated. We t h ink8 aimf aad wen when the 4 
aim is perf& 12% r d m  That ~ M c h  is in x 

$ 
b 

lave me one md the h wmcc?, Beauty is the t 
," 

form seen 0% 1ove b the- form viewed F 
? 

sufi jegvely. i 

mm thm Slfic?~~ is rn art* Lave- meals i 

the life of the 
1 
,$ 

veal& &we abgolgte dm, ia rev&& The 
t 

sole rod to h love, Xomt up the t 
3 

laddw d bvef For at the top is the h n e  of God, $ 
.ff 

k 

r I 

f 



LOVE AND SCIENCE 

TWE CONFLICT BETWEEN SCIENCE AND RELIGION 
It is said by some that love and science are not to be 

confused, that the realms of the two differ, that love is 
the fiame of passion, and therefore harmful to scientific 
investigation. 

If these contentions be true. then is science something 

an extension of human life? In my own view, there is 

I 

For the doctor of dried herbs shut up in the university 
museum it may be so, but for the seeker after living 
things in a living world such talk is fantastical. There 

: saying the eye was in confiict with the face! The face 
I boasted that it held the eye, not because it wanted the 

eye for seeing but for mere looks. And the eye scorned 
the face because it had only form but could not 

I see. The logic of emotion that would live was in 
, confiict with the experience that would know. But 

I, apart from man these two realms of truth are non- 
existent. 
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In the realm of religion is taught the wisdom of the 
will-to-be-thus, while through science is imparted the 
knowledge of how the external world exists. There is, 
then, no inherent rmon for conflict between the tm 
Same presentrday pudo-seiens&ists f d  to comprehend 
the religion of fife bemuse they negate the law by which 
man is Lo Eve. And if pmenbday pseudo-rewonists 
slander science, they WB d ' the stsuctare of the 
cosmos rn the conknt d life, The-two, miene and 
religion, are not redly d'mmte. But in Occident and 
Orient mgny think them. kcmpatible, and day by 
day the labombda of scimm and the piety Qf religion 
get farther apart. 

m u  E w  
Even .the scien~t lives not unly in zb world d biol 

logid n ~ i Q ,  but axt well in. a world of' psycEc urge, 
Men, however, tend &.I eadwe n w d w  and 
the laws d 12% there i$ h e  no ddm, but a, 

~ W Q  Wemnt levek Mot even the &entist 
one d md wnanue ta live. Do not 

and &bit in- 
z t p t e m r t o  

Mmm AND 

cover that eoaSciousll= &aim tk d u e  where neces- 
sity Ls changed into p ~ ,  The w n c e  of l i e  s e r a  
in growth, variation, and ~IwBon. Comxiousnem 
awakens to purpose. It annot* of course, know abm- 
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lute purpose, but becomes alive ta momentary innel 
dm. These inner a i m  by degrees rise in qualitj 
from the mere physical, rmch as "3 want to drink tez 
and eat bread,"' to the psychic, "1 want to study," *'I 
want to view the .cherry b l m m l b d  thence on to the - 
ethical, "Let us love om another? 'T want. to m&e a 
better world,""" would save the weak? "I would 
emancipate the pmle-tM-~& aims being tram- 
formed to eves-risillg idea&, Such is hman nature, 
That which nw&@ cart teach ma is bmtowed as 
experience aq&ed rsn h& sbdvlanee. That k, 
in the progress of l i e  the 
taught to man e q e r i e ~ w l y .  Erne@# there wap, a 
reason for ancient 

whole coano~ as orre 

chine, That k, they -tA, Wk& of as the 
objectifimtion of necessity and as hmmble of higher 
development. , To thb n e e d &  they applied the term 
wwEtyF and they evm rm&& the of believing 
that man is governed by w d @  and m b f e  ta move 
in any d o d o n .  
These scien&ts3 howmer, fded  to emembm that 

ap& from man no arj c a d i &  e&ts. There 
is, of course, t h i s  which mnan h a  diwvered. 
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He has learned that in the variability of the world there 
are certain laws, certain restrictions, and a certain tem- 
poral order; that there is never any confusion, or lack 
of restrictions, or disorder; that neither chance nor 
blindness rule, but that all is under the government of 
certain laws, 

Certain people tend to consider man's machines as 
bIind. ,But their error is m%nifest, Every one of man% 
machimes has a purpose for man, and whether the 
mechanism ihI f  is conscious of its purpose or not, it 
haa structure, order, and temporaI sequence. It is 
absolutely not a mixture of chance and blindness. 
Every m e c h a h  invented by man has an inner human 
aim, The spinning wheel is made for the purpose of 
spinning Wead; the pump for the purpose of raising 
water. E d  machine is a fitting together of the cosmic 
laws which naan hw discover&, a combbgon of the 
laws which man has through his inner purpose searched 
out. The e and the inner purpose are thus 
united. 

Cosmic necessity, trio, is something which man has 
discovered-not cold neeessiQ, but the necessity which 
sanctions man's inner purpose. Nay, it is  e b l e  to 
say more than this: the necessity in the universe is a 
necessity which enfolds man's3 inner purpose; and it 
transpires that the necessity which, a~ man devel- 
oped, was thought to bind h, k on the contrary 
easily utilizable, and advances. concomitantly with 
man's pIIl*Pose. 
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A13 V*$&Q In ancient times man was unable to fly. Now ,,, i&: >,&$ :L2q 
can fly. Thus the necessity of the past differs from tha$$$$r$* @<; 
necessity of the present. In other words, that whicl 
we regard today as necessary is not an absolute neces 
sity, but one viewed from a certain level of experie 
The necessity revealed in experience is that made kno 
in life. As life is prolonged, the essence of its necessi 

apart 

SCIENCE VIEWED FROM THE STANDPOINT 
OF RELATIVITY 

Einstein's principle of relativity regards all as in 
a state of flux. Matter is regarded as flowing force, 
upon one point of which we fix our attention. That 
is, according to Einstein, matter and force are quali- 
tatively the same. I have no objection to this view. 
When we think of matter as flowing, it is force; 
when we think of it as quiescent a t  one point, it  
becomes matter. 

I believe that the case is the same with purpose and 
necessity. Man always thinks with some purpose. To 

~uld be 
moves 

forward, exhibiting certain tendencies. Though the 
individual may not be able to see the goal, he inwardly 
knows a t  least where he is next arriving. 

when moving with purpose, restrictions are placed 
upon the mode of motion. These are summed up in 
the term causality. To us who live in a relative order 

i t  is apparent that ours is a world where behind th 
i 
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purpose there are laws. That is, it  is a world of spatial 
limits and a temporal order. 

DEDUCTION AND INDUCTION AS CONTENT OF L m  
That which may be known intuitively within the life 

of the soul is capable of being deduced, but that which 
works externally may not be known except by inductive 
methods. However, there is something which binds 
together induction and deduction, namely, life. L ie  
moves with purpose, and as it moves, experiences are 
accumulated. 

Yet I am unable to think after the fashion of William 
James, who advocated the pragmatic theory of truth-- 
the idea that all truth is utilitarian and has no absolute 
value. We live, it is true, in a relative world. Truth, 
then, may be regarded as relative. But since life itself 
is perceived intuitively, and value judgments when 
made have in them absolute elements, it  is impossible 
that all things should be regarded from the utilitarian 
point of view. 

However, we should not lose sight of James' contri- 
bution, which consisted in reexplaining truth in human 
terms. It was well that James reexplained truth thus, 
but his real adventure lay in his effort to dispel the 
/ absoluteness which is the very essence of truth. The 
objective world is not the creation of subjectivity. 
Objectivity as the content of subjectivity, which appears 
as the content of life, is the result of the experiences of 
life. 

It is in this sense that knowledge is spoken of as the 
product of life. Knowledge differs from reality. It is 
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received through the avenues of limited sensations. If 
there could be a device for observing the content of 
objectivity, knowledge would indubitably be given in 
forms quite different from the content which i t  now 
possesses. That is, we are to think that as life evolves, 
the categories of knowledge too undergo evolution. 

THE EVOLUTION OF LIFE AND THE EMERGENCE 
OF SCIENCE 

As life evolves, man grows. His knowledge becomes 
systematized, and science is born. Science may be 
taken to signify the activity of the intelligence which 
studies the structure of the universe and the laws of its 
changes. Science is the cosmic structure which we look 
out upon from the windows of the soul. Or, again, we 
may say that science is the microcosm framed together 
within man's soul. The universe which we know is 
merely that given through the extremely limited activi- 
ties of our five senses. It is of the nature of a symbol. 
That is, the external creation that man knows is a uni- 
verse which has undergone a reconstruction. To it is 
added all the feelings of the inner life, giving-a knowl- 
edge of the essence of reality. Therefore, science is for 
the soul's l i e  the most fascinating of romances. It is 
the illumination newly bestowed when life is surgent. 

How, then, can religionists scorn this truth that is so 
human? And why is it that the creators of such radi- 
ance cannot comprehend the religion of life? It is 

"' because the scientist does not perceive the essence of 
science, and the religionist fails to grasp the nature of 
religion. The great errors are these: the scientist con- 
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siders himself more scientific as he becomes more like 
inorganic substance, while the religionist is satisfied 
with abusing science. Yet the relation between science 
and religion is as close as that between face and eye, or 
body and limbs: they are not to be disputed over or to 
be separated. 

If I am to tell how I feel, the more I study science the 
greater becomes my wonder a t  the dignity of life, its 
dramatic nature, and its marvelous design. 

Science is a splendid drama. There is nothing more 
romantic. For me, locomotives and wireless messages 
are poems and dramas. They are the musical tones of 
vibrant life. They are the devices to help man to love; 
they are the passage toward the higher refinement 
of life. 

Science is the "feeler" of life, the revelation bestowed 
upon the living. Science is, for the man who thinks 
only of the struggle for existence, undoubtedly an amaz- 
ing weapon: it creates military airplanes and sub- 
marine torpedoes. But to him who dreams of a world 
of mutual aid, science is the new power which plans 
mills and cities and all the communications that serve 
to strengthen the ties between men. Even aside from 
these utilitarian aims, I look upon science as the great 
window of the soul, the supreme revelation of reality. 

THE DRAMA OF THE INANIMATE 
Let me sit in the physical laboratory, quite removed 

from thoughts of utility, like a selfless, desireless scholar 
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of the d o k ,  and hear wh&t science has to tell me. 
Doe8 it not tell of tbe d m a  of He activity? In the 

even in the physics 
aro Whlm and dry 
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Indeed, for the thinking man of today natural science 
has a higher attraction than formal religion. It reveals 
the secrets of Nature. It loves those who love Nature. 
I do not consider it wicked for the natural scientist to 
remain shut up in his solitary cell. The inner temple of 
Nature may be even more mysterious than that of for- 
mal religion. The intelligent production of life, its 
direction, its deep emotion too, possess far more of the 
bread of life than does unregenerate formal religion. 

I love science passionately; I delight in it. Science 
is the perfect gift of God. It is the sole window through 
which we may know the good will which inanimate 
Nature holds for us. Science is in truth the religion of 
ideas. 

THE STARTING POINT OF THE NEW SCIENCE 

But unfortunately science is lame. Ideas are not the 
totality of life. Ideas afford mankind only certain sug- 
gestions. They do not teach humanity how to reach its 
goal. They teach the existence of God, but do not 
impart the device for becoming divine. 

We wish to become divine. Failing of this hope, 
science is useless. The reason why we study science 
arises from this high ambition. If we term the science 
up to the present the science of reason, then may we 
not call the new science the science of volition? 

Science is the movement preparatory to our becoming 
divine. None of us may take the cowardly attitude of 
disregarding science. When man starts thus from the 
controlled self, science is never a traitor to humanity. 
It is the perfect friend of life and love. I would beg of 
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C~APTER XX 

LOVE AND BECOGNITION 

LOVE DYNAMIC WITHIN 
When man sets out from the indistinctly conscious 

world of mutual aid to the more conscious world of life 
based upon self-awakening, then comes the birth of a 
new love-the dynamic which creates all souls afresh, 
even those who have faged in the process of rtatur&l 
selection. Love is the new life of moral selection, di- 
rected not alone toward superior beings, but in par- 
ticular toward the weak, Iifting them by its tremendous 
eff arts. 

These efforts of love, however, are not due to the 
strength of the individual himself. In 1 John 4:7 are 
the work: ""eloved, let us love one another, for 
love belongs to God, and everyone who loves is born 
of God and knows God." "Everyone who loves," 
i. e., every man who is impelled forward by a new con- 
science originating in an awakened inner perception, 
considers that he is loving othersJ but he learns that 
as a matter of fa& his love is due, not to his own power, 
but to the effort of the God of Life, dynamic within 
his soul. The rnan who loves others is alone able to 
perceive Divinity dynamic within him. John further 
writes: "He who does not love, does not know God, 
for God is love. This is how the love of God has 
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Slbpeared for us, by God sending his only Son into 
the world, so that by him we might live." 

The phmw "that . . . we might, live" means pre- 
cbely that it is life, throqh love, tbat maintains the 
creative process. h d  '%be Tove d God hits appeared 
for us" conveys the heme idea as "Gad proves his love 
for w" in R o w  5:8, Thak is, Gad's love doles not 
extend only ta those whom it likes, bat with the axme 
effort which it employs in w new world, it d m  
even those who are estranged from God, thorn who seem 
worthless, witbin the @here d Xi mew" Thas arise 
the tdemnce and the s&&h of" luva The power 
which remdds  eyen who from the criterion 
of natural mle6tciqn would be excluded, is neither mu- 
tual &d nos &$ @tiice, bat irs, abIuMy,  Gad's 
new creation. Siu& f the s i m a ~ o n  Of Juh's 
w o r k  

It if3 twenty yews ~ h m  I entered into the life of faith, 
yet even today I have nat fathom& all the m e %  
there is irr the d, "He wbo d w  not love, does 
not know God, for God is 1ave,"' We are bound Do 
wonder at  John's depfh af q&enca  and the pro- 
fundity of kis c h c t & m t i a n  of' love* 

I am conVbcd that Wthni&"s victory over 
Europe was through tBe one vord bve. Before the 
coming of Christ; the mn&tion of Europe was one of 

1 1 John 4:0. 
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extreme cruelty. It is no exaggeration to say that love 
was absolutely non-existent. 

According to Wallace's The World of Life, plant and 
animal life in the valleys of the Alps exhibits unparal- 
leled struggle. This condition of struggle is not con- 
fined to plants and animals: it exists also among man- 
kind. In these Alpine valleys the number of folk who 
have perished in vain is unimaginably great. It is even 
said that there were races living here who were more 
combative than the Cro-Magnon peoples. But the 
fighting folk perished in their struggles, and their con- 
querors likewise perished. 

Wallace characterizes the Alpine valleys as the 
"melting pot of human struggle." And i t  was in this 
crucible of conflicts that the World War boiled over. 
Not alone the races of men who dwelt here, but the gods 
of the Hun mythology as well were fighting gods, full 
of fierce cruelty. 

But suddenly there appeared here Jesus' religion of 
love. Maeterlinck says that in Europe the world's 
horns grow-the two great horns, one the horn of 
France, and the other, Germany. For from the begin- 
ning of the world the Teutons and the Latins have 
continued their struggles. However, into this arena of 
struggle appeared the evangel of love, through Jesus- 
an event of deep import. 

THE RHYTHMIC REBIRTH OF THE GOSPEL OF LOVE 

The evangel of love has its rebirth periodically in 
Europe, whose history is a record of alternating love 
and conflict. The budding forth in Europe today, in 
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this period following the Great War, of a world religious 
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men need to remember the declaration of the New 
Testament thinkers that ow recognition of God must 
be through love. The failure to know God is unques- 
tionably due to the failure to love. It is not "the 
emergence of love and recognition," as M. Kurata has 
it in the title of his popular book, but "the emergence 
of recognition through loue." 

Men find it difficult to understand this. They think 
that they can of themselves find God. The idea of 
recognizing God through love is a bit hard for them to 

quite divorced from knowledge. In their view, knowl- 
edge is shrewd, but love is stupid. 

THINKERS WHO FAILED TO COMPREHEND LOVE 
The philosophy of Schopenhauer taught that the will 

is blind, but that the intellect is the awakened part of 
man. Hartmann's philosophy of religion was similar- 
merely more metaphysical. It affirmed that the will 
is the blind, mechanical part of man, while the reason 
is the seat of cosmic, intelligent law. 

The Buddhistic nrincinle of ~e rce~ t ion  also teaches 

Knowledge thus becomes latent prerogative, and will is 
transmimation. The latter revolves from beast to man. 

from causality, that blind will must be saved by the 
power of reason. 

TOLSTOY'S PARADOX 
Tolstoy too tripped upon this error. His religion was 

from first to last the religion of reason. He taught love 
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insistently, but it was a theoretical love, the love of the 
Sermon on the Mount, not the love of the Cross. 

Gotarna regarded will and perception as dualistic. 
According to Gotama, life is a wandering, a perplexity; 
and reason, which delivers from this perplexity, is a 
new, special activity. Desire and perception, then, 
revolve in different orbits. And from the point of view 
that these two orders exist, the conclusion is reached 
that will and perception exist in completely different 
realms. But the impulsion to perceive proceeds from 
the will. It is a self-reconstruction which believes that 
erring desire is transferred to the world of perception, 
just as the cicada sheds its empty coat. In other words, 
i t  is a species of self-rescue. 

It may be asked, then, whence knowledge is actually 
born. If through perception deliverance may be at- 
tained, what, really, is the relation between these two 
orders? It must be objected that these ideas all place 
too great esteem upon knowledge, and tend to an excess 
of theory. 

UT'S EPISTEMOLOGY AND RECOGNITION THROUGH 
LOVE 

How interesting it is that John avoided perplexing 
theories and declared that genuine love recognizes God. 
No clearer, briefer, more truth-laden word was ever 
spoken. The majority of philosophers have dealt with 
the methods of knowing and with formal values, i. e., 
with values of categories. But John breaks away from 
real values of categories, and declares distinctly that 
without love it is impossible to recognize God. Certain 
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men suspect herein a paradox. But, according to Kant's 
epistemology, knowledge, i. e., the faculty of recognition 
of the external world, is imperfect. Hence i t  is impos- 
sible to know God. The world as known by the indi- 
vidual in time and space and through the five senses of 
relative Nature is extremely circumscribed, and man 
cannot, after all, know God. 

Kant declares that the Absolute does not enter into .:a ' 
5 - 

recognition. But when we discern through inner con- 
science, we cannot but believe in God. When we make 
our value judgments from within, God is infallibly 
revealed. And we are thus enabled to recognize the 
Absolute. For example, when we choose the way of 
goodness, our choice is due to nothing else than Abso- 
lute Life-Kant's "categorical imperative." God is 
not known through external knowledge, but in the 
world of will and desire Absoluteness is momentarily 
revealed. Kant thus explains the two kinds of percep- 
tion, the external and the internal. It is for this reason 
that it is commonly asserted that modern philosophy 
dates from Kant. 

No CLUE TO ABSOLUTE RECOGNITION EXISTS EXCEPT 
THE INNER SELF 

If man would know the God of Jesus, he cannot reject 
conscience. If he casts out the shrine of the soul where 
dwells the inner living spirit, the revelation of God fails. 
And the attempt to account for the inner world of life 
by external matter, or electrons, or energy, or by string- 
ing equations together, is futile. It is just here that 
many youths err. 
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Hant explains &e process sta,tieally, while Bergson 
explains it d-dy* That is, aecading to Bergson, 
in the activiw of l ie  there is the qmience of pure con- 
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termed the self; the l i e  which attacks its environment; 
the inner corrective power which opposes natural selec- 
tion and makes new selections. These things we recog- 
nize within ourselves, a recognition which is necessarily 
intuitive. 

Recently in Tokyo a youth said to  me, "I want to 
believe, but the temptation to die always possesses my 
soul." I replied, "I too once got into such a pessimistic 
frame of mind, but I noticed that in my heart there was 
something that remained. It was the consciousness of 
an impulse to help make the world just a bit better. 
And I came to feel that, even though everything ex- 
ternal should be absolute gloom, if I still had the 
strength to grasp the handful of grit in my conscience, 
I should not abandon the effort to help set the universe 
right. I felt that even though God should appear to me 
evil, I ought, so long as life was in me, to continue my 
endeavor to correct that evil God. I resolved that so 
long as conscience remained, I would, no matter were 
I cast into hell, eat my way out of fatalism and causal- 
ity, and keep the courage to go forward in the effort to 
correct and lead the universe on to the way of 
virtue." 

Men say, "God has cast me away," or "I'm 
worn out in the fight of life," and would abandon 
themselves; yet even when the temgbgition to sui- 
cide comes, we are never to throw a#hy 'the shreds 
of aspiration toward the good, but keep on ad- 
vancing toward Goodness. Through love we are 
to mitigate the violence of the struggle for exist- 
ence. 
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WISDOM IS THE INNER SECRETION OF LIFE 
The new birth of conscience is the great effort to 

amend the world, which we term salvation. It is here 
that the new point of departure, within the self, is sup- 
plied. If Nature bestowei it, there would be no need 
of our assistance. But if not, then we need to make the 
new start by the help of that which life imparts within 
us. We recognize with certitude the self within. It is 
here that we have the point of departure for personality. 

Personality exists in the cosmos, and therefore in me 
too personality appears. My own personality is the 
revelation of cosmic personality. The knowledge that 
the true form of the cosmos is personality is the first step 
in the process of recognition. Here, then, recognition 
and will are not disparate. The dualism of unsavable, 
purposeless will-impulse, to be saved (temporarily) by 
perception and intelligence, as taught by Schopenhauer 
and Hartmann, does not exist. Rather must we believe 
that the energetic will develops intelligence. 

The Neo-Kantian thinkers teach that intelligence is 
a product of life. That is, intelligence is the secretion 
of the life within. We do not possess a particular 
faculty of intelligence, but intelligence is that which 
spontaneously springs forth from within. Therefore, 
if the life of conscience be noble, then its product, its 
secretion, of intelligence will naturally be pure. The 
clearer the activity of life, the clearer its product of 
intelligence, transforming our metaphysical recogni- 
tion of God. When, on the contrary, we are defeated 
by external environment, recognition does not arise. It 
remains naught but a catalogue of symbols. 
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RECOGNITION OF THE GOD OF LIFE 
The eye which sees God we call conscience. Con- 

science is a lens. 
Blessed are the pure in heart! 
They will see God. 

They see God because the lens is perfect. Conscience 
ever produces fresh creative effort. The new effort 
toward creation does not create solely that which it 
prefers. It is the endeavor to bring forth the evil 
recast as a new entity. This, then, is the Way of Life, 
the life of the conscience, the new departure in the 
amending of the cosmos. When this dynamic of 
love works within, we feel the recognition of Gad 
as the Source of Love issuing forth copiously as from 
a fountain. 

It is also comparable to electricity. If an electro- 
magnet remains insulated, no current is generated; but 
if it be moved within a coil of copper wire, a current is 
immediately set up. And the faster it is rotated, the 
higher the potential of the current, until a power greater 
than that of the steam that moves a locomotive is pro- 
duced. In precisely similar fashion, when the life of 
the conscience is lacking, it is impossible for one clearly 
to know that God is the God of Life; but once the life 
of conscience is stirred, clear recognition of the God of 
Life is attained. 

So long as God is thought of as a mere symbol, and 
the life of conscience is not practiced, the God of Life 
may not be known. God is not a Being of quiescence 
and weakness. I believe that if we grasp the truth that 
God is the Mighty One who, working through spirit, 
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amends the cosmos, we will immediately ascend to the 
truth that recognition of God proceeds from love and 

j conscience. 
$ 

If, as in the religion of asceticism of India, men bind 
J 
t their muscles and spend their lives in quietude, accom- 

plishing nothing creative, i t  is possible for them to 
1 think of God as absolute non-existence; but when men 
1 rise and break their fetters, they forthwith discover 
i the God who works. 

GOD AS LOVE 

In the throes of the struggle for existence men ever 
feel hate and fear; their hearts are not tranquil. They 
create fictitious enemy powers and live in continual 
dread. The sole way of deliverance lies through the 
knowledge that the true salvation of man is in love, not 
in conflict. A certain religionist has said, "It has been 
remarked that since the struggle for existence is the 
established rule of the world, we must inevitably fall 
as its victims. But it is not a particularly pleasant 
affair for the weak to submit continually to the strong. 
Therefore, if we who are weak will sacrifice ourselves to 
the strong, we shall be able to bear it." But he is 
wrong: the new point of departure for man must be the 
recognition that God has implanted the urge to amend 
that which is, even if but slightly, in error. 

It is not struggle that has been imposed, but efloort 
through love; and it is God who has implanted it. When 
we advance after such a self-awakening, we learn that 
since we are creators, God too is a Creator; and when 
we are inwardly conscious of our aim, we become con- 
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scious of purpose in the universe. In other words, 
because we love, we are enabled to know God who is 
the source of love. 

The religion of love as taught by Jesus has no philo- 
sophical theory of knowledge. It is only love through 
and through. It is love put into practice. 

Christianity, however, has been weak in the practice 
of love; and the God of Christianity has, therefore, 
come to be thought of merely as a symbol-not im- 
parted to man as the God of power and of love. In the 
society of today true philosophy, true religion, tfue 
science, do not yet exist. Men's consciences are be- 
numbed. True religion, philosophy, and science will 
appear a t  the moment when love is put into practice. 
The religion, the science, and the philosophy of the 
past have been the creations of men of disunited selves 
-men marred by defects and incapable of clearly 
visioning ~ o d :  

If we would see God, we must first love. When we 
make a beginning in the life of conscience, we forthwith 
experience within us the revelation of God. Jesus it 
was who showed us the first step toward recognition 
through love. When with this resolve we go forward, 
we too are enabled to love offenders and folk who are 
in distress. This is the power which Jesus gives us. 
It was he who brought into this imperfect world of hate 
the teaching of love. 

Through this love God is &st perceived. The man 
who declares that he does not know God, has failed 
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because he does not love. Divesting oneself of con- 
science and love, and declaring that one does not know 

k 

i 
God, is like covering the eyes and saying that one 

i cannot see. 

1 True recognition of God today must begin within the 

I conscience. Professor Nishida says, "True life must be 
discovered in Jesus who as a young man died on the 

1 cross." The emergence of love begins with Jesus of 

lived the life of love, he reached this conclusion. 
The man who says he cannot comprehend a God who 

forgives offenders owes his inability to his failure to 
practice love. When the electro-magnet is kept mo- 
tionless, no current is generated. 

The reason why we do not as yet truly perceive the 

rouse our l ie  of conscience up to far greater activity. 
He alone who loves is able to see God. For God is Love. 
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CHAPTER XXI 

LOVE AND FATE 

TRACING THE GROWTH OF FATALISM 
Romain Rolland has said that Fate is the term which 

man applies to all that he himself does not decide. 
Viewing the development of fatalism in .the world, we 
find M. Rolland's dictum to be correct. 

When the oppression of the physical environment is 
extreme, man thinks of the power of fate in Nature; 
and when, unable to bear the oppression of his social 
environment, man loses sight of his own purpose, he 
feels the sorrow of social fate. The former is the fatal- 
ism found in primitive cultures, while the latter is one 
of the ways of viewing modern economic fate, i. e., 
fatalism as transformed by the materialistic conception 
of history. More depressing than these two views is the 
psychic fatalism which holds that all of man's psychic 
existence is predetermined by some superhuman power. 
Man is overrun by the wheels of fate, deprived of 
freedom, doomed to anguish only, coming (finally to 
curse life itself. It is a metaphysical agony of impre- 
cations against evil inheritance and of suffering from 
original sk. The anguish of the modern man pene- 
trates from natural to social, from social to personal- 
deeper and deeper into the soul, his suffering contin- 
ually more excruciating. 
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THE FATALISM ARISING FROM NATURE'S 
OPPRESSION 

Consider first the fatalism arising from the oppression 
of Nature. Take the illustration of India. The early 
religion of ancient India, as revealed in the beautiful 
poems of the Rig Veda scriptures, was based upon a 
vivid view of life. The poets praised unfettered Na- 
ture, they sang of the lightning, and of the cham of 
the sky a t  dawn. They hymned the beautiful echoes 
of the chariot wheels when the god Murat rode upon the 
clouds. I t  is difficult to believe that the men of ancient 
India who composed such poetry were shuddering in 
fear a t  the oppression of a dreaded Nature. 

But when they left the plateau of Iran and descended 
to the banks of the Ganges, they for the first time 
experienced the oppression of a mighty Nature which 
they, with the limited strength of men, were unable to 
conquer. In the dark jungles bordering the Ganges 
there awaited them those savage, well-nigh earth- 
colored Dravidians. Forthwith the fresh, free poetry 
ceased. Dwelling in the jungles and fearing the attacks 
of enemies, these folk from Iran would light their fires 
and recite the Upanishad scriptures. Before long, 
plagues devastated their villages, and they were stricken 
and reduced in numbers. Year by year their harvests 
failed. After the plagues came famines; then a succes- 
sion of floods; then the apparition of a mysterious celes- 
tial visitor, a comet with a long tail. In all this they 
recognized a superhuman power, a power which con- 
strained them and thwarted their courageous activities, 
binding them with the chains of mercilessness. They 
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began to perceive that before these chains even a mon- 
arch leading a million men was powerless. 

THE LIFE OF TRANSMIGRATION 

Thus in their daily life they experienced the repetition 
of blind, 'mechanical existence. The cycle of generations 
was pure sorrow. No longer was their history one of 
growth. Their lives became, generation after genera- 
tion, a ceaseless repetition of futile efforts to conquer 
the oppression of Nature. In a day the culture they 
had founded was demolished by floods. In a moment 
of time their children whom they had carefully raised 
were torn from them by disease. To them, all their 
physical woes were but part of a natural fate. In the 
end they were unable to discover any great difference 
between themselves and the beasts. They found them- 
selves facing starvation, for they were unable to eat 
roots of grass and bark of tree, which, were they beasts 
instead of men, they could have had in plenty. Com- 
pared to lions and oxen, they were not particularly 
superior animals. Observing their own fine skins burnt 
by the sun, wrinkled by long periods of illness, and 
changing to an earth color, they even began to envy the 
leopards their beautiful spotted skins, and were unable 
to restrain curses upon themselves foy their futile 
existence. They thought how superior and how much 
more beautiful the beasts were. From these ideas 
began their primitive animal worship. It seemed to 
them that they were doomed to a life of mechanical 
transmigration by which those who had done evil in a 
former existence were born into this. world as oxen, 
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while those who did evil in thislife would be reborn in 
the next world as snakes. 

SOCIAL RESISTANCE TO THE OPPRESSION OF NATURE 
6 ' When, on the banks of the Hoang-Ho in China, I 

met bands of starving folk, I thought upon social re- 
sistance to Nature. And when I saw the folk by the 
tens and hundreds of thousands, driven out by floods, 
in their boats roofed with sacks, making their way to 
Shanghai and Kyukiang, I marveled alike a t  the weak- 
ness of man and the strength of the forces of Nature. 
Then a t  the time of our great earthquake and fire, we 
in Japan collided with a like fatalism. Yet we were 
able, when snared by this simple fatalism, directly to 
continue our growth. For, individually through ad- 
vance in knowledge and socially through perfection of 
organization, man has become able to extend the system 
of mutual aid and to fortify his social nature. He groups 
small families into tribes, tribes into races, races into 
unified nations, unified nations into international alli- 
ances. Thus against the oppression of Nature, which 
a single individual is powerless to oppose, man is able 
socially to make resistance. The prodigious aids of 
invention and discovery have enormously increased 
man's power to subjugate Nature; and a scientific 
culture; quite lacking in primitive society, has come to 
birth. 

Man has created a wholly new manner of living, quite 
removed from Nature. He has gotten away from the 
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sod. He has built huge chimneys towering toward the 
sky, and stretched electric wires through the air like 
giant spiders' webs. He has built railroads to the ends 
of the continents. Everything is done with the idea 
of convenience and public benefit, and directed toward 
the greatest happiness of the greatest number. As a 
result, society practices division of labor to an extreme 
degree. Mechanized division of labor has necessitated 
the mechanization of daily life, of social organization, 
and of mind or spirit. 

Folk enter the factories a t  the sound of the seven 
o'clock whistle, and from then until the evening whistle 
blows they must stand and tend machines. The wages 
that they earn must be used to buy food, and now no 
longer is there any surplus remaining. Everything 
must work like the hands of a clock. The aggregate of 
all the mechanized daily lives of individuals is com- 
prehended in the modern factory. 

Factories represent one side of the mechanization of 
the system of production, but politics as well has be- 
come mechanized. Because i t  promotes efficiency, 
bureaucratic government is esteemed, and work in 
government offices has become mechanicql, bother- 
some, uninteresting, and inhuman. In the next place, 
armies are mechanized. Every soldier is required to 
move like a machine. The need for heroes is no longer 
recognized. All that is demanded of every soldier is 
that he turn into a tool for raising the efficiency of 
machine guns, Furthermore, passionate love, religion 
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d learning &well, are all mechanized. Thus 
lete mechanization of all things upon the basis 

has resulted in forcing man to kneel down 
em which he has himself created and 

s sufferings over again. This is the 
dern civilization and the reason why 

going materialistic conception of 
be literally accepted. But this 
e soul of man is contented with 
ce. His soul straightens itself 
i t  makes the effort to break 

and demolish superficial for- 
ghtening up and becoming 
inner principle lies athwart 

by physical fate is fettered 
are the fearful perils of 

the soul held in check bj 
t into the slough of fate 

mit helplessly to suf- 
oignant anguish of 
Hauptmann's trage- 
of social disease. 

FROM EXTERNAL TO INTERNAL FATE 
dually by the trio 
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is able to beat down external forces, his ideas of fate 
suddenly vanish. The conception of transmigration is 
demolished by social fatalism. Scientific forces furnish 
the power to control natural fate to a certain extent. 
Furthermore, psychic fate is stronger than external, 
social fatalism, and psychic determinism more funda- 
mental than social determinism. Society itself is re- 
placed by psychic canons. Thus, as the result of the 
inner evolution, there is soul-growth, and with it the 
position of fatalism is revolutionized. External fatal- 
ism is by degrees driven out by an inner fatalism. 
In other words, only the inner determinism remains; 
and the inmost determinism is none other than self- 
determinism-the final remainder. 

TOWARD THE REALM OF SELF-DETERMINISU 

When the individual abandons the will to advance 
toward the good, naught is left but external oppression. 
Though all the world be black, the soul which can still 
perceive a ray of light within, and has the courage to 
give a cup of water to some poor creature along its 
pioneer path, can be said to have the strength by that 
much to overcome social fate. The soul which deeply 
trusts in itself never fears the darkness of life; and, 
moreover, the realm of fate is not necessarily sheer 
gloom. So long as the inner determination is deepening 
and the power remains with us to decide more or less 
our own course, that is, so long as we understand that 
our own destiny pertains to us alone, there is no need 
for us to be pessimistic. May it  not be that we ought 
to fear ourselves more than we fear outer fate? 
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When cowardice or weakness drives an individual to 
the point of casting his life away, presumably he must 
accept the oppression of Nature as i t  comes, or materi- 
alistic determinism, or the determinism of evil inherit- 
ance as it is; but even though this threefold deter- 
minism be imposed, so long as he keeps open thedoors of 
self toward others and there is available to him any por- 
tion of that fourth realm of self-determination through 
invention, discovery, and creation, he wills to believe 
that the evil in the universe is by no means funda- 
mental. Archimedes said that he could move the world 
if he had a lever. So long as the lever of self-determi- 
nation is left to us a t  all, we believe that we can verily 
raise the weight of the world's threefold fate. 

Again would I repeat the words of M. Rolland: "If 
there be fate in the world, i t  occurs in matters outside 
the sphere of individual determination." 

LOVE AND COURAGE 
When the soul develops within, and the self can de- 

termine its own fate, the course of the soul's growth is 
removed from the domination of blind, inner fate, and 
becomes creation through love. The fate of the soul is 
in love's hands. If love demands sacrifice, the soul is 

'? ready; if love is not daunted by the fiery furnace, 
'; neither may the soul shrink therefrom. 

Love a t  times compels'men to face sad ends, but the p 
; valor of love is able to dissolve their destinies. In 

love's view, destiny is but that which affects the growth 
" of the soul. Love sees through to the ultimate victory. 
:$ Wherefore'love has the courage to break through even 
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the tragedy of fate. Love is the bravest of the 
brave. 

It was love for the homeland that brought eight 
million souls to death on the battle fields of Europe; 
love for their countrymen that made men calmly 
mount to the guillotine. Love for the helpless draws 
one near to the sufferers with infectious diseases. The 
bravest, the most adventurous, is love. Courageous 
love alone can break through destiny. Love determines 
the ego and the alter, or, rather, love determines my own 
destiny and that of the sufferer as well. The destiny 
embraced by love carries a double determination: for 
the ego, i t  is that of evolution; for the sufferer, it is a 
determination toward reevolution and redemption. 

Even in the sad doom to destruction, love discovers 
the shining light of resurrection. Fate is, for love, but 
a game. It is like that played by children with the 
weaving of a cord on the fingers. Among the pre- 
determined changes love still finds its clue. Even when, 
time and time again, the same combination is repeated, 
love discovers therein the resource of joy. 

Death, illness, decrepitude-all are welcomed by love 
as beautiful arts. For love refines them fully, and has 
no fear of them. Love knows the means of redemption. 
Therefore, the soul awakened to love knows no disap- 
pointment. Through the flowering of love within the 
soul, the sad fate that overwhelms the individual can 
be deemed one of the elements in the drama of a greater 
love, rendering possible the expectation of the birth of 
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the greater love, and this not by negation of the sorrow, 
but rather by virtue of it. 

I see this love moving within me. Love decides my 
destiny. I am a part of love. Love determines mj 
all. Love makes me to hunger. Love nails me to tht 
cross. Love is the sum of my destiny. 0 joyous fate! 
0 gladsome tidings! If there is a destiny for me, it is 
love that decides it. I am bound to love: it is my glad 
fate. For love 1 suffer agony; for love, I make appeal. 
But I, who am created to love, have so little of love; 
yet I have laid upon me the compulsion to seek the 
object of my love. Love today sends me afar to the 
cold North, and tomorrow sets me down on burning 
ground. Love is my master. In truth, man has laid 
upon him the great compulsion to love-to find the way 
into men's hearts by love. For love I am created; love 
may use me as it will. I cannot flee from love; the 
bonds of love, indeed, are my joy. I am infatuated 
with holy love. Love draws me on to the scaffold; yet 
I cannot forsake love. The sorrow of love's destiny is 
changed for me into a great evangel, a great art. Again 
I declare, love is my all-in-all; love is my joyous 
destiny! 
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xxa 
LOYE AND GOD 

THE C ~ O S  A BUD 
The cosmos is love in the bud-sne vast bud, 

Thus would 3 believe, and thus nay science-=art 
tea&& me. The sat is $till in p w m ;  
the future yet h longI And love gives m d n g  to 
the rising cation, 

Liks pamionate love the eosmos 14. fmgmnt-a my&c 
bud. of Iife that is chmged from l u ~ e  to love. It is felt 
only within, This is the m a g %  d evoIution, that the 
wwId is still in bud. 

W F A L ~  QF EVOG~LQN 
I do not h o w  who ht believed in the tll& d 

tnaIution. It FGds pmbably not Dawh, or WaUace, 
m Blfsmdel. In iu:cept@ e~olution we aceept more &an 
the mere tbaoria d mktioa, selection, and the sur- 
y i d  of the fittd. Belief in evaItttion ia% fgith in the 
prngreisive entrance into an ever-nding freedom- 
from see& to shoat, bud to flower; Tram anthropoid to 
human, from man to son of Gad. WEzat a emgeous  
faith! Tbe belief that there is a d-ireet line of e~olution 
from a m ~ b a  to :, is a more darhg w d  romantic 
faith than the belief in the myth of a, Creator making 
m e t h i n g  out; af nothinge 
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I will not inquire how the amoebi became man. If 
it is said it became man through the proces4 of Nature, 
the explanation is simple: the amceba is cleverer than 
a bmgliig god. Or if i t  is said that it developed by 
chance, then there never was such orderly chance. Or, 
again, if it is mid that it developed mechanically, then 
no device ever equaled this performance of finding the 
way throngh complicated diculties and faking in 
the wtivity of the life of freedom. Thm is not a more 
courageous faith than this! The simple, praent-day 
theories all arose from belief in evolution; bat believing 
the miracle of one developing the strength of ten, of 
lifeless matter evolving up to humafl freedom, is believ- 
ing the greatest of all miracles. 

Although there are &we who doubt the Tigin Birth 
and the Resurrection, there is none among scientists 
who doubts the complicated miracle of t-he amazba 
becoming man. Modern scientific fAth k too strong 
to doubt it. 

Belief in evolution is a bolder faith than Abraham's 
belief in the Promised Land. Ei Iand was the lean 
country of Palestirme; the Promised Land of evolution 
is growth from electron to Divinify. The doctrine of 
evolution carries to completion the revelation which 
begins in Genesis. Modern science has done away with 
the first concepti~n of God, an8 has comtntcted the 
ultimate God, 

But wherein b the dierence between the first and 
the final God? 
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THE SECRET OF EVOLUTION 
What is i t  that in the beginning can be non-existent, 

and in the end existent? If one thinks of the whole 
cosmos as an art, a creation, it is possible to answer the 
question. Is the cosmos, then, itself an art? Who is 
the artist, and what does he create? If there be those 
who hold that God, by the principle of evolution, causes 
man to develop from electrons, and for His own glory 
is creating within the individual a new God, then they 
may hold that He is exerting Himself to no purpose. 
It might be thought rather superfluous for God to 
create a God. Or, in the end, it may be thought that 
the cosmos is God's diversion, or God's looking-glass- 
that God is reflecting His image for His own sake; and 
that the process of reflecting His image (regarded as 
evolutionary history) has required an excessively long 
period of time. 

Nevertheless, faith in evolution is without doubt the 
greatest faith since Abraham. Its history enumerates 
blessings and points out the signs of development. It 
is convinced that though stones may not become sons 
to Abraham, electrons can become sons of God. The 
theory of evslution is the most optimistic, the most 
salutary, the brightest, of faiths. Through Nature, as 
we say, i t  has taught us of an almighty inner-existent 
Power. It believes that through the working of the 
inner Power, in some indeterminate time, the clay itself 
is transformed into the image of God. It means, 
theoretically, belief that the God who is from the begin- 
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ning becomes the final God. But no, the evolutionists 
would be off ended at  such a statement. Yet the theory 
of evolution is intrinsically a complete faith. 

As evidence, evolution forgives every sin, every error, 
every failure; and because it believes that the imperfect 
becomes perfect, that ugliness is changed to beauty, 
error to truth, darkness to light, it just as clearly teaches 
the authenticity of salvation as does the Father of 
Christ. 

Belief in retrogression is not characteristic of the 
theory of evolution, for evolution believes fundamen- 
tally in progress and development. How full of hope 
this faith is! Though this faith must travel the road 
of suffering in the struggle for existence, evolution 
guarantees a Paradise after the suffering is past. Its 
method of explanation differs, but it validates the ! 
hopes of Christianity. :I 

i 
.'! 

THE SOURCE OF THE IDEA OF PROGRESS 

Whence, then, came this faith? Why has this firm 
belief in cosmic evolution been given to men? 

Biology interprets the changes during the past in the 
world of Nature, and has determined that there is 
progress. But does the evolution of the past really 
become the evolution of the present? And when did 
the idea of progress appear? 

I believe that the idea of progress must be acquired 
experientially. The law of growth given in experience 
frst gained h belief in the nineteenth century period 
of invention. Thus the idea of progress is subjective 
effort reflected objectively. When man begins to 
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glimpse the first rays of the dawning hope of progress, 
he for the first time becomes assured that there is evolw 
tion in the cosmos; but when this hope is wanting, he 
thinks of the changes tending toward complexity in the 
cosmic structure merely as fetters binding mankind. 

The idea of progress, then, originates from inner con- 
viction of the power of growth. This conviction of 
growth means faith in the inner life. In other words, 
belief in objective evolutionary principles indicates faith 
in inner life. In brief, the terms evolution and God 
point toward the same entity. Only, it is inappro- 
priate to employ the terms of subjective experience in 
the working vocabulary of objective science. The man 
who says he believes in evolution but not in God, de- 
ceives himself; for i t  is a matter of difference in terms, 
not of variation in essence. 

GOD WITHOUT AND GOD WITHIN 

H. G. Wells declares that he does not know whether 
or not there is a God in the universe, but that he can 
believe in a "finite God" of salvation within the soul. 
The principle of evolution may be said to be faith in 
this "finite God." But this talk of a ''finite God" is 
rather an argument of self-interest. Our judgments 
of value require absolute determination in the finite; 
and life supplies the endorsement. Inner life is, for 
me, eternally absolute. 

Today evolution stands, and the assurance that i t  will 
stand rests on the recognition of evolution deep within 
the ego. The ego is the treasure vault of evolution. 
Further evolution and change depend largely upon the 
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o cannot believe that he is,,growing better is not j 
9 qualified to believe in evolution. That is, conscience ; 

is the continuation of evolution. The long story of : 

evolution has been kept under subjection, secret within , ; ' I  
4fq the conscience. As the fcetus in the body of the mother 

repeats the evolution of millions of years, so the con- . 
science in a brief interval recapitulates the inner evolu- ?tit 

tion of eons. Conscience is the sword point of evolution, :/$< 

1, b' Thus, where men can believe that by their own r 
' \< !cf& strength the world can become just a bit better, there $ t  r ' 

evolutionary history begins to be made. After evolu- ,;{,,,!$ 
4, 4 tion is thus inwardly accepted, i t  receives outer certifica- ,! k, 

tion. The ancients knew nothing of objective natural 
' ;% 

history, but they knew the story of conscience emergent 3ti:l 
14! within the ego. The history of conscience has been re- 

corded most solemnly by the Hebrew people, and this 
history is today transmitted to us in the Bible. 

From within the cosmos come bursting the buds of ',! ',,F$$J 
goodness and conscience. Such is the teaching of the 

$ +  ;ygd 
chronicles of the Bible. Wherefore, the folk of old, 

r " 
who knew nothing of evolution, escaped pessimism :,:' , , 
because they believed in the forces of goodness and 

, r j ,  
conscience working within the individual. They were , , 
evolutionists without knowing evolutionary doctrine. . :?{I 

, 213 In a word, "God" signifies this power of evolution hlf$[$ 

operating through consicence. Conscience and God !#! 
are not to be confused; conscience is relative, while the 
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power of evolution is absolute, operating through both 
the objective and the subjective. Belief in the power 
of evolution is uniquely experienced in the conscience 
function, which has the capacity for consciously know- 
ing the good; for conscience is a function, not a force. 
God is power. God is absolute. Conscience is simply 
the individual's equipment functioning. Through the 
operation of conscience man is fist able to approach the 
reality of free self-existence. That is, conscience is the 
sole process for leading man to  God. In conscience 
alone God is perfectly revealed. Summing up, then, 
the sole Power which can bring man closer to the realm 
of free self-existence is thought of as God. Other forces 
set up as deities are valueless. In man it is conscience 
alone that draws him toward self-existence. Wherefore, 
it is right that in conscience God be adored. 

The man who negates conscience denies the existence 
of God, and the man who says there is no God denies 
creation. Without creation there is no evolution. He 
who affirms evolution will necessarily affim God; for 
the one God is evolutionary power intrinsic. In truth, 
except for the progress of the Good within the ego, there 
is in the cosmos no apparatus for measuring evolution. 
Apart from the evolution of personality, that is, apart 
from God, the setting up of abstract deities is mere 
stupid sport. There are those who would negate per- 
sonality and retain evolution. They are the folk who 
imagine that the cosmos is constructed independently 
of the ego. .- They forget that within the ego the very 
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c* rq  

axis'bf the cosmos is exposed. Yea, let i t  be known t h a t  
the Good operating in the ego through conscience is the' i{iFT final step in evolution. Apart from the Good there is ' !.;z?j ." :',;f 
no evolution in the true sense. Approach to the realm , ,;>! 
of freedom has been made just because every living r'4 

The possibility of evolution which reveals the Go 
becomes, for the soul within, the representation of G 
God is evolution itself a t  work within the ego. 
regard evolution as an attribute of God may to some 
men appear profane; but if God is thought of a 
Creator, how can i t  be thought blameworthy to rega 
evolution, the continuer of creation, as of the ve 
nature of God? 

Evolution, as opposed to creation, demands inherent 
continuity, while creation implies a transcendent inter- 
vention. But this is merely a logical distinction. In 
reality, there is no difference between evolution and 
creation. In evolution as well there are elements of 
value-creation accompanying the progress of values. 
However, in the theory of evolution inherent variability 
is regarded as a power, while in the theory of creation 
the canon of transcendence receives strong emphasis. 
Yet in the composition of values both of these are 
requisite. Values take their starting point in higher 
reality, and signify inherent variation and growth, and 
we discover that in personality these dual elements are 
unified. Personality, that mysterious inner reality, 
unites the two poles of permanence and variation, and 
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joins together growth and law, experience and merhory, 
inner existence and transcendence. Personality is the 
crown of cosmic evolution. 

This mysterious inner reality has the method and the 
joy of revealing the personality within the self. 

Because of the marvelous mystery of reality, the 
miracle of evolution is to be accepted without explana- 
tion. Why does the God of self-gratification, the God 
of absolute free self-existence, manifest himself in an 
imperfect world? This question I must be excused 
from answering, because that is a mystery. People may 
not have the time for such metaphysical arguments, but 
our metaphysics does not discuss the system nf fhs 
cosmos apart from the structure of conscience, 

CONSCIENCE THE SUMMIT OF EVOLUTION 
The structure of conscience teaches the reality of per- 

sonality as the conclusion and crown of evolution. In 
its marvelous reality we discover the source of all the 
mysteries in the universe, and therein we learn the fact 
that what was in the beginning is in the end. 

Personality is able to re-manifest the self to itself. 
For the personality, evolution is the creation of the 
:ontent of self-the creation of the self within the self. 
He who ignores evolution viewed as the Good dynamic 
within the inner personality, and thinks that external 
2volution alone is the fundamental law of the cosmos, 
thinks of the miracle of the first God being refined and 
becoming the final God. The religious philosophy of 
Hartmann terms this the deliverance of God from the 
cosmos. 
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But I have not the courage to make positive state- 
ments regarding this mystery. Let me remember qnly 
that within the mystery of the personality which we 
possess we have the ability to think concerning this 
creation of the content of the self. Only through the 
discovery in personality of the secret of evolution may 
I strike to the bottom of dl philosophy. 

Folk who do not expect to discover in the ego the 
crater of evolution, exhibit irrationality ~omewhere. 
Hartmann's great inconr,istwcy lay in his attempt to 
slaughter the self and construct only natural law. The 
law of evolution is discovered only in the ego as location 
of the Good, and anly as the ego is connected with the 
law of evolution is its relation to the cosnaos possible 
of comprehension. 

I become aware that the Guod seeks ih outlet for 
evolution within me, The Good is my God. 

The man who wiIl not believe that the Good is my 
God will not believe either tht Love is my God. 

I do not negate suffering. All pain has been given 
to me; but that doas not aiTord me a r w n  for negating 
love. The love within me makes me more than con- 
queror of suffering. 

I do not declare that death is not in me. Death 
solemnly lies there before my eyes, But I believe that 
the love which p i e m  through death has the greater 
power. Death is swalfowed up by love. Love is 
stronger than death. Love tramples on death. I even 
think that death is transmuted through love iato a kind 
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of art. Death is but one phase of variation, while love 
is the whole. All things die for the sake of love, and 
live again for love's sake. I know no reason why 
death for the sake of love should be dreaded. 

I know that decrepitude really exists; but is not love 
more than able to make up for every lack? Love per- 
ennially rejuvenates. Although I must grow old and 
decay, I know that the love which outstrips me and 
runs before me will prepare for me a broader way. 
Hence I shall never stray. 

I do not affirm that there is no disease in the world; 
yet I cannot deny the love that works within me. Love 
is more than conqueror of disease. 

Love is all. Love alone is absolute. The grief of 
finiteness, the dirge of darkness, all are sanctioned by 
love. Love atones for all. 

Who shall separate me from the love which is com- 
plete atonement, complete salvation? Shall affliction? 
or hardship? or persecution? or hunger? or nakedness? 
or danger? or the sword? I know that the Love and 
the Good which seek in me an outlet will give me the 
victory over all these. Therefore, though I suffer every 
hardship, I cannot deny the God who as Love works 
within me. For I believe that neither death, nor lie, 
nor angels, nor governments, nor powers, nor things 

L present, nor things to come, nor height, nor depth, nor 
any other creature-none of these things can separate 
me from the indwelling love of God, who has taught me 

I 
I 

the way to love through hardships. 
This is love too deep for me. It is the secret of the 

Absolute. Under the spell of this love, hardships, dis- 
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Apart from Love there is no revelation. Seek not 
for God in books, nor within the structure of matter. 
God is, indeed, not to be sought for: He is to be loved. 
God is revealed only in Love. He who would hear the 
Voice of God should love. Where love is richest, God 
is best known. 

Therefore, in the cities of capitalism God is naturally 
despised; and the malcontents rebelling against capi- 
talism fail, of course, to recognize God. But he who 
believes ,in the inner power, who is conscious of the 
reconstruction of the cosmos through Goodness and 
Love, believes in God. His belief, then, may not be 
half-hearted: he is confident that without Love there 
is no victory. 



LOVE IS MY HOLY OF HOLIES 
I fear that in this world God, this God of Love, will 

not be fully known; but I do &ink that ultimately all 
men will became aware that there is no Lord but Love. 
Love awakes from within. Love will arouse all men. 
Love whispers in that man's ear; it whispers to this 
man's heart. Love calls to all to awake, and goes about 

[ bringing all men to the comprehension that through 
Love all thinm are transmuted into lifeart. To this 
Love, $1 creation is adorment, and withal, intrinsi- 
cally perfect drama Love is the drama that redeems 
pain and disaster. To Love, d is victory. Love is 
Alpha and Omega-the very essence of God. 

h v e  is God's Holy of Holies. I b o w  that in Love 
alone God is to be adored. To me every idol, every 
temple, is but a symbol. In Love only do I worship 
God. All fonns are but appendwes. Temples, shrines, 
churches, creeds, baptism, the hoIy communion, the 
Scri~twes, the hmns-all of these circle about Love. 
They are not 'God. Love done is saintion. Love is 
the h a 1  iconoclast, 

Only in the TempIe of Love do I worship God. In 
groups of workingmen, at the bedside in the quarantine 
hospital where the nurses are bravely at work, in the 
dim~led cheeks of babies, in the embraee of the loved 
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one, I worship God. Let all fragmental forms be dis- 
severed from God. 

Love alone introduces God to me. Love is my sanc- 
tuary-in factory, field, city street; in bedroom, office, 
kitchen, sickroom. I have my sanctuary everywhere 
I go in the universe. Where Love is, there God is. 

He who worships God in Love is never straitened. 
Love is the unfailing spring. 

No sects there are in Love. Buddhist, Mohamme- 
dan, Christian-these are not Love's divisions. Love 
knows how to embrace, but not to differentiate. 

Love removes all the dross from man, and saves all. 
Love is the ultimate religion. Classify me not by creed: 
I belong to nothing but Love. Jesus it was who taught 
that it should be so. Jesus never said that men were 
to be shunned for their creeds. Love is the ultimate 
revelation, the final sanctuary. 

Only before Love do I bow in reverence. 

Eternal Love, flow forth! 0 God within me, clothe 
Thyself in glory! 

Now does the world meet its famine of Love. Naught 
there is to save it but Love. When the stream of Love 
dries up, society disintegrates and all things lose balance. 
When, in the home, the factory, the field, the bank, love 
evaporates, existence even becomes a target for 
curses. 

Eternal Love, pour forth! Thou within me, well up! 
The spring of Love flows only within the spirit. God 
is perennially the Indwelling One, Eternal Love. 
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When this Inner Power is dynamic, it becomes erup- 
tive, revolutionary. This revolution of the Indwelling 
One may not be controlled by external rules. The 
revolution for Love is the most potent of revolutions. 
All revolutions heretofore, compared to the revolution 
of the Inner Power, are but as trivial games. The 
Divine Revolution of Love knows nothing to dread. 

0 revolution of Love, make ready within! Universal 
Love, prepare! For the courage of Love must vanquish 
all that is vicious. Love alone knows justice; Love is 
the last Arbiter. Prepare ye the way for Love, for our 
God goes out to battle! 

When thou mournest, remember the God of Love; 
when thou weepest for thy sins, think of the atonement 
through the God of Love! On the verge of death, trust 
all to the Hand of Love! In the day when Justice is 
trampled down, in the day of weeping in patience, in 
the morn of poverty, in the eve of loss of employment, 
thou mayest conquer only by inner Love! 

Hang not thy head, 0 Comrade, creation of my soul! 
1 Before thee are placed the flowers of Love's sacrifice! 

Shall we not, together, thou and I, through Love see 
the selfsame God! 

Love in its arms enfolds all. Love is my Holy of 
Holies. Through Love I ascend to the heights and de- 
scend to the depths. Love is all-pervading. Love leads 
man into the innermost shrine of reality. Love is the 
only eye that visions God. With this wonderful eye 
of Love, God and man behold one another. In Love, 
the eye of man becomes the eye of God. In Love is 
first achieved the interfusion of Divinity and hummity. 
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